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facilitate business Small
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noiniee 1.. 11iin that during his absence <>i a
Prof. F. \Y Dowell arrived in Portland
•'•n*. Her '-apaeitx is iA<> pas>. n_
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"n 1H JS excursion OIII \
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ing ]>air of twins, a hoy and a girl. I’rof. H.
M. J ’ll 1 h*n had a bass drum. I’rof. Frank
been leeturing under the management of tinThe follow illy M he proyramme
Dennis a life and J. Jl. Libby. F.sq., a snare
Tl"' boat w ill ie;i\, ( dll-diner
titan d Lodge, I. <). (I. T., sim < Januar.v
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Marine Inspector Bea/ley, o! Buekspori.
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at Fortress M. t■
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anil
number ol lawyers of the Kennebec bar,
was in Belfast Monday, lookingat the frame
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of the new vessel at McDonald N' Brown's I •'•"•id" be uula\ oral.le duriny tin tt p the
hoim- Dii Winthrop street, IAaiik Southard.
some port, as it
j„; t( nded 111toP’d Into
Ksq.. holding an unihrella over his head. yard. He is much pleased with the work
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It is reported that a New York
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there is such a crowd in the
it
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tin-re will lie then, a
syndicate has purchased tin* Wooster quarry,
yood
(Jov. Burleigh has appointed Mrs. E. A.
lodyiny place is
which lies between the Sargent quarry and
•initean item to i,<- considered. The cost of
D. Burlington, of this city, a delegate t< the
the ferry, and that work will be begun at an
the trip is as follows;
The fare will be $12.
early date... .('apt. Win. R. Heagaii, who PJth National Conference of Charities and which includes a eahin berth the hoard w ill
has been in the hospital in Boston since last
in addition, so that the cost
to
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he
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Correction
lMT
Col.,
Denver,
w ill be $22 for one
December, returned home last week, hut is
State rooms, aeperson.
1KP2.
still in verv poor health.... Miss Grace M.
('ommodatiny two persons, from Si t.. ■*.•> per
who has been very sick at Winterextra.

Mr.
day Sell* m t| «.| tin* First Parish.
Boynton married Sarah, daughtei >f tinlate 'Jonathan Frye, wlm with two brothers
and other relatives survives him
They had
Dee. 17, 185>(».
oil** (laughter, now deceased.
occurred tin* golden wedding of Mr. and
Mrs. Boynton, at which time they received
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.Miss .Mattie J.-Murray, of Burnham, died
at the home of her parents in that town last
week and was buried mi Thursday.
Miss
Murray was a young lady of twenty-seven
years of age who had many friends in this
city, where for smne time she was engaged
as clerk for JL B. Stone A’ Co., in the dry
goods business.. She was a young lady of
refinement and of a sweetness of character
and disposition that endeared her to all who
knew her, and a large circle of friends in
this city will learn of her death with deep
sorrow
Banger Whig & Courier.
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I.m-e of Waldo.
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Tuttle.
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Mr. Bean and his children in their deep sorand Belfast, went home on Saturdav
row. and earnest 1;. pray they he sustained
in their grief b\ Hint win* cares e\< n for the
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the Good Templars of Maine, attended t lnGrand Lodge of G. T. of Massachusetts at
Worcester, last week, and was also present
at the banquet, and reception given in Boston
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Miss Susie C. Kelley of Belfast left Thursday for Vinalliaveii where she is to teach
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itine.
Me Donald & Brow n are building for .1, .M.-r

Miss Annie Crosby is at home from school
Stamford, Conn., for the Easter vacation.

arrived in Belfast on Thursday last, and
t nr tied home on Monday.
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im.

Mrs. Thomas 1L Shiite, arrived in Belfast
j ton Stewart & Co., of Baltimore. Captain
last week, and will remain here for a time.
j Bonner is the Commodore of their tie* ot
coffee clippers.
Mrs. Musselman is taking a census of th
Mr. George L. Brackett, Grand Seen-'arv
pupils in the Belfast Central school district.

joined the Him St. Congregational Church
by public profession, and from that day to
the day of her death she has lived up t». her
The church was lionChristian profession.
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John Mo.,r.

Sanborn and Miss Lillian SpinBoekland Moiidav on a visit.

Conroe Chalmers and Miss Mattie
Trask, of Bangor: a basket of beautiful
roses, emulation pinks ami evergreens from
"i'll'
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Mr. Fred A. Gilmore arrived borne last
week, having left a vessel at Philadelphia.
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mativ friends here.
Herald says of the deceased
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The finwing Bedfast people an- .n attendance at the Last Maine ('« nf« it m e t
Dockland: Mr. and Mrs. W. B. C’onant.
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Charles B. Ilazeltine, Esq., arrived home
Jacksonville, Fla., last Saturday evening. Before he left there his brother. Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. W. 1.5. Eaton made their
Belfast friends; visit last week.
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town on
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ii. M. Bean, of Camthe morning of April
1 *1 h. Though she had heeu in poor health
for some time it was not thought the end
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Kimna,

'leu, died suddenly

the

floral

memorv

but

away,

ed in

Knight
daughter in Philadelphia.
The latter is a bright,
educated young lady and a graduate of a
medical college.
Mayo was in the United
States navy during the war.

friends and the community go out
to the bereaved mother, to whom lie was so
tenderly devoted and in so large measure
his love and affection tilled her beautiful
hillside home. And Hr who promised llis
loved disciples on that eventful night before
Faster morning that lo- would send the
Comforter, will not fail to comfort and sustain the trebly afflicted widow and mother.
For hath lie not said. ‘‘Heaven and earth
pass

was

is

Mrs. Fred S. Walls, of Vinalliaveii. arriv-

of

and

Minneapolis,

Mrs. Susan S. Fernahl and Miss Belle Hall
left last week for Portland.

Two years

pursuits,

of

the train Mon-

on

Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Whitney, of Big
Timber, Montana, rejoice in the birth of a
son. Mrs. Whitney was Miss Lena
Haney, of

on

about the 2bth.

Mrs. John E. Burke,
visiting relatives here.

made eonsiderable money. He was a
Templar Mason. Mayo has a w ife and

thies of

shall

courts.

various

of his townsmen and associates.
Had he lived bright prospects and public
honors were in store for him. The sympa-

esteem

good

Mr. Boynton was a half brother.of
He was a member of
Mr. F. H. H iwan
Phoenix Lodge of Masons. The funeral w ill
take place Friday afternoon at
o'clock and
will he conducted by Rev. J. A. Savage.
citizen.

,lj!v

Libby,
port the past three weeks, returned home
14th, hut is still in a precarious condition
Misses Lillian and Lucy Ryan, of Belfast, were the guests of Mrs. Lizzie Brown,
Sunday, the 17th.

Mrs. W. B. Boix, wife of the late Captain
so long a popular commander of the
Boston & Bangor Steamship Company, is
the guest of Mrs. E. C. Danforth, on Date
street.
[Bangor Commercial.

Fkkkdom. Mr. J). W. Dodge and daughter returned home from Boston last SaturHe was converted and baptised by Elder (i.
day_Mr. L. Boulter left for his home in
I). Garland, and for about 21 years was a
Montgomery, Ala, on Monday last-The
member of the Free Baptist church of Svvan- Village Improvement Society will give a
I
leap year hall at* Music Hall on April AOth.
ville. He was a faithful son, kind brother,
Music by Bryant Bros-John, son of B. F.
a devoted husband, a wise, and loving father, 1
Foster, is quite sick with measles.

The follow ing out of tow n law yers w ere in
attendance at the opening of Court <>n Tuesday : W. H. Fogler and Merrit Johnson, of
Rockland; Hiram B.iss, of Washington;
George M. Warren, of Castine; J. II.
gomery, of Camden; W. C. Philbrook, of
Waterville and L. M. Partridge, ••!' Stockton.
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Hon.
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ago Mayo went to
Fort Payne where he has been engaged in

Thus his mind was broadening
memory.
and he was growing in the respect and
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Mrs. .).

Belfast, last week received news that his brother, Mr. (i org<
Mayo, died at Fort Payne, Ala., on April
11th, aged .72 years. Mr. Mayo had Ik rn i'll
during tlie winter with grip, but was thought

..

)

sister,

Maine Central Institute, where
graduated with high honors in bss] As
a school teacher lie was successful and popu- ;
to have recovered. He was afflicted with
lar. As supervisor of schools, in which poheart trouble.
He was the son of the late
sition hi* served several years, he was disMr. and Mrs. Howes Mayo and was born at
creet and efficient.
For the last seven years
Hampden. His parents moved to Frankfort
he was travelling salesman for M. S. Ayer &•
when George was very young. Mr. Mayo
Co., wholesale grocers of Boston. Here he was a stone cutter
by trade and a good
developed a business capacity ol’ a high or- workman. He bad worked in all the
promider. By Ids energy and faithfulness lie sooi
nent yards in Maine and at one linn was
won the confidence of the firm and he beeondueting a stone business at Thomaston
came more the t rusted, confidential friend
or St. (ieorge.
He came to Belfast and for
than employee.
This they attested. l»v a
a time was foreman in the yard of Mr. C. ,J.
constant ai <1 liberal increase of salary
NotHall. He subsequently opened a monumentwithstanding the exacting duties of such al business with a shed on
Bridge street,
service, never neglected, he kept well abreast near the lower
bridge. He w as a non-union
of the current literature of the day, taking
man and was finally driven out of business
a deep interest in the stirring issues of the
by the union men. The ease between the
times, finding time for solid reading, of the
union and non-union men was fought out in
more

Mrs. Austin left Monday for Boston for
extended visit.
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he
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one

Mr. <i. W. Gorham left

day afternoon for Philadelphia, where his
wife is visiting.
They will visit in Washington and New York before they return
home. [Bangor Whig
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held. Mr. Hichborn
was a young man of much promise.
F.ducated in the
ommon schools of Stockton,
he completed ids studies in a three year’s
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the Sunday school. Two

from

brief
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on

Monday.

He leaves a wile and four sons. The
funeral services were conducted by Rev.
David I'rarkett.of Jackson, who spoke from
Numbers, 2Jd < hap., last clause of the 10th
verse.
The floral tributes were many.
Among them were pillow of rut flowers and
smilax marked Father, a crescent of white
rose buds and a beautiful wreath of the same

..fferings
by many friends were rare and beautiful,
the attendance large, showing the esteem in

■

a

cemetery, where

the remains to the

■

Shales is in Boston.

Mr. L. T.

Hi.

Mr. .1. M. Moulton, of Boston, arrived in
Belfast Wednesday. It is liis first visit to
Maine.

Mr. Augustus Colburn went to Boston

ent.

ly impressive and very appropriate. Fownal
Lodge of Masons, of which the deceased was
a member, then took charge and escorted

«

Personals.

He served in the rapa-

friend.

firm

a

city of town officer for several years and
was Superintendent of Sunday Schools. He
has also held other positions of trust and
honor. He was an independent thinker and,
in its broadest sense, a fearless, consistent
Christian. Aug* .'loth, l.S5(i, he married Miss
M. I’. Cunningham, who for the :>5 years of
married life lived a peaceful, happy life. He
was a devoted husband, loving and indulg-

After a long ami painful illness, borne
with great patience, Irving Hichborn passed away April 10th, on Sunday, aged 30
years and nine months. He was the elder
ami only surviving son of Mrs. Esther and
the late (.'apt. Merrill Hichborn, who died s

substantially”as

!i.

and

NUMBER

1892.

the

Edwin Greeley, of Swanvillc. died April
llith, 1892, after a few months' 'llness, aged
(>0 years and 10 days.
He was the son of
John and Mary (Black) Greeley, and spent
the most of his life on the old homestead.

....

|

day

Boix,

Bcckspokt. l'he B.qiuidirans met in cauat Town Hall
Satnnlaj ami cl.-rtct! A.
H. tlcini,
Esq., Austin Si.dels, I;. C.
l-eacli, .I.dm I.. Homer, ticn. M. Ware and
Fred A. Heath as delegates to the state
concus

vention at

Bangor; and A. H. Genii, Esq..
Stover, Dr. Geo. (). Mitchel, A. ik
A. ('rocker and James Stnlihs
Ames, Esq.,
It. B.

Mont-J
;

to

attend the

ville.

district convention

at

Water-

■

G.

RKV.

K.

THE

Tl'FTS
OF

SCENE

LINE,**

would soon make Canada to be a land flowing with milk and honey, and this good for
nothing desert would rejoice and blossom
So if your eye ever happens to
as the rose.

Scotia.

OF

WRITES

MATTERS AND

WOLFVILLE,
LONGFELLOW'S “EVANGE-

BLUENOSE

IN

THINGS

Nova

from

Letter

LAND.

fall upon

ETC.

an

extract

from

a
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LESSON
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Canadian paper,

-or-

inquire which side of politics it repreWolfville, N. S., April P, lHP'J. The Jour- sents. Each party is spotless in its own
nal reaches me regularly and its pages are eyes. But then, even Boston editors don’t
promptly perused. 1 know of no secular all see alike as regards politics.
You are aware, of course, that the number
paper that has its local, town, State, national and general news so well systematized as of newspapers, or rather the increase of that
the Republican Journal. Hut it is not nec- number, is often referred to as a mark of
essary for me to tell you what you already prosperity.
In 1804 Canada had 280 papers.
know.
She now has 1,033. At that time Manitoba
During tin* past six weeks I have been had but one, now 57. British Columbia 3,
visiting friends in various parts of Nova now 83. Nova Scotia 25, now 81. Ontario
Scotia.
Great changes have taken place
172, now 578. The other provinces have
since 1*79. at which time I spent a few
gained likewise.
The people consider their
months here.
I have heard no complaints among the
common school system to he the best on
farmers. They find a ready sale for their
this continent. All teachers are examined
products. Potatoes sell readily here for fifty
by one central board on the same syllabus, cents, being shipped in large quantities to
The
neatest the
and the grades are uniform.
West India Islands. The soil produces
buildings in the sparsely settled farming | them so easily that they can be raised at a
districts are the sehoolhouses, and these are i
good profit for 25 cents. Hay has sold all
well supplied with wall maps, globes, dic- winter for from 12 to 15
dollars; and last,
tion iries, gazetteers, etc., furnished by the week a farmer a few miles from here sold !
government. Such sections where the tax- the balance lie had on hand, about 200 tons,
able propert\ is small receive half yearly at $17.<m> delivered on the wharf. Much atg 1;1111> from the general county and pro- tention is given to poultry and eggs. Till
vincial funds.
By this means the children recently the latter were sent chiefly to Bos- j
first

Fur Capes,

Beaver, Monkey, Cape Sent,
tria. Wool Seal and

can attend school the
|j ton, but within a year or so the fast steamers
round, and are thus placed on a level arranged with suitable coolers began to take
with the children in the cities and larger 1 them to England where a higher price is
All the schools, both m country and
towns
realized than ever before.
The surplus population is beginning to move
city, are regularly visited by government
to
be
inspectors—men who are expected
towards the provinces of the Northwest on
able to teach the teachers how to teach.
the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Tlu Baptists Methodists, Episcopalians Manitoba has an area of 00,000
square miles.
:11111 Presbyterians have all given some at- The
capital, Winnepeg, has now a population
... to collegiate education.
Acadia Collert
|J nf 40,000 and in a few years will more than
leg* founded by the Baptists in lSJN at double it. Her elegant churches, her parlia-

these communities

year

hist Julie 4J students. inent
buildings, her hotels, her acres of 3 or 4
I
scattered all over the world. story brick and stone
buildings, her 25 miles
Scores of them are in the I'nited States,— of railroad
sidings—these are some of the signs
j
lawyers, doctors, ministers and college pro- of her progress. Then, the four other prairie
fessors.
Among the latter class I may men- provinces, each having about one-tliird more
tion Prof. Elder, of Colby : Prof. Mae vane,
area than Manitoba—viz. Alberta, Athebasrof. Schurmaii, of Corof Harvard, and
ca, Assiniboin and Saskatchewan—are maknell. Female education has also made great
ing rapid strides in the line of progress.
adxaurcment during the past 1"> years. The
They contain an area of 400 million acres,
denominations above named all have schools
not surpassed in the world for producing
of high grade for their daughters. Twenty
wheat. An educated man who visited them
were
to
sent
or thirty years ago the girls
last summer, in ordei to ascertain their reMount Holyoke and to Bradford Academy.
sources, told me, That these five provinces
Now they can get an A. B. course a* home.
were capable of supporting a
population of
Some still go abroad ; and a Baptist minister
50 millions, and in addition to this feed the
of Wolfville now has a daughter at Wellesworld—on the basis of present purchases—IN
A year or two ago there were three
lc\
months with one year's crop of wheat. Some
girls taking extended courses of study in
Wol.viile.

graduated

Hei ;i!umni

are

j

persons ignorant of physical geography
studying in England and one
Europe,
might suppose the climate to he severe,
in Berlin. A wing—chiefly for class-rooms— i
hut the fact that the isothermal line in its
feet
is
now!
and
17"*
thro stories high
long,
western course, makes an angle with the
being added to the Acadia Female Seminary lines of latitude,
materially changes the
It will be completed at the beginning
her.-.
temperature. This law explains why the
If you will J
.! the next term in September.
climate of Labrador is not so mild as that of
two

j

read the first loo !
Evangeline
England. Thousands of young farmers from
lines you will see how Wolfville looked in
the British Isles, oi the best class, are yearly
The hills, the dykes, the Basin. Mt.
17‘iS.
settling in t hose western provinces along the
PJ..melon and the site of Basil’s blacksmith
railroad lines. The government of Canada has
In
IX.SO
All
else
lias
remain.
changed.
shop
agents in England and elsewhere selecting
1 was as far west as Iowa, and in isss as far
emigrants of the best quality, giving to every
south as Virginia, hut during those trips I
young man of IN years a farm of 100 acres, if
saw nothing that equalled this region as rehe has energy to live upon it and cultivate
gards fertility of soil and beauty of natur- it.
Two <• unties—Annapolis ami
al scenery.
I find that one question now
receiving the
Kings—in this valh shipped last year 4no.- careful attention of
English and Canadian
ooo barrels of apples to England.
During Statesmen is the unification of the
Empire.
the next few years this quantity will he
English statesmen say to her colonies: “We
more than doubled and quadrupled, as the
tew purchase
yearly for home consumption,
new orchards, covering hundreds of acres,
largely from the Cnited States:
steamers
of
fruit
planted since tlu* fast line
Bac on.MHO million lbs.
was started, have not yet come fully into
Beef.251
Ham..1M5
bearing.
s*
Mutton.1.M0
Within a few weeks I have chanced t<> |
Butter.200
Cheese...280
in.-ft several large shipbuilders ami owners.
Potatoes.
040
Mr. (\ If. Burgess, ol
I w;il mention on.
turn

and

to

••

j,

In the

Gospel

of Good

Roads,

County struggling

in a

a

Letter to the American Farmer. Isaac II. Potter

year ago I

went to Albany, and there, almost in the
$25,000,000 State house, 1 found the farmers of Albany
slough of despond. Here is a picture from an actual sketch

“One day in April
says:
shadow of that magnificent

a

made at the time.”
Letter

Prudent

from

California.

Wolfville.

I look dinner

at

his house

a

few

e\.-niiigs since, with other invited friends,
'i’li,. grounds are well laid out, and his resid.-:w- is the largo! and most expensively
furnished of any that I was ever in. His

shipvards are si\ miles distant. At present
Some of these are
hr has eight ships afloat.
He
«,f ..1 size, from iMixi to gr.uo tons.
holds
s.nue

rolling interest

out

a

in each of them.

Small vessels

are

mean

not very

past la years, excellent returns.
.1

t

s7;,,o00—I

ships of -JImhi tons and upbrought their owners, during

have

ward-

to

them, and in

but

profitable,
thr

<MH)

he has from

m

i:: i,

as

Sc.tia

was

To

Maine Methodist Conference.

same

N«w

to Nova Scotia ami stit-

t> and Connr. tnt,
tl.-doi, lands given hv the Kingoi England.
Tic present inhabitants of the I’ruvim e

s,-t

|

thus dese. ndants of the pure New lingland stock, as yet not diluted with any forelements. The church spires in the j
« ign
farming communities, and in villages and j
are

cities.

are

conspicuous on

every hand. 1 have

(

made special inquiries of late, in different
places in two counties, as regards churoli-

going; and

as

yet I

have not been able

find the address of half a dozen families
that do not attend divine service on the Saltbath. I had never known or heard of a nonchurch-goer till after I was through college,
and left the country to pursue further studies elsewhere. The early sett ers, on coming
here from New England, built the church
and the school bouse; and their children
have held to the principles of their fathers
with a zeal and a tenacity that has known
no faltering. But then, I have heard elderly
people in Montville ami Palermo, Me., say
that when they were young, the churches
were well sustained and the schools also.
the
schools are smaller, and the ij
Now
churches thinly attended.
A stranger travelling or visiting here
notices the large schools and the large famiWhile speaking to some friends the
lies.

|

other day on this subject, one family was referred to where there are ten sons and four
daughters. Of these, six sons are prosperously settled near home, and four are smart
young men and doing well in the States.
Last week 1 visited an aunt, 75 years of

j

age. the eldest of ten children, all living
within :i few miles of each other. When her
aged parents died, one in 1875 and the other
in 1S75, Hew Dr. Charles Tapper (father of
Charles Tapper) preached the funeral
sermons, and he alluded to the fact that
these ten children, the women with their
husbands and the men with their wives,

of

resources,

ing

men.

They

are

receiving

much

ejuiet

careful attention. It is believed that
Canada will become a lar more important
factor in the Empire than is ne w supposed.
and

This

evening I

am

invited to attend the

installation eff officers of the Masonic* Lodge
this place. This is the 108th anniversary,

at
it

having been organized in 1784. The minare perfect from the first and the signa-

utes

members and others folstill kept as treasures. 1
am invited to make a few remarks on “MaI will try to do you jussonry in Belfast.”

ture of the ediarter

lowing them

are

Very truly yours,
Geo. E.

j

Tufts.

Baptist Missionary Conference.
At tlie missionary conference held at
Baptist Church in Waterville, April
13th, about thirty active representatives

the

of different churches
A. T. Dunn, of

were

present.

Waterville, presided.

Dr.
The

very interesting and a good
in attendance all day. Fid-

exercises

were

audience

was

lowing

BIG BARGAINS IN SUITS:
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Our New Line of

SPRING

SPRING

MRS. J. C. CATE
Has just returned from Boston Hirst on
with a choice selection of Spring Millin-t
she will be pleased to show to all whiter with a call.
The

OVERCOATS,

HATS.

LINE OF

fiicn ’"ininflf

o1««.
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—-±

Ladd, of Gardiner.

more

gold

than

was

was

ever

Furnishing

Prnnriet.nrs Pplfa.st

the

away
extracted since:

discovered.

This fact was demonstrated by the h\
draulie process before it was foolishly

The anniversarv of
Sunday School LTiion occurred at
Rev. .). M. Frost, of Portland, president.
At 4.JO Rev. N. C. Clifford presented the claims of the Tract Society
and Rev. 11. Hewctt spoke in behalf of
denominational literature.
The annual meeting of the Conference
Trustees. Conference Missionary Society
and Conference Epworth League, were
held in tlu* afternoon.
Tlie committee to
take evidence in the case ofs. T. Record,
was ill session all t lie afternoon
taking evidence.
It was finally decided that the
evidence presented was insufficient to demand a trial,
lie will probably la* restored to the conference.
At the Congregational church in the evening the anniversary of the General Missionary-Society was held. Rev. W. S. Mclntire. presiding. A ringing address mi missions was delivered
by Dr. J. <). Perk,
one of the general
superintendents of the !

j

CLOTHING,

LADIES’ UNDERWEAR

Personally
A slock

First
NO.

at

rooms.

STllKf

Clement's Bookstore.

Over

opening within the next two

m

to be announced later.

Augusta F.Southwm
Belfast.

April 14.

I

sou.

1

f»

Milliner)
-FOR-

'^SPRING

SUMMEii

&

After an absence of two weeks in
Markets. Mrs. Wells has just return*'

latest and

leading Styles
Rnaifits & Trim

Rais.

P rlect satisfaction
Vnurs Truly.

given‘‘I

WEd

1SU2._14tf

<.

WANTED
T('

THAN El

W

so, J(

M'RSKR\

STOCK

Extensive \arietv.

Salan

experience needed.

(lenenI;

;ijxe and rdVr."■»•>.
-1111-*
29 State

>.
#

St.,

.Joseph Wii.i un«»n,
N"‘:tr I'll!die.

Ai \
v

..licet i.’

& Counsel!'

s

Offices Over American

K\pres,> (iff!/•
181E

KsTAbl.lSHlN

F.

A

Ajusta,

WILLIAMSON'joi

JOSFPH

HATS, CAPS,

w

Miliirf
my

MAIN

Alt! >rno\

law. upon the ground that
Maim* News.
the debris therefrom was working injury 1
The Bangor Loan A Building Associato the farmers in the valleys, and to the I tion at its
meeting last week loaned the
This was a terrible j splendid sum of *7,500 at 25 cents prerivers and harbors.
;
mium.
blow to the mining regions, and in fact to;
Bev. G. A. Gordon, pastor of the New
the entire State.
By this process the Old South Church. Boston,
who is a grad- We are not learning the business and making our customers pay for.our experience, but
to
their
mountains were made
trade and well-bought stock. NN e are willing to give <>ur customers a
disgorge
uate of the Bangor
Theological Seminary, have ail established
us a good trade later.
good trade, and every one who buys now will contribute to give
treasures in vast quantities, yielding up- has resigned his position as president of
the Boston Ministers' Meeting.
-•to
the
of
revenue
of
wards
$10,000,000
Mr. A. M. Morrill, of South Newburgh,
State from this source alone. In all prob- has sold his stallion
Adam Forepaugh to
with
double
improved
facilities,
Mr.
C. P. Sewell, of Lincoln, for one
ability,
thousand
would
out
had
now
be
taken
dollars.
Mr.
Morrill is much
this amount
with his trade as he raised the
this system of mining been allowed to pleased
the EOT IS SMALL. COME BEFORE IT IS GONE.
horse.
continue.
The Waldoboro Granite Co. has elected
Every possible effort is being made in the following officers: \Vm. B. Ludwig,
a
Congress, and with encouraging prospects president and general manager; E. T.
treasurer and superintendent;
of success, to have hydraulic mining re- Hodge,
2®“CALL AND SEE GOODS. THEY WIIL SELL THEMSELVES
Win. B. Ludwig, ,). T. Berry, E. T.
stored. Silver is becoming so depreciated
Hodge, C. A. Coombs, directors. The
that the country at large, Uncle Sam total expense for the year past was *24,and the money kings will naturally look 705.
The outlook for the Kennebec drives
to California for a greater supply of the
looks hard.
Most of the crews were on
yellow metal. With the resumption of the streams on the Dead river waters
hydraulic mining the country will prosper when the cold weather set in. The water
Then your vigorous is very low and the crews have all hung Carefully Compounded by our
as never before.
The lumber owners are boarding the
up.
can come to California with
men
young
men and the men losing their
kEcfu^ejj hv
perienced Druyyim.
_just
pay.
•L W. Brackett, manager of tin* Auburn
the assurance of finding steady employIIOVt*^
A
and
the Turf. Farm and
A. A. HOWES &
ment at remunerative wages. Until then, Daily Gazette,
Home has consolidated the latter with the
laboring men had better remain at home, Maine Horse Breeders Monthly. Canton.
for at the present time employment is dif- J. W. Thompson of the
Monthly assumes
ficult to find, and when found the pay is the editorial charge of Turf. Farm and
AST. KITTDS. BY
4U, SIZES. BY
Home.
poor.
co,
Clerks of all the drug stores in Biddea. a. howes &
Co.
Howes tfc
Our farmers are highly elated over the ford were arraigned before
Judge Cram,
this
of
large
crops
unusually
prospects
April 13th, charged with selling liquor
We have had a remarkably open and were bound over to
season.
the May term of
winter, and a warm copious fall of rain the supreme court. The warrants were
The grain fields, orchards issued on evidence
this spring.
furnished by the local
and vineyards give assuring promise of a
lodge of Good Templars.
bountiful yield in most all the counties
lion. .Veal Down of Portland has writthe
State.
throughout
ten to the head of AY. C. T. T. in Maine
The temperance people of Maine will that he will
bequeath his scrap-hooks to
rejoice to learn that an earnest, determin- the archives of the new “Temperance
ed effort is being made in many localities
in Chicago.
They are twentyThe Temple”
to suppress the retail liquor traffic.
threo volumes now. very large and thick
anconsequence is the saloon is bitterly
and half-bound in strong morocco.
Veal |
tagonized, especially in the interior cities Dow’s scrap-books must contain a great I
Some towns have already deal of
and towns.
matter of value to the temperance
j
closed the saloon and the people are glad. cause.
In this little town of Auburn, containing
Dr. AY. A. AYright, the leading physician |
about 2,000 inhabitants there are seven- in lteadfield, a
prominent citizen aiid SecIt is estimated that all the
teen saloons
retary of the Board of Health, was arrestsaloons in the county pay into the treas- ed
by an United States Deputy Marshal
ury the small sum of $9,000 a year, and and taken to Portland
last Thursday,
it costs the county five times nine thouscharged with selling liquor without payand dollars, at the least calculation, to
ing a special tax. He said he began by
arrest, prosecute, feed, and clothe the selling it to patients and later sold it freeThe Board of Supervissaloon victims.
Best grown in China, finest drank in America.
ly to all comers. Dr. Wright before Comors, now in session, have been urgently missioner Rand, pleaded not guilty and
aid pound tea-lead packages.
Packed
only in
x * 1'
Foo
petitioned byr a majority of our best citi- was released on his own recognizance. He
The same as served in the Japanese Garden at the Pure
licenses.
more
no
to
grant
zens,
either
store
lie
a
of
that
drug
says
formerly kept
We send free, on >eceipt of a 2c stamp, sample
The political caldron has just begun to and
paid a tax. When he began to pracIt is not likely to,
your choice.
simmer on this coast.
Oolong or English Breakfist Tea. State
tice
he
was told by a Deputy Collector
No matMass.
Boston.
boil before some time in June.
&
SANBORN,
CHASE
He says he
that the tax was not needed.
ter who the Presidential nominees are,
We sell only to the trade.
has prescribed liquor to his patients and
this State is bound to go Republican.
for
furnished it for medicine, but not
Partridge.
S.
A.
Cni5
beverage.
Auburn, Cal., March 8tli.
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Class
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MEN

Styles!

duality -:-audLatest

suppressed by

Selects

equal loan) In Kcllasl,

A\*ril

FUXjXj stock.

society.

STOCK OF

Mrs. B. F.
Belfast.

Hats, Caps & Mil Goods,
Best

CONNOl
introduction.

^-constantly in stock at reasonable ;-r
Mrs. J. C. CATES,
13 Main yBelfast, April 5, 1892.—3wl4

_•«

SPRING

no

Fancy Goods, Gloves, Hosii

Clothing House,

nwirxr nPOS

'**y

—

ha listed, those without money, or with
limited means, lind this favorite oeeupation too uncertain or unprofitable to pur-

mining

Waldo

R.

A

Goods

j

I

E.

who needs

selling

Gentlemen’s

millinery department is still in cha

Mr*.

Spring Clothing (spring milliner

W.

BROW

lawyer art Rea! Stale*

NBCK.-WBAR,

Real estate bought and sold •!
Houses ami lots tor sale in the
•rood farms for sale. The < ><
fast, to let.

j

ROOM

4. MASONIC

U

I,
'll
L

Ml

11

AIL WINTER GOODS AT VERY LOWEST PRICES,

Children’s Saits

Mrs. C. W. HANEY,
PRESCRIPTIONS

Specialty.

Church St„ Belfast.

50

^ha<

_~__L 1

CO.

—

is the programme:
Forenoon Session—Addles*, Scripture
Exposition, Kev. W. II. Spencer, Waterville; address, Claims of Foreign Missions
All of ; on the Church, Kev. J. E. Cochrane, Halwere all present on both occasions.
Reflex Benefits of Foreign
these children united, when quite young, lowell; address,
Missions, Rev. J. M. Long, E. Wintlirop;
with the Baptist Church, and have large
service of prayer, Rev. .1. F. Tilton, Belfamilies, all walking in the steps Of their fast.
of
these
Nine
and
grandparents.
Afternoon Session—Address, Rev. Dr.
parents
children married Baptists and one a Metho- A. K. F. Small, Fairfield; address, Young
dist. At my aunt’s golden wedding recently ; People and Missions, Rev. .1. M. Wyman,
Augusta; discussion, How to Interest the
nine of the ten families were present. One
Churches in Foreign Missions, opened by
was kept away by sickness.
Rev. C. V. Hanson, Skowhegan, and Rev.
Politics rage here at a high rate. The I J. M.
Wyman; address, Personal Responis
about
in
Parliament
I sibilities, Rev. B. L. Whitman, Free Street
government majority
sixty. The opposition—nicknamed Grits, i Baptist Church, Portland; service of praythough they call themselves Liberals—seem er, led by Rev. C. M. Berry, Liberty.
At 5 o’clock, Dr. J. E. (Tough, of Into have no policy except to run down the
met the young people of the Mission
dia,
show
bow
to
and
they
prosperous
country,
Band in the Baptist vestry, anil a social
could make it, if only elected to power. Sir
hour was passed. At (i o’clock a collation
On
Richard Cartwright is their leader.
At 7.45 Dr.
was served in the vestry.
reading their political papers, one not know- Clough began liis address on his work in
ing the facts would be led to suppose that India. The church was crowded with a
and Dr.
Canada-is suffering at the hands of the par- very appreciative audience,
vivid narration of his greatwork
ty she recently elected to power all the Clough’s
the Telagus was thoroughly enhorrors of the famine stricken regions of among
joyed.
be
elected
they
Russia; but if they should

Sir

I

re-

if

tice.

j

tin* natural

the almost inexhaustable colonial
and seconellv a readaptation of
tariffs to suit the altered trade relations.
The above will give you some idea of a few
of the questions I hear discussed by thinkment

to

have*

developed, for producing these
articles of food products. 2d. This imme nse*
volume* of trade if secured would materially
enrich the colonies. Md. England would
prefer to purchase- these* produe*ts of her
colonies than of nations that re*fuse to buy
her goods.
The (|Ue*stion, then, engaging the careful
study of British leaders in political circles,
is, how can these trade relations be brought
about? It resolves itself, they think, chietiy
into two pejints: First, the rapid develop-

sources.

over

colonies

WELL?
14tf

Belfast, April 7, 1S!>2.

j

*•

The

B. F.
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1st.

Truly,

Yours

who best understand their ailments, find in the Com-

the

Eggs.100
j
apples. M
Poultry to value of.$ 2,000,000
Wheat
145,000,000 sue, and have therefore turned their at- 1
Flour
50,000,IKK) tention to
farming, or fruit growing,
Bariev
20,000,000
Oats
20,000,000 which is a more reliable and profitable inPease
4,500,000 dustry.
Beans
0,000,000
It should not. however, he inferred ;
“We purchase," say the English finanour
ciers," these products mostly from the* l'nit- from the preceding remarks, that
eel States, but in return for these purc hases gold mines have been worked to such an
they have* shut their doors to our products, extent that nothing remains to fully com1
as well as to colonial products." With these
pensate the investment of capital and la|
facts iu view the far sighte*d government bor.
in
the
Far from it.
Slumbering
leaders in England and the* colonies agre e to bosom of the mountains
along the chain
the* billowing.
of the Sierra Nevada there is hidden
;

England Colonies: hut
’_!<>,i:00 people moved j
England, liietiy from Massachit-j

the

fp.ni 17**.:: t.o 17*4
"f i"* *l:i New

settled about the

women

pound a remedy for all those distressing ills that require prompt, and
effective treatment as a guaranty to good health.

Editojr of the Jouknal: The |
At the morning session April 1J of the
pleasure derived from week to week in Maine Conference in Augusta officers were
perusing the columns of your dear old elected as follows: Secretary. \V. F. BerIs the only Positive Ciir«* ami Legitimate llentedy
COMPOUND I
lor the peculiar weaknesses and ailments ol women.
paper, the Republican Journal, has in- ry: assistant, J. Albert Corcv;
secretary.
It cures the worst forms of Female Complaints, that Bearing down Feeling, Weak
dueed me to contribute a few lines which I J- M. Frost; historical
Back, Falling and Displacement of tlie Womb, Inflammation, Ovarian Troubles, and all
j
secretary, G. C.
Ouganic Diseases of the Uterus or Womb, and is invaluable to the Change of Life. DU
you may deem expedient to print among Andrews; statistical secretary, ThomasF. i
s.-lves and expels Tumors from the Uterus at an < arlv stage, and checks am tendenev to
i Jones; assistants to statistical
Cancerous Humor.
Subdues Faintness, Excitanilitv, Nervous Prostration, Exhaustion,
other correspondence of public interest.
secretary. !
and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures Headache, (ieneral Debility, Indigestion,
I James Wright, C. F. Parsons; treasurer,
The writer is proud to claim that lie is
and invigorates the whole system. For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex,
'•tc.,
j S. Hooper. The rules of the General Contli«‘ ( oiii|ioimil ha* no rival.
a native of the
grand old State of Maine, i ference were adopted foi the government
All Druggists sell it as a Ntandard article, or sent by mail, in form of Pills or
of
this
Lozenges, on receipt of »l.QO.
conference.
The election of deleLYDIA E. PINKHAM MED. CO,. LYNN, MASS.
and was born and raised to manhood in
to
the
National
Conference was asthe town of Prospect, from which he gates
_An illustrated book, entitled “Guide to Health and Etiquette,” by Lydia E. Pinkham, is of great_
for
at
10 a. m.
! signed
Friday, April loth,
value to ladies. We will present a copy to anyone addressing us with two 2-cent stamps,
emigrated to California Aug. 17th, 1857. I Miscellaneous business of minor imporAlthough a long resident of this coast, i tance occupied the rest of the forenoon.
The afternoon session was devoted to
time has not lessened, but rather strengththe anniversary of the Church Extension
I ened attachments to my native land.
Society and Women's Home Missionary
where cluster so many fond recollections
•Society. At the former service Rev. A. 1!
I
S.
of by-gone days.
Ladd, of Gardiner, presided. AddressWe who reside abroad are not only es were made by Rev. A. S. Ladd, Rev.
W. S. Mclntireand Rev. I. Luce.
At the
! proud of Maine, but of her moral, hu- latter Mrs. s. F.
Allen, of Kennebunk, We have selected a lot of last season's suits, consisting of 27 ME.Y’S SUITS, ranging
mane and law-abiding people, whose in- presided.
of
officers
were
Reports
pre- in prices from #2.50 to #5.00; 2:1 YOUTHS’ SUITS, #2.00 to #3.50; 22 BOYS’ SUITS,
dustry and enterprise has made the State sented showing a very flattering condition ages 5 to 14 years, prices 75 cents to #1.25. All of these suits are less than one-half
of the work.
There are now twenty-four of what they cost.
Our object in selling these suits so low is to keep our stock fresh
so prosperous and happy.
l
auxiliaries in the State and 850 members. and clean. Those who are in need of a suit would do well to call early as they won’t
I notice in the Journal
that the An
address on the departments of the
last long. In these suits are the best trade we have ever given.
march of improvement is simply wonder- work of the
society was delivered by Mrs.
ful.
New and costly buildings are being E. L. Albright, of Delaware. Ohio.
A
erected in desirable localities on the sea- committee consisting of nine clergymen,
Rev. C. F. Allen, chairman, was appoint- I
board and in the interior; cities and ed to consider
charges preferred against !
towns are gradually expanding, ami busi- S. V. Record, formerly at Bethel, and as- I
Is one of the best ever seen in this city, and the prices lowest ever offered.
Our
certain
if
ness generally in a
they are sufficient to demand a trade has increased
flourishing condition— trial.
largely each year. Why? Because we carry honest goods, low
all of which denotes a gratifying state of
Every article is warranted to he as
The Preachers' Aid Society held its an- prices and deal square with all our customers.
We are having a large sale
If not return and we will refund the money
progression.
nual meeting in the afternoon.
The pro- represented.
-on ourFrom the first discovery of gold in Cali- ceeds of the invested funds was sl,04C>, of
fornia, the .State of Maine lias been very which snoo will go for tin* support of superannuated preachers of the conference.
numerously represented here by her hardy,
In the evening Bishop Goodsell deliverindustrious people.
As is generally tin- ed an
intensely interesting address on his
which we are selling from £*-/ fo $10. Cash lmvs low and \\<- sell as we huy.
recent
some
have
become
case,
trip to the < >rient.
wealthy; others
We allow no high
The
forenoon session Thursday was QUICK SALES AND SMALL PROFITS is <>UR MOTTO.
are in comfortable circumstances, while
prices in our store. We call special attention to our
very interesting, chiefly business of a
some remain poor,
though continually at routine nature. Rev. .J. s. -Williamson !
work. The latter are of that class of peo- presented the
congratulatory address of j
ple the world over who would never have the State conference of Congregational- i
ists, Rev. C. F. Penney, of the Free Bap- I
a dollar ahead, however
plentiful or easy tist State Association
and Rev. J. M. I We
carry the largest line of Hats in the city, of the LATEST and NOBBIEST
it was to obtain.
Wyman, of tin* State Baptist convention; ! STYLES. Our leading Hats arc the
on and
Kloston l)«fci*t>y .A*
I:i
Of course, many of the old pioneers responded to by Bishop Goodsell.
Our line of
presidwhich we are
for $2, in BROWN and BLACK SHADES.
who helped to develop the State and ing elders E. T. Adams, of Lewiston disJ.
1>.
trict,
Lapham, Augusta district.
smooth the way for those who were to
Rev. C. ! Allen, of Kennebunk. was
apfollow have passed away; yet many re- pointed a committee to make
arrangemain from the good old State, who are ments for celebrating the centennial ex- I 'an't
be beat in style and quality. We call particular attention to our R AILROA Z>
ereises commemorative of the first MethoOVERALL, which we are special agents for. They are more durable than any
prosperous and contented, and who will 1
dist sermon in Maine.
Overall in the city.
^P*CALL AND EXAMINE OUR GOODS.
probably sojourn here the remainder of
The afternoon session was devoted to
their days.
Although there is consider- the anniversary of tlu* Maine Bible SocieRev. J. II. Task presided and adable mining still carried on, it is no long- ty.
dresses oil the Work of the
society were
er the all
absorbing and exciting oeeupa- delivered by Dr. N. T. Whitakei.
of
tion it was in former days. Placer or surE.
B.
Lynn, Mass.,
Stilson. state super.-l‘l"
»*'-»•
1

I)ozs.
Bl.ls.

Coney

These we have in stock in all sizes, or can
any kind of a fur garment for you at the vi.>
est price.
A good cape once bought yon
good, comfortable garment for years, and u,
to be the most popular garment worn ri,
round. You will have one sooner or later,
sooner the cheaper. Three years ago Beau.
Otter were eighteen^ 1tt) dollars, now thev
(BO); these and other popular furs will
Buffalo, in a few years be extinct. Y-.i
raise fur on trees or manufacture it, it im;.
on the backs of wild animals and seals. |
Imen the popular garments of Russia an
for all time, and the people of this countadopt the same for all time to com,.

“WHY. ARE YOU SICK?”
I know precisely how you feel; it is that nervous, irritable feeling, your hack troubles you, and when yon try to read a little, your head
aches. Isn't that so? I knew it. Oh, bother the doctor 1 Get a bottle
of Vegetable Compound, and take it faithfully, as I have done.
I’ve been
through this thing myself, but am nevertroubled now. Do as I tell you, dear.”
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ami fall terms of'school in t!..
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Strolling Around Rio.

sion.

The Chamber of

Deputies faces the
Misericordia, occupying an angle
PECU- between the old
I \\ i-; AI.THY PORTUGUESE.
Palace and the DepartOF A (jl'EEK OLD CITY.
, I 1
ment of Agriculture.
In the colo nial
..n-cspondence of the Journal.] times it was used for a city hal 1 and jail.
the finest public buildings in Rio
If ever Perhaps
p, .1 \nkiko, March 5tli.
Rua de

uil>

contradictions—at

of

city

a

are

the Post Office and government printestablishment.
The first is a sub-de-

this

day they

over

Brazil.

cars

are

Steam and Sail.

have been called “bonds” all

Every body rides, and
always crowded. In certain

the

It is reported that the Metropolitan
Steamship Co. will establish a line of
steamships in opposition to the Mallory

lo-

calities at certain hours there is a terrific
scramble for seats, in which ladies sometimes have their
their hats knocked

gowns torn and men
off; but it is generally

ulsivc and

v

Acts

Kidneys

them Vicing straight,
.tiling in one direction or the
.i
mighty wind had blown them

;

of

none

sort of

;i

crazy appearance to
is enhanced by the

which

j

onds that lull about the peaks
lull the vast \alleys and gorges

exhibiting the strange and
Herts nt cloud and moisture
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,

topical landscapes and
der climates.
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The

never

in

streets

and twisted courses, repeat
ny-building winch the Moors

a

tin* Ihcrian peninsula. with
in tin* way of tih*d
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aspirations
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door-ways

clothed in
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win-

narrow

and

elaborate

Joseph's

very

coat

excels Cadiz in

even

M-opie hues of its roofs and
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pale pinks, yellows and

i

Andalusian sea-port, intento glaring reds, greens, pur
Amid the brown or
'■range.
il

i

•nliis

that make up so large a
-f tin* Northern years, notli-

absurd than this syscited lire and <h oration ; but
more
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■!cai skies they sce'm to be the
duets of the sun and soil, as

r

their surroundings as the
hat tower above the blossom-
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to

riot

cat
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1
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ever
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believed that about
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deep

duo

narrow eres-

he mountains
granite wall

a

water
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lie other.

any wider, and so
lied out at both ends, st iagwelw miles around the pro-

b

ever
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grow

which,
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hv

11

of the streets

ially

1

1

■

not

are

way. is

than

more

on a

level

hino.se cities, have streets as
of Kio Janeiro. The houses,

<
1

feet

ten

Canton, and others of

ircet.

1

extremely

'with Belgian blocks, with an
i drain to w hich they slope, and

loot-wide side walks

■

!

the

shape of a pear, the narrow
presenting the stem of the

k

■

quite hidden by the

'■■•mi

hat line
are no

alike, and

two

stories in

tour

■

tower-

of these

some

cowranee

height.

One

ri'Mis features is the absence of
1

which, in the minds of <*lol»e\

become

••

intimately associated

hot weather.

of

In lien of the

bet ter houses show in

deep

broad,

—

their

notches -each

pen-air parlor, tinted

as

deli-

'adv’s boudoir, often elabor■

<

«l. furnished with rattan and
liaii-s and tables, embellished
and floored with Talavera
of these cool posts of obsernarrow windows of colored

1

their sides surrounded

by

a

gress under these unfortunate auspices is
a
“free ship” scheme of the most exIt adtreme and offensive description.
mits foreign-built ships, their boilers and
Brazil.—after that imported by the Dutch machinery, to American registry absoand used by them during their brief oeeu- ; lutely free of duty, and permits them to
engage not only in our foreign biit our
paney of Pernambuco—was set up in Rio : coastwise commerce.
That. is. provides
in the year ISOS, by 1). doao VI. for the for absolute free trade in the most clahorate
and
important products of human
publication of a Royal Cazetto, or Court
handiwork.
It, should he remembered
A few years later a second one
Journal.
that the materials for both wood and iron
wore
and
these
two
was set up in Bahia,
vessels for the foreign trade are already
the only ones in the country until the on the free list, placed there by Republican legislation; that the only difference in
present century was one quarter gone.
cost between American and foreign ships
Now that the press enjoys rather more
is due to the difference in the wages of
liberty than formerly, there are a larger American and foreign labor. A free ship
The bill under present, conditions, therefore,
number of private printing offices.
best newspaper in Rio. The News,(printed is a direct attack upon American mechanics engaged in a great American industry.
in English) is owned and edited by an
It is free trade run mad.
American. Mr. A. J. Lamoreux, who hails
The experience of foreign nations with
the “free ship" policy is instructive.
from St. 1 .ouis. 1 think.
for years acted upon the
France and
Though Pio’s streets are not much to Democratic Italy
theory that the true and only
boast "l in ihr wa\ of width «>r paving, path to maritime
greatness was to buy
their nomenclature>s striking, to say the their ships in British shipyards. The
was
the
decay of native shipbuildleast.
There is the “Street of Hood Je- result
ing and the paralysis of maritime enter“Sev“John the liaptist Street,”
sus.
prise among their people. The merchant
enth of September Street,” “Street of marine* of France, under precisely the
same suicidal
“free ship" policy which
Sao Sebastian, -named in honor of the
Congressman Fithian and his cotton field
young king of Portugal rather than the and
prairie confreres arc now advocating,
Saint, and several s. Joaos (Saint Johns) fell from 1,028.228 tons in 1875 to 010.280
the
first
emand 1). Joaos.
in 1880. In 1881. in despair at the ruinous
Portuguese
results of the “fret* ship" experiment,
peror of P*raz'd, father ..f Dt n Pedro 1.
France adopted a system of construction
The Wall Street of Pio is the Pm- l)ineta,
and navigation bounties for the especial
hours
lhe
the
when
and during
morning
This turned
benefit of her steam marine.
i> "pen A presents ;iii
eol'fce
\> hange
Her
tin* tide immediately in her favor.
>m ma\ hear nearsailing tonnage continues to fall off. but
animaied appearance,
tin* steam tonnage to her great port of
ly all the languages of the world spoken
Havre,under the inllunceof subsidies and
there, as merchants, planters, specula- bounties, lias nearly tlcbled. eliciting the
enthusiastic comments of even the British
tors. commission men and agents of trans<
M. Bayna 1. the leading
lation lines wrangle over business, .'''pecu- Consul ieneral.
French authority in maritime affairs, delations are chiefly confined to coffee and
clares that the bounty system ’‘lias prothe buying and selling of exchange on duced all the useful results which its supSo beneficial is it
London.
porters anticipated."
is about
About three o’clock every afternoon, universally believed to be that it
to be renewed for another ten-year period,
and again in the evening, ‘‘everybody as with the
exception that bounties hereafter
is anybody” hies to the Pua de Ouvoidor. will be paid only to French-built vessels,
which means the practical abandonment
a narrow alleyway in which two meeting
of the “free ship” folly by France. In Italy,
carriages could not possibly pass, were too. the merchant marine is being revived
carriages allowed in that street which from the prostration to which “free ships”
they are not. Like the l’ortales of Lima, had brought it, and the steam tonnage of
the Alemada of Santiago, the Plaza Vic- the kingdom increased in four years from
to 284,000, a gain of 40 per cent.
toria of Dueiios Ayres and La Indcpen- 105,000
Germany, of all Continental nations, is
deneia of .Montevideo, it is the fashion- the one which used to be most
quoted by
The adoption of
able promenade and beauty show of “free ship” advocates.
a “free ship” policy at first by Germany
Pio, where flirtations are carried on
that

are

and matches
and

youth”

made between tin*

dark-eyed

damsels of Portu-

giiese-Spanish-Negro blood
ionable hours

packed

with

the

<

people,

end, but from wall
dle of the street is
ed

During fash-

divides

not

is

only

literally

from end to

wall—for the mid-

to
as

‘‘gilded

frequently patroniz-

the three-foot-wide sidewalks. Here

as

dresses direct from Paris and

new

ations”

in bonnets

displayed

are

“cre-

for the

first time to the admiring populace: while
officers of the army and navy, in all the
glory of gold lace and gaudy uniforms,
and officers from the ships of every nation anchored

in

the

harbor, add bril-

the scene, -tin* whole watched
over by the mulatto gendarmes that constitute the police of Pio. in their ludito

liancy

crously

elaborate costumes.

The diamond

-ildinc, carving and color, and dealers and other
principal merchants
particularly unique espeeial- have their establishments in the Pua < diouter

>

;

walls of the house

are

blue and yellow tiles, as is frecase.
The best, houses lie
iter's edo'e.

notably

on

that

hay known as lJotafooo; and
,,i the surrounding mounh tin- most charming homes in
n\ to be seen,—for when the
o r
season
approaches, every
'an afford it
seeks refuse on
■

micss

dump

that rails

>

are

busy

'\\o
p,

crowded into t lie

iii»»11 of the town, into

■

NX

are

;tlley-ways,

i1!■
!l

Mouses

so

narrow

and

forbidden to enter them

hours of the days, and at

vider, and so have the curio collectors,
and the venders of those exquisite feather-1 lowers made by the Prazilian nuns
in liuenos

Ayres ami Montevideo.
I the principal streets are spanned by gas! .jets set at frequent intervals, for illumini ating tin* city on feast-days
which are as
j many and merry in Rio as elsewhere in
j South America.
Every house has its Hag
staff projecting over the street, and on all
1 occasions of
religious or patriotic rejoic! ing, every body runs up the ugliest hag
As

on

earth- the

yellow

There

green and
are

tram-

ways, of both broad and narrow gauge,
running in every direction: and the ears

wheeled vehicles could not

which

t!>"therwithout running up on the
vd*‘walks to the peril of pedesM"st of the public buildings and

mules,

'-I

bilious-looking,

banner ol' lirazil.

open at the sides and drawn by
are
universally called “bonds,”

are

of

is

imperative necessity.
Twenty
years ago the empire was practically deswas

an

titute of shipbuilding facilities.
As one
of our “free ship” contemporaries puts
it:
"A generation ago there was no machine works of a higher character than
blacksmith shops in any of the North .Sea
ports of Hamburg, Bremen, Lubee and
Stettin.
Under these circumstances, the
wisest, and, indeed, the only, possible
course was to permit Germans to purchase
ships of foreigners. In 10 or 1*> years
Germany had a fairly respectable merchant fleet, including many line Americanbuilt vessels.
But it is profoundly significant that as soon as Germany had developed her iron and steel industries under
her protective tariff she began, step by
stop, to discard the “free ship policy.
First, the edict went forth that all menof-war must be built in German shipyards
exclusively. This gave these yards a start.
A short time afterward the Government
took another forward step.
It subsidized
new lines of steamships to the Fast Indies,
Africa and South America, and further
ordered that every new steamer receiving
a subsidy should be built in Germany, of
German materials, by Gorman workmen.
Under t his policy, the largest and fastest
ships of the German marine are now produced in native shipyards. And it is only
for the common, inferior vessels that German subjects
any longer resort to the
Clyde. As soon as Germany’s shipbuilding facilities approximate to those of tin*
United States it is probable that, billowing our example, the “free ship" theory
will lie entirely abandoned.
To sum up, therefore, “free ships" have
been a failure in Italy.
They have been a
failure in France, and are about to be discarded there, as they have already been
partially in Germany. The great maritime
nations of the continent are looking elsewhere for measures to promote their shipping interests. They are looking to construction and navigation bounties and mail
subsidies as in France and Italy, or to
mail subsidies alone as in Germany. Statistics demonstrate that these methods are
producing good results. The system of
“free ships," therefore, which Southern
and Western Democratic politicians recommend for our adoption, is not only opposed: to all our traditions and obnoxious
to patriotic sentiment, but it is a system
which has failed in practice and is now
being repudiated by the chief commercial
nations of the Old World. In the extreme
form in which this measure is now before
Congress it has not been asked for by a
single mercantile organization in the
United States, nor, so far as is known, by
a single individual, while it is strenuously
opposed by our active shipowners. As a
practical business proposition this ridiculous Fithian bill is on a par with Bland’s
mad scheme for free coinage.
[Boston

carm
though their proper name
painted conspicuously upon them. Ask
,l houses are
ugly and unpreten- for a street car, and the people would
,;blt in the old Portuguese style of stare at
you in astonishment; ask for a
'b'ln and mortar, plastered on the “bond” and
anybody can direct you. It
"> taced with
illuminated tiles,
happened in this way: When a modern
iw.
government building in Pio, innovation was introduced into the anti1
'"^iiarehial or republican, which be- que city, bonds were issued to pay for it.
l"
''°>»)pare in elegance with hundreds The public mind was greatly exercised
The Senate over these bonds, which gave rise to a
I'dvjtte residences.
Q ( j
1,1111 ber of
Deputies occupy separate great deal of excited discussion. The unboth old and uninteresting. educated,
hearing the English word
Ijate convenes in a small house on
‘bonds' so often spoken, were at a loss to
bin side of the Praca dc Acelanfftr know what it
meant,—until the first car
,"1'* die
same room is used for the appeared; then they said, “there is one of
",|;b
opening of each legislative ses- those mueh-talked-of ‘bonds.’ And so to Journal.
*■

1

4

*’

line <>| strainers between Belize,
British Honduras, and Boston is shortly
to lie inaugurated.
Three twin-screw
steamers of IbOO tons each are; being built
on the Clyde at present for the British
Honduras Fruit Company, which is comprised of both Knglish and American capitalists.
These steamers will be wholly
employed in the fruit trade, conveying the
bananas, cocoanuts, pines, oranges, etc.,
which are now and have been hitherto
taken to New Orleans and New York, directly to Boston. The British Honduras
Fruit Company have just completed the
work of laying a railway from their •extensive plantations to t he seashore, so that
now a ship's cargo of bananas can be conveyed from the plantations to theseaeoast
in a few hours, whereas before, w hen the
fruit was taken down the river in dories,
it occupied from two to three days.
The
entire arrangements are expected to be
completed for the shipment of British
Honduras fruit, to Boston in a month or
six week's time, and the first steamer from
Belize may be expected at that port some
time in July.
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hottle.

All

our

pain instantly,

matory diseases.

VERY

Pure Blood, Pe-fect Health

COLBURN,

McClintock Block, High Street.
Belfast, April 7, 1802.

-AT-

PALMER’S.
An

elegant line of stylish

SOFT & STIFF HATS.
-BUY-

SAVE MONEY.
New Stock
-OF-

Drugs,

#V/ILC°X

TOOTH,
HAIR,

Mtines,

f

FLESH

BRUSHES

!

H. J. LOCKE, Belfast, Me.

FRENCH and DOMESTIC/

PERFUMES,
OSTRICH and TURKEY
DUSTERS.
We have just returned from market, and offer
this stock for less moue\ than we have ever
before been able to.

S^Call

and

JOB

PRINTING!

I 11A V K

3N<>.

."»<>

I.KA'KI) TII K

ItDOMs,

Main !■»(.. over Kalish'n

Clothing Store,

get Prices,

POOR & SON.

AT-

NEW STOCK or

fa SPlits! Hu

NAIL aii«l

a"'l

am

preparml

FINE

to avi'.'iite

JOB

*

all kinds nf

PRINTING,

Belfast, April 7. 1892.

BELFAST,

-Orr/t'rs

Largest Stock,

The Latest Styles,
The Lowest Prices,
l\

"a healing wonder."

/»//

prnm/tthf I'tlanhd

me.

SATISFACTION

ItKLIAl'SLK

HATS.
nishing Goods

GIVE

R.
■
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vm

N. Y. Citv. says: “I have used
Comfort Powder on all my four
ft
little ones. They all like it.
relieves chafing, soreness, itching
instantly, and prevents contagion.”
Edna T. Robbins, Chelsea, Vt.,
After having measles, I
says :
had burning, itching blotches come.
A few applications of Comfort
Powder completely removed them.”
ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

E.

SHUTE,

Main

St„

CABINET

-$10For

Full

la rue and
of

com-

Snectacles and Eye Glasses,
all apes ami eonditionsof the

siplit.

Convex, Concern*. He focal and Colored for Weak Eyes,
the finest and West lenses. AmeriPrices always reasonable. Call
and have them carefully fitted to your eyes, at

In my stock

are

Phoenix

Jewelry Store,

just received

a

car-load

of

Buy

Your

MEDICINES
and Patent Medicines
Cheaper of

ns than at

any

store

In Waldo Co.

SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.
Belfast,

April

*5.

.1802. -14tf

HARROWS & CULTIVATORS,
Harrows

New Model Disc Harrows,
Clark's Cutaway Harrow.
Iron & Steel Frame Cultivators,
ALL FOB SALK AT LOW

m- plows
PLOW

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Always pleased

to

show

FRKI) ATWOOD,

BLEACHERY.
As l have received the leading styles of HAT and
BONXET BLOCKS, am now prepared to do work
in the hest possible manner and at shortest notice.
Thankful for past patronage, 1 hope to merit a
continuance by a strict adherence to business and

by endeavoring

/-*

1 J

w

on

t'

these facts.

then try

please.

as

STAR PI.TO Tobacco

much

there is >f any oth.i la and made.
We manufacture more tobacco than any
other Factory in tin- world, which enables
ns to give tobacco consumers more for
their money than any one e lse.

chewed

as

St. Louis. Mo.
A. R. Mitchell & Co.. N. L Agents.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co
lyrIO

Just Received
A

| Table

of work.

implements.

I.AKtiK STO( K CV

Linen, Napkins and
Crashes

Circulars

r>wl 5

In tin* piece

Winterport. Ale.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that be has been duly appointed
taken upon himself the trust of Administraof the estate of

<u

vard. at wholesale
< HKA1*. at

B.

F.

Itelfast, -Ian. 28, IStrj.

—

MAKIId.A M. FILES, late of I'nity
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving- bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
15
FRANK W. CHASE.

esp cially recommended to patients
I). L. CRESSV, <»2 Church St.. Belfast,
Over R. P. Stickney’s Stove Store
14tf
lrom nervous
s u f i e r l n g
eihaas tiou,
feebleness
the Best Line
ious evils We Have
and the var
For Sale.
CANNED
GOODS,
caused by in
digestion. A
House 1H7 High Street, twelve
small wine
rooms, heated by furnace. Also
glassful be- Fruits, Nuts, Raisins, Citron and i
bath and wash rooms, set tubs,
Confectionery,
fore meals
brings quiok Ever offered in this city and we sell them low.
hot and cold water, large lot shade
and fruit trees. Terms easy, inrelief and good sound health. Sold by
<). W. FRENCH.
quire on the premises.
! -A. A. HOWES & CO.- Belfast, Me., March 22,1*1)2. 12tf
Druggists everywhere.
i

of;

3

is%-J times

PBIl’KS.

THE
concerned,
and
tor

There

SULKIES.

free.

to

BELFAST.
■

this cele-

brated salt and oiler it at the following prices:
Bhls. containing 22 14-pouiul hags at sB.oo per
hhl.
Bhls. containing 30 1 o pound hags at sd.no per
hhl.
Bhls. containing (50 ."-pound hags at s3.2o per
hhl.
Sacks containing 14 1 4-pound hags at si .5*0 per
sack.
Half ll>. sample pockets given away with first
purchase. The quality is very nice aiid we know
will please all those who use it.

Spring Tooth

Row, Belfast, Ale.

You Gan

HALL,

tnbW

imported.

Hervey's

guaranteed

Next, Memorial Itaihlmy, High St.

Style “Colored Photographs.”
MAINE.

work is

SALT.
Wo have

can or

length PANELS, all sizes.——

our

W. L.

WITH ELE&AnT FRAME.
—

1yrnrm1< >

to

The quality of

Crayon

OUK MOTTO IS ALWAYS I’KOOKKSSIVK.

ent writes:

adapted

Life-Like

Large,

a

per Doz.

$3.50

SIZE,

BELFAST,
Dec. 17, 185)1.—tiin.'d

E. S. SVKtb, SECRETARY.

on hand a
assort ment

Popular Cabinet Size,

-$3.50-

Also the .New

COMFORT POWDER C(V. Hartford, Conn.

keep constantly
plete

PHOTOGRAPHER.

Pistopaplers ail Urap Artists. The
FOR

BoliiiNt,

Me.

TUTTLE & SON,

SEND POSTAL FOR FREE SAMPLE.

I

He!fast,

CALL.

HALL,

KALISH,

4S Main St,,
April 7. 1802. 3ml4

A

.September .1, isstl.—.imr

W1I.I. KIND AT

SIDNEY
Is the Best “ Baby
Powder” in the World.
Mrs. F. Kni.esteem, 34th St.,

Children,

&

GUARANTEED

ME

-KOI!-

Men, Boys

/■».-

from oui m| town will .In well t. write
for prices :m ! Simple* »».•!«.r- nPu iny
their nr.b-r-.

Ready Made Clothing,
Fu

New ?nd First-Class

Everything

Tbc Proof is That

31 AIN E.

The

some facts that may be of interest.
Coder
date of March bOtli a Journal correspond-

is

LOW.

I

le

Velasco, Texas, and a description of the
place in the Atlanta Journal contains

DR. WOODBDRY’S ANTIDOTE

FINER GEADES of BOOTS

Princess Kickapoo.

Oil]l

cures inflam25 cents.

W. T.

Belfast vessels have been to

1 am standing upon ground which eight,
months ago was worthless and untrod by
human footsteps.
Today il is the heart of a hustling and
growing young city of two thousand and
live hundred souls, and i can take off live
dollars worth of real estate on the bottom
of my shoes.
Eight months ago this section of the
country was an open prairie held, barren
The beautiful and
and of no importance.
picturesque Brazos river flowing along
here like a great silver strand to the gulf,
lour miles further on. was of no earthly
use save for ducks and the hsherman.
Velasco was not in existence.
There
was no building of any description within
two miles of the spot upon which 1 now
No railroads, no steamboats, no
stand.
post office, no store, no hotel nothing,
and precious little of that.
Now I look around me and 1 see a vigorous young city with big hotels, railroads,
steamship lines, electric lights, hanks,
waterworks, daily newspaper, and in fact
all the improvements and conveniences of
a city four times its size and forty times
as old.
They are now laying the crossties for an electric street railway, which
will be run to the beach, four miles distant, where a big summer and winter hotel is being erected, and will be thoroughly equipped throughout and strictly first
This hotel will he open for busiclass.
ness within the next sixty days.
July 1st, 181)1, the port opened for business, and up to January 1st, 181)2, four
hundred and seventy-live vessels have unloaded cargo at the wharves of Velasco.

-!io||-A LARGE STOCK OF

druggists.

Indian
Kickapoo
kills
and

“The Magic City of South Texas.”
of

Takes our
;BIJOHK” KID BUTTON,
tiie best selling and
wearing $2.00 Boot to
be found. They are very soft, fine kid, and
extra in style and
We have
quality.
them either in Common Sense or
Opera
Toes. We have sold an immense
quantity
<>1 those Boots and have
yet to see a poor
pair of them. They will wear as well ;is
most $3.00 Boots.

Sagwa.

Harper's Weekly says of the prospect
for the yachting season:
Despite the
fact that a great deal of newspaper
booming is being given the approaching yachting season, the truth is that
the prospects for racing arc not so
good as they were last year. Then we
had half a dozen new boats building in a
new
class, nil unknown quantities, and
every one the product of an able designer.
It must he acknowledged it did not take
long to settle the relative positions of the
yachts, hut then that's another story.
This year the one matter of discussion is
wiiat -Mr. Roger's Wasp, the new 411-footer. will do against last year's champion,
Mr. K. D. Morgan's (Horiana.
The fact
that both yachts have been designed and
built by the same man adds greatly to the
interest, and persuades some superficial
thinkers that the last model will naturally
he llu faster.
Aside from these two, the
only other active member of the class
known thus far will he the Beatrix, which
the Adams brothers have recently purchased and will put in racing trim. There
are no additions to any of the larger racing classes, and there does not seem to be
any evidence of activity among those now
inexistence.
Mr. Morgan is building an
addition to the bo-foot class, a freak by
the Herreshoffs, hut there is little likelihood of her having any worthy competShe will probably have the class
itors.
to herself.
The Sun made the excellent
suggestion to the New York Club officers
some days ago that they give a race for
small yachts, and thus by its recognition,
stimulate interest that seems fast becoming stagnant. The 21-footers are apt to he
the salvation of the racing year; a number
are building, and if they do not prove abnormal examples of designers’ fancies,
they may become useful members of the
yachting world.

Some

$2.00

Remember the importance of
the kidneys to your whole system.
Once they fail, then
look out.
The uric acid must
stay in the body, and, as it is
deadly poison, is fatal. Do not
delay taking Kickapoo Indian

A

found to be imitated, thus
rendering valueless both the good notes
The first printing press in
and the had.
sues

$1.60

FINE DONGOLA KID BUTTON or LACE BOOTS, Patent Leather
Tips. They are unequalled in style, fit
and wear, at the price.
our

gold.

<

-I

Buys

Mrs. JULIA LEE, of Saybrook, Ct., writes:
BURDECK, Danville, Vt. writes:
/ had given up all hopes of ever getting
“I suffered from kidney troubles over
thirty
well, and suffered terribly from kidney disease. years, and was told by doctors I could never
I tried Kickapoo Indian Sagwa as a last be well.
One bottle of Kickapoo Indian Sagwa
Three bottles of it cured me.
resort.
/ helped, and six bottles cured me. and / am
recommend it to all sufferers. It is worth its now entirely well."

1

our

out.

W. W.

in

GENUINE DONGOLA

KID
BUTTON in Common Sense and Opera
Toes.
are
titters
and
excellent
They
good
wearers, and the host boot for the money
in New England.
We sell cords of them.

■

weight

$1.25

Buys

system, dissolves all poisons, and drives
It gives the whole body renewed
health, strength, and activity. Read these letters.
them

v

■

the

on

Ladies' Boots.

Sagwa

contains
ingredients which strengthen
an<^
t^ie ce^s
t*le organs.
^ st*mu*ates them to healthy action,
allays
inflammation and pain. Kickapoo Indian
Sagwa permeates and purifies the whole

How It

A number of owners of steam yachts in
New York intend to utilize them to transport themselves and their friends to the
Exposition by way of the St. Lawrence
and Welland Canal.
They believe it will
be of great advantage to live aboard their
yachts, and thus be independent of crowded hotels.
It is reported that the owners
of many steam barges in Canada will lit
them with comfortable living quarters,
and carry Canadian visitors to and from
the Fair.

a good-natured struggle and people will
charming, disappoint- ing
stand hour after hour, making a dash for
under
the
control
of
the
partment,
general
i delightful—it is this vile-smelling
car that comes along, until they at
which the early Portuguese Minister of Agriculture, and is situated in every
!l)lU;uc
secure a seat.
last
the
Rua
During the days of
Priinciro
de
of
the
Marco, (Street
-saint Sebastian of the River of
p
loyalty in Brazil, the Princess Imperial
Even its atmosphere is con- first of March), near the Custom House.
It occupies only half a
building, the and her noble husband, the Comte d’ Eu,
on days when every thing
other half being the Caixa de Amortiza- and all the rest of their Highnesses, in.•cams and you feel yourself disor sinking fund and
redemption bu- cluding the Emperor himself and his genin perspiration, you arc amazed cao,
Capt. “Mart” Phillips of Taunton, manreau of the
Treasury. The new and hand- tle spouse,, in full dress and glittering uni- aging owner of the lost four-masted coal!:;it the thermometer registers less
to
used
board
a
and
some
dazzling jewels,
Typographea National, (National form
ing schooner Tecumseh, has arrived at a
•men docs in New York—here selmule-car in which to ride from their pala- conclusion as to the fate of the Tecumseh.
But printing office) was begun in the summer
ug above 85 deg. fahrenlieit.
It is his opinion, formed from reports of
of‘74. and finished within three years at tial residence in the suburbs to the Imhumidity in the air that kills all
captains who have heard of or seen floata
cost'of SI,000,502, including its new perial Theatre de Dom Pedro Segundo.
id gives to every object, animate
ing wreckage, that the big vessel was swept
machinery. The main building is a radi- Besides the first class cars, there are on Fenwick Island Shoal; that she was
mate, a clammy, sticky moisture
ones
for
the
noble
of
uncal departure from the styles of architec- cheaper
pounded to pieces by breakers, and that
army
expect to wake up some mornall hands were drowned.
Fenwick Island
ture most employed in Brazil, its facade washed, and these second-class vehicles
i yourself covered all over with
Shoal is off the Capes of Delaware.
Caplabelled
in
are
word
literalornamented
Deseuieci.*,—the
by symbolic designs
tain Phillips estimates the value of the
i and fungi, like the walls being
relief, and tin statues of Faust, Cuten- j ly translated meaning the same as mns- Tecumseh and her cargo at $70,000.
An Algerian sirocco is i
nnks.
The commo- eulottrx,—• •bare-footed.
Coster and SelioelTer.
A submarine boat building at Detroit
-sive at any day here between berg,
the past winter was given a thorough trial
Kasmh B. Wahd.
dious offices are provided with machinery
■f < tetober and May
for the
last
week and proved a success in every
and stereotyping; the
is only an occasional misery, for type-founding
With a crew of three on
particular.
“Free Ship” Folly Again.
The
are
used
for
halls on the upper floor
board, the boat started from a dork on the
:ing more than three days at a large
lectures and exhibitions, and one on the
At first
The “Free Ship” bill in the extraordi- river Rouge just below the city.
here it is continuous, worse
it skimmed along over the surface toward
lower lloor is given over to lottery drawnary form in which it has been reported Detroit
i>\ night than by day. until you
river. It was then submerged, goNever was government printing
ings.
by the Southern and Western Democrats ing down gradually and under control of
.e'k. Mesharh and Abednago.
office so important in a financial point of of
Speaker Crisp's Committee on Mer- the pilot. Under water the boat was able
1 ;•> heat they suffered and Bib\ie\v as this, because the infant Republic chant Marine has attracted little or no no- to attain a speed of over ten miles an hour
v tells us that they came out
turn around and rise, or sink with the
little use for its presses, amuses tice
nod— which is a good deal more having
among our Xow England shipowners, greatest ease.
The boat was submerged
out
with
the
itself
costly toy by putting
because it is known that it can never be- several times under different circumsaid of you after a week in
new issues of bank notes every day, with
come a
law.
With characteristic Bour- stances and it was proved that the pecunor easy to describe this queer
truly infantile regardlessness of the pro- bon bigotry the Democratic leaders refus- liarly constructed propellers are well
because there is nothing elseadapted to the purposes. In sinking or risWhen ed to
Lts portion of notes to coin reserves.
iiicli one can compare it.
give the shipowners a hearing, ing the boat maintained a horizontal posiI went to the money changers office, to get
thereby strengthening the popular im- tion. The boat is equipped to run by
'Miguese origin is every where
some
English sovereigns converted into pression that the “free ship” cause can- steam power while on the surface, while
guesting a mixture of Barcounderneath water the motive force comes
the obliging clerk ask- not stand tin*
light of day: that it can only from a powerful electric
Cadiz- seasoned with a dash Brazilian paper,
storage battery.
use
and
for
immediate
the
bills
ed if
were
he advanced by dark lantern methods, The present boat was built only as an exborrowed from its numerous
it was only forced through the periment.
and
that
advised
me to get rid of them as quickly
It
is
like
a thick
shaped
cos of A t'rican descent and a
cigar,
counterfeits <*f notes committee by a vigorous application of is :>0 feet long. 1-4 feet deep and b feet
mth of olor entirely its own. as possible because
the party whip and spur, against the bet- beam.
Its
inventor
is
Ueo. <
Barker
of
that the government freter judgment of tin* members.
the mountains rlose by. with are so common
<
’liicago.
certain
isof
circulation
out
orders
which
comes
before
ConThe
measure
j'itous sides and eccentric vaga- quently
,

Indian
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line to Galveston.
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W A N T E D—
RELIABLE

MEN,

TO ACT AS AGENTS.

HOMER N. OHASE & CO

Address

Nurserymen.

AUBURN ME.
Mention this paper.
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Tax Collector s Notice.
TAX COLLECTOR will be at bis office, (the
Assessors room), SATURDAYS, from 10 to 12»
a. m. ami 2 to 4 p. m.
Belfast, Jan. 7. 1892.—ltf
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We print in this issue additional matconcerning good roads, including a

ter

subject

The

is real-
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of the year, when some of
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thoroughfares
passible. But when
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forming
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practically

are

it
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comes

ord.

highways

those in

as

This

our

im-

and

others, and to-morrow’s Record will

con-

Brittany

our

bring

outrage, and they talk of doing just
what we urged them to do; that is, to

expenditures for highways it is possible to have far better roads than yve
have now. Tin* fault is not so much with

nary

win* have charge of these maiwill the system under which the

men

would be

more

lau\

the
the

Appropriations for

usual

free

school books in the District of Columbia,
which

appropriation

not

was

one-half the

which the circulation of Henry
George's free trade book through the
amount

frequently changand not unfrcquently a large part of
yvork of one will consist of undoing
work of his predecessor.
Then, un-

ed.

rule to exclude such matter from

a

oif the

it

correct to say. the want of
Our
men, many minds.

highway surveyors

in

They conspired together to
do a dishonest thing; that is to get the free
trade books of Henry George into the Record so that their campaign committee
might circulate it through the mails under
a congressional frank, and so defraud the
government of the postage which it ought
to receive.
They did this after cutting

be content with something less costly than those European highways: but it
is safe to say that with the present ordi-

system.

an

the Reeoru.

must

Perhaps

intro-

publications

Democratic friends that this business

query, will it pay:’ must force itself upon
Without doubt we
public attention.

performed.

Dolliver,

other excellent

tain

i>

lers as

from

duced by Dingley and other Republicans,
and now it is just beginning to dawn upon

trans-

the question of dollars
and cents comes to the front, and the

yvork has been

contains

Loud

and Switzerland

the

Record

morning’s

publications

country roads into such mag-

our

are

mails will cost the government.
After

failing

in

our

effort

t<>

her executrix.
Mary J. Foster, late of Montviile, gives to
her son Zaliseo H. Foster the homestead
farm: to her daughter Olive L. Gilpatric
the real estate known as the mountain lot:
and to her son, Arthur B. Foster, $100. Z.
H. Foster is named as executor.
Samuel X. Tilton, late of Thorndike, gives
to his wife, Christina J. Tilton, one-half of
the real estate and personal property and all
the household goods and furniture; to his
grandchild Elmer S. Bessey, $2o0 in money
when he becomes twenty-one years of ago:
to his children, Hannah B. Crosby and Edward (J. Tilton. $200 each, and to his soli,
John X. Tilton, one-half of the real estate
names

prevent

this fraud upon the national treasury we
til the1 advent of the road machine there I felt
justified in beating them at their own
had been no change in the general plan of
game as the only way left to us to stop
doing the work from the time of building the Mcious practice w hich they had int he first, roads. Working out the road tax
to
and now
are

augurated.

generally regarded

now

s

Practical
worth
well

wasteful.

j

say that such labor is not
than twenty-live cents on the

men

more

Here is

dollar.
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where

reform
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they
beginning
holy horror at the posconsequences of continuing what
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lift their hands in

might itiated.

begin.

The first step toward improving our
it seems to us. should be a careful

principal

of the

Washington.

thoroughfares,

our

protestation, in-

Their situation to-day is
their course

unjustifiable.

roads,

survc>

1).

as

ludi-

beginning was
Yours truly.
m.
C.. April IT. 1S02.
at

the

lJelt'ast Churches on Master Sunday.
showing elevations, water courses, nature
and personal property, on condition that lie
..if soil, and indicating nearest point for
An unusually large number of our people
remain on the farm with his mother, during
detaining material to he used in building attended huivli on Easter Sunday. The her natural life.
John G. Hum, late of Thorndike, gives to
and repairs.
1’pon this basis a practical chimin*- were made attractive hy tioral decj
his daughter, Nellie F. Hunt, enough propplan ;« r improvenient.s mighi be made, to orations .did riie* singing.
to
her
her
At
tin- i'mtarian church the altar was erty
support
comfortably during
he followed by suceceding surveyors. The
j
amount of work done each yea» -ould he draped in white, and tastefully trimmed natural life. He had previously given hi> |
with t ines and Easter lilies. The pastor. wife, Sarah J. Hunt, his son Oscar F. Hunt,
rest ;i. te ! to the usual annual expendiPet d. A. Savage, preached a very
impres- and his daughter Rose >L. Hunt, their shares.
Uires. init what is done should he well
i-

sive

Drainage, while of lirst importance,
often neglected at present.
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least two j laces on Northport avi
where from want of drainage the bot-
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the road

and aside from
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the inconvenience thus
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money has
this avenue than

upon

more

upon any other highway within tilt* city
limits, yet it is fat from being what it
should he and might he made.
In adopt-

plan for making got id roads, stone
must he an important- factor, and this
should enable farmers to dispose of the
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wi;o wish to discuss thi* subject. and
ust it will he agiiated until .some-

The
an
w'c

thin.:

Pone.
<<.>;.

maTo r o:

in

ui

To

return

there is

no

again

to

be

glad

to

church then* was no regEasier service, although the ehureh
appropriately decorated. It was doubt-

a

Ellen I Minton and Mary E. Luinton,
gives each two shares in the Rockland
National Bank and some coupons. To his
son. Charles AT. Lovett, he gives five shares
in The Northern Pacific railroad, and tw >

uml

slum's

pleasing

tine

manner.

sermon.

In tin*

Tin*

regarding
what might

evening

tlu-re

was

liberal

was

proposed

pleasure

drive and business

1

The

principal
thoroughfare.

Patent

Medicine

same

bonds to his

grandson. Frank

Henry

A. Norris, late of Burnham, givhis property, in equal shares, to Lucy,
; Walter G. and Rufus G. Norris.

1

Fish

1
1

am 1

Fishing.

salmon ami trout eggs at the Swan
are coming out and there are
thousands f young fish in the troughs.
The

Lake

Mr.

hatchery

Fred H. Francis, of Belfast,

on

Comrade G.
of Root

captured

a two pound trout from a boat in
Swan Lake. It is the first trout caught from
a boat this season.
Speaking of the scarcity of lobsters in our
bay, (Japt. John C. Condon said that on Saturday he hauled forty-five "traps and only
caught three lobsters. Bather discouraging
business.

Industry.

Tin next issue of the Journal will
illustrated article

Georgia,

a

Southern

number of

Waldo

city

con-

The Belfast Ritie, Rod and Gun Club will
have a shooting contest, to-day (Thursday)

Brunswick.
in which quite a
on

gress

We have received an interesting letter
from < apt. John W. Kane on the Sailors
Sung Harbor, and will publish it next

j

week.
Maine

Conference.

R<*KL.AND, April It*.—The East Maine Conference began its 45tli annual session in the
Pratt Memorial Methodist Church today,
Bishop Daniel A. Goodsell presiding.
Proceedings of a preliminary character
took place at 10 A. M. and 2 P. M. The examination of classes and a grand reunion
prayer meeting were held in the evening, led
by Rev. S. L. Hanscom, Boothbay.

their grounds at the lower end of Constreet. There will be four matches
with sweepstake shooting between and after
the matches. The public are cordially invited to attend and participate,
At 10 a. in., the first match for three prizi s
will take place at fifteen blue rocks, en-

on

county people have

their homes.

East

The undersigned desire to direct your attention to section 21, chapter 102, of Public
Laws of 1891, entitled “The Australian Ballot Law,” regarding the appointment of
election and ballot clerks for the several
cities, towns and plantations.
We respectfully suggest that in making
appointments under this section, you shall
appoint such fair and honorable men as
shall be proposed to you in writing, by the
Republican and Democratic city, town and

Fast Day Shooting Match.

I trance fee twenty-five cents.
At 11 a. in., there will he ritie shooting
1 loO
yards, off hand, for three prizes. En-

|

plantation

committees.

We have requested each of

!
[

our

respective

committees to present you with a written
nomination of such officers, so as to have the
intent and meaning of the law carried into
effect, and to thus avoid all complications
that might otherwise arise. We do this as
the law is silent as to the method of such

fee twenty-five cents.
I election.
Respectfully,
The third match will take place at 2 p. m.
Joseph H. Manley,
ride shooting 200 yards, off hand, for three
Chairman Republican State Committee.
John B. Donovan,
prizes. Entrance fee same as others.
| Chairman Democratic State Committee.
The last match will take place at op. in.
This is a very important matter to the difand will be for fifteen blue rocks, for three ferent towns as well as to both of the political
parties.
prizes, with entrance fee as others.

trance

Gettysburg

“C. I. Hood & ('<>., Lowell. Mass.
1 was in the Army of the Potomac and
In the great battle of Gettysburg was struck
in the ankle by
the bone. My

a

minnie

ball, which smashed

leg was amputated in the field
hospital, and after a long time it healed. I
was discharged and went home. After 8 years

Wound Broke

My

are

working

hard for your interest. Trade
with us and we will see that
you get the best goods for the
least monev.
R. H. COOMBS '& SON.

Post, G. A. R.. of Syracuse, N. V.

bee

large

our

1 lie

Open

assortment of

prices

Call and

afresh. Dr. Pease amputated an inch of the
hone, and it healed. Four years later it
once more
opened, and for eight years
how I suffered ! I do not believe it possible
for a human being to suffer worse agony.
During this time I had to go on crutches,
being unable to wear a wooden leg. Whenever possible 1 relieved my sufferings by
taking opiate, but when I was obliged to go
without it, I suffered fearfully and thought I
should go crazy. I tried every thing I could
get with my limited means. Physicians said
1 would never be any better. Finally my

DRAPERIES.

WAY DOWN and the
them and you will say

are

see

bargains
In

you

have

quality WAl UP.
they are the be.o

ever seen.

UNDERTAKING WORK
we

are
our

second to none.
Our goods are the best and
prices lower than any of our competitors.

R. H. COOMBS <& SOXT,
70

Blood Became Poisoned
and it broke out all over my face and on some
parts of my body so that my face is all
covered with scars now. One day I read of
what Hood’s Sarsaparilla would do. The
first dollar I got I sent and bought a bottle
and began
it. A week or two later,
my wife in dressing my leg. said it seemed to
be improving, and after taking

Tui

&

>Imin

Street, Belfast.

GEORGE W. BURKETTS

taking

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

few months, thank God (and I say it reverently), the sores all over my body had healed,
and now, four years later, have never shown
George M. Hamany sign of reappearing.’
mond, 21D Magnolia Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

a

Great

Col. C. A. Weaver
Commander of Root Post. G. A. R., himself a
one armed veteran, fully confirms Mr. Hammond’s statement, and J. L. Beldeu, the pharmacist, also endorses it.
Hood’s Pills

cure

Carpet

*

We open

our

Salt

*

entire SPRING ASSORTMENT of

Sick Headache.

ly:>

LowellAII woolExtraSuperfine Caipet:
You to examine

our

-ALSO-

sto:k oi

Boots £Shoes I mussels/Tapestries, mooOettes.
before

purchasing

We have

just

[SAFETY BICYLES)

received

a

full line

of the LATEST STYLES, which
we are selling at prices that cannot be equaled. The right thing
to do is to find out

FOR SALE BY THE AGENTS,

THAYER &

ADAMS,

j

Hemps, Hassocks, Carpet Sweepers,
< 1 f SM Y RN AR U GSTMOQUETTiTRUGS' 1£Jri
'"@-5"

At

only

Watch.es,
Silverware,

have to call

Watch Work

High Street,

lower than the lowest.

We also open

a

tin.

assortment of

ar

B. 0. DHli;

We have the BEST SELECTED
STOCK, that can be bought at
Done Promptly. Cash
prices, and long experiBelfast.
ence in the Boot and Shoe busi-

DRAPERIES !

Spectacles.
nest

prices

t Linoleums, Oil Cloths, &c„ k.

JEWELERS.

'F

*

elsewhere.

sprui; (ioiiiis

ness, and

bound to sell
lower than any other dealer if
we sell at cost.

Oporit Hmtse,

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27,

we

are

-Be

.\amin.e the tine line of-

sure to

CURTAINS,

LACE

OPAQUE

CURTAINS

T11K ORIGIN A I, AND ONLY

We

ATKINSON’S

are now

selling:

Men’s

New Peck’s Bad
Under the management of

GRIFFIN &

Boy

WILSON.

Enlarged, Revised and Produced hy

WITTY COMEDIANS,

PRETTY WOMEN,
BEWITCHING DANGERS,
DELIuHTFUL SINGERS,
-WITH THE-

Latest and

Strongest Specialties.

Admission ,‘55c.
Now

on

sale

at

Reserved Seats 50c.
KILOORE %!t WILSON’S.

Tapestry

High Cut Police Bals, Scrims, Silkaline,
Coverings,
worth #TOO, for $2.00.
Brass Roils, Walnut Role
Men’s Genuine Calf Congress,
worth #2.50, for $|.75.
And all the paraphernalia needed in the Drapery line. We
Men’s Tap Every Day Shoes,
made special efforts to please the public in this line of c
worth #1.25," for 95c.
and have marked the prices way down.
Women’s Kid Button, worth
#1.25, for 95c.
Women’s Kid Cloth Top Button, worth #2.50, for $2,00.
-Just received at astonishingly low prices.Women’s Genuine Dongola Button, worth #1.50 for $1.20.
BURKETT
GEORGE W.
Women’s Cloth Top Lace, worth
;
#1.75, for $|,25.
i
Misses Nice Kid Button, worth
#1.00, for 85c.

FUR

RUGS

I

i

We also have a small lot of Women’s Kangaroo Kid Boots,

j
i

I

worth #4,

we are

selling

at

$3,

A small lot of Men’s Hand Sewed Congress, worth 8>.00 for

$2.25.
=

We have
I

no room

specialties, but if you will
call you will get just what you
want and at a price that will
satisfy

OF TRIMMED

Tuesday & Wednesday Next,
APRIL 26 and 27.

33 Main

J. W. Ferguson & Co.

St., Belfast.

We desire

to

thank all those who extended sym-

beautiful floral tribute: also the many friends who
sent dowers or assisted in any way.
Mrs. M. P. fin kelev,
H. E. Gkeelen,
E. 15.
Swanville, April 20, 1802.

CAUCUS NOTICE.
The Republicans of Montville

Montvillk.

are

in caucus at the meeting house
Centre Montville, on Monday, April 2§, 1802,
2 o’clock r. m., to choose delegates to attend the
State Convention at Bangor, to be held April 27,
1802, and transact any other business that may
properly come before it.
Pf.r Order Town Committee.
at
at

to meet

THE BELFAST CLOTHING

HOUSE

-A Strictly One-Price House,<
s quarters. c\prcs>l
[S now open for business in its N KW and < >M M( >DI< >1
for me.
My stock is CLEAN and NEW. every article being manufactured

>

SUMMER

SPRING &

TRADE

OF

1

1892

1 have no Kip Van Winkle garments that have laid asleep on the couutei'
past TWENTY YKAKS. every article being braml new, and of the latest
personally selected by me in tin* market. My stock consists of a full 1M

MENS, YOUTHS AND BOYS' CLOTHING
-ALL THE NOBBIEST VI \ I.KS <>K-

Gent’s Furnishing Goods, Hats,Caps & Umbr*dl:e
I

have bought

limited, and for this

pathy in our recent bereavement, and feel especially grateful to the I nion Sunday School for their

requested

NEW CLOTHING HOUSE

jfcKemember

A Card of Thanks.

8@“ALL ARE INVITED.=^J|

Mrs. R. P. Chase, Milliner.

vou.

B. C, Dinsmore,

Buis li Hals
WILL TAKE PLACE ON

to enumerate

more

Maine:

Blaine?

ing elsewhere. We

II’. Hammond

Wounded at

1

|

:<•

prices as will not only surprise
you, but will astonish our competitors, we trust you will examine our goods before purchas-

wife having presented him with a son. ..Bose T. Forbes has!
a bouncing boy
with
husband
presented her
j
and Charles is happy.... Daniel Dickey as-1
of superior dignity since his
sumes an aii
daughter, Mrs. Larrabee, has taken upon j
herself the duties of maternitv.V. E. j
Dow, milliner, and Celia M. Lane, dressmaker at M. J. Dow’s store, are in Boston
this week to obtain the latest styles....A. j
F. Chase and wife are also in Boston and j
will, among other tilings, get a model lor
that nice house they are to build this summer.
!

Saturday

The Dana Sarsaparilla Company sold 219
iif medicine last week, an aggregate of
Tin* Boston Globe lias a special from gross
bottles.... A car load of extracts has
.il,5W
Augusta which says, among other things: been a month on the road between Detroit
Trout in considerable numbers are taken
At the proper time the tierce congresand Belfast, and as a consequence no medidaily at Swan lake. The ice is so thin that
sional war in this district is to he brought
cine has been manufactured for some
days. it is unsafe and fishermen are obliged to take
to a
lose by the shelving of Manley, Burleigh, Milliken and W'iswell, to be follow- An order for another car load will be given some device for safety. A few warm days
ed by the nomination of Mr. Herbert M. immediately. It is thought these two car will remove the ice entirely.
Heath as a compromise candidate.
loads will be sufficient for the year’s supply.
Mr. Atwood Gilmore caught a large salThis i> certainly very important, if -There will be a meeting of the stockholdmon Tuesday—the earliest he has ever taken
ers
see
if
to
the
will
a
Now
what the average Republican
true.
to-day
company
buy
a salmon from his weir.
Mr. E. W. Griffin,
The idea is to put in a
voter would like to know is who wields fast running press.
of Lincolnville, says that the earliest he
the mysterious power that must lie ex- fast web perfecting Hoe press that will de- f ever caught a salmon was April 2ttd. Last
liver 12,000 folded papers per hour. The lloe
ercised in shelving a quartette of more or
year he did not catch one until the middle
company want six months in which to build
of May. The fishermen at Lineolnville have
less prominent gentlemen who aspire to
and deliver the press-One of the stocknot put their nets into the water. Salmon
seats i:i Congress.
If Mr. Manley was holders of the Dana
after
a
100
company
per
not in it himself the wicked Democrats cent dividend had been declared wanted to clo not strike the west shore of the bay until
a month after they have been caught Ti the
■would no doubt declare him to be the know if there was to be another dividend
river.
Fish are remarkably early this year.
But joking this spring. Some men wouldn’t be satisfied |
manipulator of the wires.
aside this alleged news is simply absurd. with the earth.
Town Committee to Name Poll Officers.
The Skoda Discovery company is meeting
The candidates in question are not to be
Hon. John E. Donovan, chairman of the
with good success.
Wholesale druggists
shelved.
They are men grown, know who have handled the
Democratic State committee, and Hon. J.
medicine are duplicatH.
what they want, and will get it if they
Manley, chairman «»f the Republican
ing their orders. The stock has appreciated State committee, held a long conference
can.
in Augusta Tuesday, relative to the apin value and is now worth $1.25.
of election and ballot clerks unThe stockholders of the late Rheumatic pointment
Mr. Win. II. Grace, whose report, of ail
der the new law. They were both of the
Oil
held
a
last
week
at opinion that the town committee of each parmeeting
company
interview with Mr. Blaine attracted much
Williamson’s office, but little was done. An- ty should suggest the names to be appointed
attention, has issued a letter “to the
other meeting will lie held later when doubt- by the municipal officers, and both gentlemen signed the following letter:
friends of Mr. Blaine,*’ in which he says
less something definite will be accomplishAugusta, Me., April 19, 1892.
the secretary will accept, a nomination. ed. It is more than
probable that the oil To the municipal officers of the several citAre we to believe Mr. Grace or Mr.
ies, towns and plantations in the State of
will be on the market again.

tain

household arrangements, and all
will find something new needed, and as we can furnish the
largest and most varied stock of
Furniture and Fine Flousehold
Decorations, and at such low

grandfather—Harvey’s

->

all

to

first class road of this

u

Sherman Lovett. The balance of his property he gives to his children named above.
S. M. Duntoii is named executor.

a

Doubtless it was the best music ever
reinlereil in a Belfast ehureh.
Besides the
regular church choir, in itself an excellent
oin*. there were
several pieces from Sanhorn's orchestra. The display of dowers
was ti ne.
The seating capacity of the church
was taxed, extra chairs and settees
being
placed along the aisles. It was estimated
that there were 500 people ill the ehureh.
Tin* pastor delivered one of his best sermons.
There were Easter services in the evening.

really impracticable scheme
Northport avenue suggests
be done if it

he

when every

season

housekeeper is cleaning house
and making changes in the

.Tames Webber has also lost a son about
seventeen years old from what appeared to
be the same disease—typhoid pneumonia.
....A (laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Hamlin was hurled Tuesday, the lUth. She was
about four years old and died from a complication of diseases. She had been in poor
health from her birth-The mother of
Daniel Dickey, our meat man. died last
week....Mrs. Elizabeth Dow is on the in-,
valid list.Tohn II. Cordon is now a

Sarah

pastor delivered

tion

on the road near his residence if
the giad.e could he established and some
settled plan of improvement decided upon.
The ease with which a handsome sum was
a

homestead farm and three shares
;he Rockland National Rank. She has
"lie-half the furniture.
To his daughter,
Jennie G. Lovett, he gives a wood lot on
the Fletcher Mountain m Lincolnville, three
shares in the Rockland National Rank and
one-half the furniture. To his daughters,
in

entitled "Cate.- Ajar.” by several
y<• a11g ladies of tin* church.

amount

raised for

This is the

third of the

conet-rt

doubt but that

expend

HOUSE CLEANING!

PRESIDING.

John F.

the highway appropriations
The largest attendance was at tin* North
supplemented by public sub- I'hureh, when* themusic was a great attrae-

would

a

partak-

we»*k. and it :s understood a change will he
made in this ehureh. In the evening there
w as a creditable Easter concert
by the children of tin* Sunday school.
At the Baptist church there was a \ery
hs.mlsoun* display of dower- 1 ank>-d about
the chain <1 and altar, in a most appropriate
a

the

scriptions and private contributions. A
genth man remarked the other day that

make

was

cases

iay

would he

he

Lord's Supper

less the last Sunday of tin* pastor, Rev.D.
R. Chadw n-k, as the conference is held this

advantage in load making, and a
stone crusher would be a lilting
companion to the road machine.
used

of the

of.

At tin* Methodist

ime and

tiguous with the

sacrament

ular

encumbrance and
Few farmers can afford the
now an

labor required for carting off
tiles,- old walls, but where they are con;

At

Libby, one dollar each, and to her
At the I'niversalist church the dei orations grandchildren Allen S.. Albert H. and Edwen* elaborate.
The altar was covered with ward AV.. all her real estate and personal
a handsome covering, in
white, while potted property in equal parts at the death of her
plants, dowers, ivies and evergreens tilled husband, John C Libby. L. M. Partridge
the chaiieel and pulpit steps. The pastor is named executor.
Rieliard M. Lovett, late of Lincoinville,
gave- a serum
appropriate to the day. In
the evening the church was crowded to its gives to his son John J». Lovett, two-third>
utmost capacity to listen to an Easter con- of the homestead farm, a wood lot in Searscert given by the children of the
Sunday luont. and ali the personal property, on conschool under the management of J. I). Park- dition that he
pay to his sister, Nancy LauThe school marched
er, superintendent.
retta. Slob.
He also gives him live shares
from the vestry in classes.
During tin* ex- in the Northern Pacific railroad bonds. To
ercises the pasttir made a short address.
his daughter, Nancy L. Lovett, he gives out

caused the expense to the city has been
many times the cost of the additional culverts

J.,

Mark P. Palmer is named executor.
Angeline E. Libby, of Stockton Springs,
gives to her sons George W.. Elias 1). and

the words "In Rememthe close of tlie services the

from

sermon

brance."
en

spring,

even

C.

worth, Messenger; Reuel Smith, Court reporter; A. G. Caswell, J. T. Averill, Frank
Mussey, C. W. Lord and B. F. Young, deputy sheriffs.
The following are the juries:
1
F. Plummer.
Albert F. Plummer is apFirst. E. A. Boynton, Liberty, foreman;
Charles N. Allen, Montville ; Henry G. Barpointed executor.
David Pattee, late of Monroe, gives to his low,Freedom : L. L. Barlow, Waldo : John A.
Barrett, Stockton Springs: W. B. Belches,
wife, Hannah Y. Pattee, all his personal Winterport; Arthur Boyd, Prospect; Horace
property, and the income of the homestead M. Bryant, Thorndike ;E. O. Chadwick, PaIsaiah W.
during her natural life. On her death the lermo; P. B. Clifford, Brooks;
Cross, Morrill; George W. Curtis, Searsreal estate will go to his heirs. A condition
port.
is that his brother Samuel Pattee shall have
Second. Tolford Durham,Monroe foreman ;
Elisha W. Griffin. Northport: Henry H.
two
his
life.
His
natural
support during
Hayes, Belfast: William K. Keen, Belfast:
daughters. Mary E. Wingate aud Judith Frederick A. Knowlton, Belfast: Lester S.
Marriner.Searsmont AVilliam M. Merrithew,
Pierre, to have tin? household furniture.
Lorenzo Pendleton, Islesboro:
Lydia A. Hall, late of Thorndike, gives to Searsport;
Otis B. Rhoades, Troy; William Shaw, Wint Allie Gordon, $25, and to her nieces Hattie
terport: Albert Stephenson, Knox; Chester
i B. Jackson, of Marengo, 111., and Ella F. B. Stevenson. Belfast.
Sr PERM' M KR A HIES. GersllolU Twitellell,
! Page, of Chicago, in equal parts, all the reBurnham: Everett Wade, Lineolnville.
mainder of her property. Daniel (Jordon is Jr.,
James H. Cook, of I'nity. and Everett
named executor.
of Frankfort, jurymen, were excusGeorge II. Five, late of Unity, after a Sanborn,
small bequest of personal effects to his son ed by the court.
Llewellyn I) rink water, foreman of the
Charles H. Five, gives the remainder of his
Grand Jury, is not present on account of illproperty to his wife, Lydia A. Five, and his
ness.
John Cole, of Winteport, was elected
His
son, Charles H. Five, in equal shares.
secretary pro tern. There are but fifteen
wife is named executrix.
Webber Rowe, late of Brooks, gives to his grand jurymen present.
There was no business Wednesday and
two daughters, Mary ('.
Stimpson, and
the Court adjourned to Friday morning.
Amelia R. Jackson, and to his son Win. C.
Rowe, the sum of $10 each: to his daughter
Brooks. There is stili considerable sickAbbie J. Sargent $150, and to his wife Lydia ness in this vicinity... .The funeral of Chas.
.1. Roberts and of his son Mel/.er was held
Rowe, the remainder of his property, and last week.
They were sick but a few days.

publications that has yet been issued, occupying nearly thirteen pages of the Rec-

dissent from the arguments advanced
in behalf of good roads.
Everybody will
recognize their value, and particularly at
no

this

PETERS,

stock, and $500 in money; to his two grandsons, Clyde L. and Arthur Plummer, $25
and the remainder of his property he
book. You will find that, in Saturday’s each,
in equal shares to his four children,
Record. I ingrafted upon a few remarks gives
Albert F., Josie A., Daniel B. and George
one of the most excellent protective tariff
proper and natural that he should
and finished the publication of the

was

as

Question.

striking illustration.

Journal: The

tiik

Supreme Judicial Court.

The April session of the S. J. Court for
getting more
Waldo county opened Tuesday with Chief
than their stomachs full of lumbering the
Justice Peters, presiding. Prayer was offerCongressional Record with tariff publica- his estate, and appoints her executor with- ed
by Rev. J. F. Tilton, of the Baptist church.
I wrote you they had ingrafted out bonds.
tions.
The following court officers are in attendthe most of Henry George’s free trade,
Albert M. Plummer, late of Montviile, ance : Tileston
Wadlin, Clerk; Ansel Wadscopyrighted books upon their speeches. gives to his wife, Mary L. Plummer, the worth, Sheriff: F. W. Brown, County AtJerry Simpson came up on the tail end, home farm, household goods, farming tools, torney; John T. Averill,Crier; E. A. Wads-

Journal Pub. Oo.

Republican

of

Filed.

The following is an abstract of the wills
tiled at the April term of the Probate Court:
Charles J. Ingraham, late of Searsmont,
gives to his wife, Alfaretta Ingraham, all

Democrats of the House are

BY THE

MORNING

Wills

Washington.

reason

is unlimited and the
Don't

forget

goods

M\
this stock for SPOT
1 CAN GIVE Y(>1' GOOD BA KG A INS. But m>
will be sold at the LOWEST POSSIBLE Fl<>l

that you will tind

an

A A FA TlHR A K If STOCK, and

SHOP-WORN,

MARKED

DOWN

ii"

GOODS.

>'
TO THE PEOPLE OP BELFAST AM) THE t <
You have always understood that clothing stores did nut carry liar
TV :
Caps, Neckwear and Furnishing Goods: it is not so with me, 1 carry the tin'"'
File noted Kamson A Huhhai•
of Hats and Furnishing Goods in the city.
all styles, HarringtQn and Boston Derby, nobby styles, all grades, trom ,fi I
at
to $3.00,
My Neckwear is Fine, the very latest. Ladies* goods selling

BELFAST CLOT5ZXTC
No.

lit

HIGH

STREET, (PHUSNIX

CHAS. O'CONNELL,

HOUSE
ROW)

Proprietor'

The jewelers will close tlieir stores to-day
hy mutual agreement and it is thought a similar agreement may be reached in some other
branches of trade. The grocers and druggists will close this afternoon at one o’clock.
Why not make it unanimous, and all hands
have a respite from toil for one day.
We print on the 7th page of this issue,
from the Christian Register, an excellent
letter on Salt Lake City by Mrs. Rebecca P.
Utter, formerly Miss Palfrey, of Belfast.
Tlie article will be read with interest hy the
writer’s many friends in this city.
Mr. Hayward Peirce, of Frankfort, has
contracted here for lumber to enlarge the

BELFAST.

THE NEWS OF

farmer’s challenge.
may face a lion
Or twist a tiger’s tail,
May wrestle with a grizzly
A

A

man

Nor know what’t is to quail,
May face the darkest horrors
And at their grimness laugh,
But I'll bet three hundred dollars
That he cannot feed a calf.

York Herald.

\, w

Mason’s Mills got
tss in the vicinity
and threatened serious
nr» last Friday
People turned out and fought
tge
lie dames.
lU i,
of

Sermon. Union Fast Day serbe held today at the Baptist church
sermon by Rev. .T. F. Tilton, pas•i
The exercises will begin
! that, church.
in.
All are invited.
;.i id ;i
Day

.si

odice

ss

for

made shirts at
Belfast man who

a

tlie newspaper man inquired
said the expressman, “lie
A Belfast tailor
may lor liis shirts.
!oihes made in Boston, and a Beldealer lias his foot-wear made at

owning.

shop.''

A ml this is tin* way

Clerk of Courts Wadlin has
the rescript in the case "Hattie M.
Thomas vs. Thomas Churchill, Belmont part:•*>.
The action was one of trespass from the
County Commissioners Court, and was to
test the validity of the laying out of a private
The Court
way aeross the plaintiff’s land.
enters a non-suit for plff., and says:
The County Commissioners had jurisdiction to locate the private w ay for the defendant. on his petition.
Their judgment cannot
be impeached in this action of trespass unless their record shows that they exceeded
their jurisdiction. We think it does not.
Law Corin'.

received

dailies
sixteen horse-power hojl•dtion, hut does not care for his eii; il the corn packing season.
lie has
Ml',

lias his

ii.

■

EsTAlSLlSH.ME.Vl.

1 N<;

A \

ed his

machinery

have

•ohm

for

making

cans

makers at work.

ran

fd.ied up. and will
Miiing business.

soon

he

He

engaged

in

Maine Ceu.’11 make in Belfast this spring is the
down of track scales that will weigh
ions.
The scales have arrived and

improvements

ng the

the

put in position as soon as the old e »al
he taken down. The scales will
arranged that a car containing hulk
< an he run on to them and
weighed.
Company Home. A Belimg lady took her umbrella to church
Wanted

i.er on

end

Sunday evening, although
pleasant. A young gentlesaid to her: “Why do you carry
was

“1 carry it for

company, so I
>\e
something to go home with me," j
young lady slyly. Yet the young;

■.

lid

take the hint.

not

fellows.
the court of In-j
A Financial Trarsaction in Rags.
A
held in Belfast last week the first i
Belfast dressmaker, who has been saving
d the creditors of doel K. Dodge of
rags and scraps about her Shop for a year,
'■va> held and F.
A. (i reer appointed
disposed of her stock one day last week. A
The first meeting of the creditors
was hired to take them to the
Court.

i.venoy

_

concert programme consisted of eight
numbers, several of which were encored and
all of which were heartily applauded. Director Sanborn was kept busy, and an important part of his time was taken up in
bowing the orchestra’s acknowledgments.
We will here state that the orchestra’s tine
work is highly complimented by all, both
for the concert music and that for the hall.
It is a combination of artists, as well as good

Bobbins, of Troy, was held,
Hardy appointed assignee.

S

n

At

hoy

and

i W.

junk shop.

While

In

the

boy

was

dressmaker

absent the

she would dispc.se other
she said:
"i will put
m lor an allowance was filed returnj twenty-live rents into the contribution box
V.:l\ Util
on Easter Sunday, pay ten cents fora loaf of
time ago the Journal announced that j bread, and
give the buy ten cents for the errame had been
ast at the Belfast j rand.
low and the boy brought
Lag stock
;

ward

Ed

t

w a

piano

hell

t

they

have

foundry, where

had

!

l<‘iinded

.-ast.!

derided

o’... and have two frames
I'eeei\ ed last week and are permens of w orkmanship.
Mr. Mears
the

11g

woodwork and before long tin
madi in B< Hast will be turn-

,VI

l’noiIAiF. Court.

THK

usual

of ousiness

amount

M.

w

this city last week
•tlier matters fourteen wills wen

probate.

tie- work i>

i\s

more

wil’s

t

was

seldom

l.tlie veteran rcg>nstantly increasing
made than formerly.
man

a

made his

will

N

every one niako
of the court are sala-

:io\'-;Hiiiy' nraily
il

Tim
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ue11re
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VALVULAR AFFECTION OF THE HEART!

are

quite badly

worm

plank

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE

repairs at Vineyard Haven and proceeded, arriving at New York the loth.
The ovi tiers of the sell. Young Brothers, of
Newport, are receiving a dividend of si'..
Si h. Paul Sravey is discharging a cargo ->f

int" the

coai

mil Mr. Warn 11, who
exhaust- i.
Did hr t lie
tvs.

for F.

<

i.

11s• ■. ami
Pew;
ig;;
a' Id a. king s, w
In the

'•

a

p:

mot

a•

t :I>I1

! Mess>.

Frm*

PRESENTS,

That I. G. II. W. ( larkc. of St. Albans,
a Preacher of the
Gospel in tiie 51. E.
Church, Member of the X. II. (buferenee
31 years, aiul of the X. E. Conference l(i
Years, have been afflicted with the
KIDNEY COMPLAINT EDI! 15 YEARS,
and for the last 1 years so badly as to not

I
i

permit me to take a regular Charge, but,
reading of the wonderful cures of Kidnev
Trouble by DAXA’S SARSAPARILLA.
1 was induced to procure it for myself. I

LADIES' SPRING JACKETS, CAPES
and NEWMARKETS
Just received.

We show an elegant assortment of these
Call and examine them.

permanent

cure.

In

fact.'

I

am

so

VALVULAR AFFECTION OF THE HEART

caused !»v overwork, ami my breath beshort that it was very difficult for
me to walk, even with a earn*.
The Phvsieiaus said I must In* very careful about
walking or exerting myself. DANA'S
►SARSAPARILLA very soon relieved me,
and I am now entirely I KIT, from
HEART TKOt ALE.
I feel that
I>.\ NA*S SARSAPARILLA has productliis happy result. To the Groat Head of
the Church he all the glory,
[am 70 years
<>t‘ age, and have been in the Master's serviee more than half a century.
(iratefullv vours.
G. W. II. CLARKE.
Xo. 23 High Street.
I.VTIIS. I uder date of Oct. 1st, Mr.
( larke writes that he lias* taken a
Charge at Fairfax. Yt., and attends
three meetings on Sabbath. two
meetings during the week, visiting his
parishioners on loot, walking some
days & or 10 miles. 'Phis is wonderful
for a man 7b years old, that lias been a victim of disease for years. lie closes bv saving It is in my heart to praise God from
whom all blessings flow.*
came so

Dana

1

1 Case

to 12

yards long,

1 Case Ladies’

Jersey Vests,

Encampment.

cts.

W.

ing,

Among the speakers will he the
Master, Grand Warden, (Irand Patriarch, Lev. J. A. Savage and Lew Myra
Kingsbury. Besides the line musical home
talent Herbert M. Lord of Loekland, always
a favorite in Belfast, will sing several solos.
A large number of invitations will be sent
out.
All Odd Fellow S are ex pet ted, without
N'r.

Next

Wednesday

even-

!!SH!NG.F0?l

will find our :•: i<■ >*s. lower than you h avt
known.
Your <\\u :u< ah- r won*t know
you when you come home dr* ssed in on of
you

■

fliir lispm Is! Liw Priced

STEPHEN H. WARREN.

Liver &

PALPITATION OF THE HEART
CURED!
Stephen

of Islesboro,
IN HIS NATIVE TO W >
AND THE GREATEST CREDENCE CAN BE
GIVEN TO HIS STATEMENT.
To A REPRESENTATIVE of the Skoda Discovery
CO., HE RECENTLY SAID
“For more than two years I have suf-

K FI■

bowels

1

1
lv

rW:<r«l of the

mast, but is open aft of the
1 ls,:
;"id designed for fishing. The boat has
1’"'v bow, a heavy overhang aft, and is of
"111

model.

l

Pr°

’’"sions,

etc.

;

The builder, Mr. Thomas
young man about twenty,

d irvey, is a
tins is his first attempt at building—a
creditable job. The trip across the bay
-“•{,hty was tin* maiden trip and the boat
'“tiaved well under the circumstances. She
ttieor no ballast and for a center-board
1 A
ideces of rough board were thrust down
iro,lgh the well. The party came to Belfor material to finish the boat and for
J

1

1

does appear the Katahdin will betaken off
route for an overhauling, preparatory
for future service. The Penobscot has been

1 the

j

Boston during the winter and has
been put in excellent condition for the extensive summer’s work which is before her.
The Katahdin also will be in prime shape
for summer service-Mr. A. H. Hanscom,
Man street.... Josiah Mitcln 11 will have
purser of steamer Penobscot, has been at bis
«jiiite extensive repairs made oil his dwelling home in Winterport several weeks with a
house... .Thayer & Adams have a new bicyankle. It is hoped lie will be able
cle called the Credenda. A new wheel comes j sprained
to town about every day... .The Belfast Liv- 1 to report for route when the Penobscot goes
ery Company has got out its lmekboards.... j on her route-The Boston and Bangor
The Belfast Loan and Building Asso. made
a
a
loan on Monday evening.... Miss E. C. i Steamship Company contemplate running
Frye’s private school was closed Tuesday on steamer between Bangor and Fort Point, on
account of the death of a relative.
It will j Sundays during the summer and is trying to
re-open next Monday-The draw of the secured a suitable boat, but lias not
yet suclower bridge is undergoing repairs and travceeded.The Katahdin leaves to-day for
el was stopped on Tuesday-Sanborn’s orchestra played at Bucksport Monday' even- Boston and on arrival there will be hauled
ing and at Searsport Tuesday evening- off to be got ready for the summer business.
Sam Locke received a new wheel by the
The Penobscot will take her place, leaving
boat from Boston yesterday morning, and
Boston tomorrow, Friday.
gave it a trial spin in the afternoon.
at East

were v

Food

me

badly,

I

■

■

AIM
^

We have tin*-

< >nr

line of XECK tVE A R

the handsomest in the city.
Custom

Clothing,

should

The tin,'st line of XEIV TVDOLEXS in the city, and we guarantee to give you
satisfaction,
leaning, pressing and repairing of old clothing a specialty.

a

CLARK <£
One-Prica

The

S3

Clothiers,

.Vlsiin

SLEEPER,
Tailors

and

Men’s

Outfitters,

Hclinst.

Ntreet,

NEW FIRM. NEW FIRM.

Till*] ONLY MEDICINE SOLD WITH A
GUARANTEE CONTRACT WITH EACH BOTTLE.
Try a course ((» bottles) at
OUR RISK, IE NOT BENEEITTED RETURN
IM >T E I. ES A NI) f; ET YOIiiMONEY.
I*A Y
ONLY FOR THE GOOD YOU RECEIVE.

SKODA DISCOVERY CO,, BELFAST, ME.
SKODA’S GERMAN SOAP,
Pure as
Soft as Velvet,”

that tells the whole
Most highly medicated
soap ever made. Try one cake. It
At all Druggists.
is elegant.
Price, 23 cts.

Gold,”

story.

Higgins and Mrs. Delia
Monroe, with other friends, were returning
from church they were suddenly thrown
from the carriage and bandy escaped a most
serious injury. Mrs. Monroe displayed remarkable presence of mind by springing to
the horse's head and holding him until help
arrived, thus preventing a runaway and
probably a still more serious accident. Mrs.
Higgins was stunned by the fall and badly

-We

are

offering the best trades in-

Mrs. B. S.

Wednesday
April

SUITS,

A solid ash set, 10 pieces, for only $17*00. This set has as good a finish as one
costing $25.00. It isn't a SMALL set. but good size, with high bedstead and large
These sets are right from the factory and are, therefore, tin* latest in style
bureau.
We are willing to put them against any set ever shown in Belfast forjthe
and finish.
Our-money.

(OPENING)

...

grange meeting one night last week was
struck by a running horse and thrown several feet, striking on a pile of rocks. He was
taken up in an unconscious state and remained so for some time. At the present
writing he is able t<» be about, but with a
very lame arm and shoulder-Mrs. A. W.
Ward has been critically ill the past week
with neuralgia of the heart— Mr. Carl Coffin went to Pittsfield last week to visit
friends anil relatives... .Mrs. Ross Towle is
attending school at the Maine Central Institute-Mr. .T. G. Cilley, of this town, has
three lambs, the oldest one seven weeks old,
that weigh 112 lbs. One lamb weighs 52 lbs.
They are of the Hampshire Down breed, and
if any farmer in Waldo county can go us
one better would like to hear from him.

CHAMBER

Millinery

bruised and lamed about the head and shoulWe are glad to state, however, that
ders.
she will be all right in a few days. We have
not learned to what extent the driver was
injured but hear that he is able to be about.
.Mr. Will Sparrow while returning from

j

constipat-

_ _

kl

■

immense.

KjT’Gentlemen who desire the finest of
patronise, our Custom Department.

distressed
n d
m v
Heart would palpitate greatly at times,
in fact I was well broken up.
For two mouths I have been taking
SKODA’S DISCOVERY and SKODA’S
LITTLE TABLETS, and I AH A SEW
HAN.
Appetite good. Bowels in
good condition. Heart ^ ^
11
palpitation all gone. ^
|:(
v ™ |J
So trouble Willi Liver
or Kidneys now.
1 AH WELL. You
certainly have a wonderful remedy in
SKODA’S DISCOVERY as 1 have taken
many of the Sarsaparillas, and have been
treated by different Physicians without
getting permanent benelit.”

...

Penobseot, of

for 3IEX anil BOVS.

■

ed.

simply

Boston Derby, Harrington, and all the Leading Shapes in Hats and Caps

mis-

what PhyI “■■^sicians
£ 1^ ery fromcalled
Liv-

and Kidney Troubles.
Nearly all
the time I would have severe pains
in my back and side, with a constant
dull Lain iu the region of my liver. My

■

! Steamship Company, will come on the route
j in about a week or ten days, and when she

Art'll great

-is

er

....

ing while

Our HAT & FURNISHING GOODS TRADE

I

II. Warren

Me., IS WELL KNOWN

...

j

it is amazing low one of our
vli»1i, Tai Jor Fit < i u«.»* *Suit ?■< u ill oh.11140
the appcaranee of a man, and it is just as wonderful that
an soil tin* 15 FSST
OF CLOTHING at such MAYElaHSM Lc>\\ I'lUCEs.

iombim:i> with

■

expected that the
the Boston «S: Bangor

Trouble

Kidney

SUITS.

SPRING

FROM THE ISLES OF THE SEA.

■

It is

BARGAINS

ever

1'

steamer

BURKETT.

(irand

|

•••

longer.

«•

■

*

two weeks

because w
have this veur the FIN’KSTaml
MOS T SKASoNAliLK iine of \K\V STVKKs
that have ever Keen shown, and if you are

■

Notes.

3 for 25c.

In addition to tin-ex-

■

Steamkk

Short

-HAMBURGS.We shall continue our Great Hamburg Sale
Buttons made at short notice.

GEORGE

1

;

6 1-2c. Per Yard.

Lockwood, 40 in. Wide,
Lengths, only 7 l-2c.

laid down in the hook of forms, the
evening will he devoted to speaking, sing-

am! »’ot- 1

abundance,
they
of cherry, a very superior article. They use
buy
Fishing boats
Miami.... Tuesday afternoon yaehts- only the best woods ill their factory.... Dr.
'■'
interested in watching a yacht J. O. Brooks has nearly a dozen squashes—
flie bay.
The wind was from the Essex Hybrid—that were grown last season
‘i"l squally, and off the monument at his pla e on the North Shore, Northport
—the garden spot f America. The squashes
sill was reefed. The craft proved
Caroline, built and owned by are ..f good size and as sound as when gathThe grass caught tire on Northport
T. Harvey, of Orcutt’s Harbor, ered.
die. The boat is -»1 feet over all. 2a avenue Monday in the vicinity of Capt. Fred
10 feet beam and draws three and
j IVmllelon’s house hut was ft night d< >wn A
: ic-t of
water.
She is sloop rigged, disgusting sight Tuesday was two drunken
t topmast.
She has a small cabin men reeling up and down the sidewalk on

at

yd.

1 Case Fine Spring Style Ginghams, only
12 l-2c., worth 17c.

Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Me.

only

box

from 4

!

SKODA’* LITTLE TABLETS,
Mi 1*1. Safe, Efficient.
Ear superior to any pill. For Headache and
Liver
Complaint
nothing can cuual these Tablets.
With the DISCOVERV
they cure Rheumatism. 50 iu
a

1 Case of Scrim M RtClinA, Oily 4c. per
1 Case Lockwood Brown Cotton,

J

he did not

goods.

2 Cases White Dormet Flannel, Extra
duality and Width, only 4 l-2c.

much improved Ilia! 1 expect to take
another Charge.
I will also state that one year ago last
Spring I was attacked with

ercises

>

1‘igh

only 5c.

have taken six bottles with very satisfactory results, and 1 feel quite sure
that perseverance in taking it will bring a

>ay proclamation:

(irand

White.

Pe« k's Bah Bo'.

4 Cases Best Print Remnants

Vt.,

ing. April 27th. at the Belfast Opera House,
nd.
t re
Wana-n
w..iild havi
been drowned. J the original and onl\ Atkinson's New Peek's
1 iol
Min. w I! Wiggin n.ok li rst
!'!;<■ i oat v. .' raised and I cached ’! noday. ; Bad Boy will hold the hoards, lie require*
i-'
aio. M iw. I lenr\ C. Marden,
la- introduction to a
Belfast audience, al1! -: i. 1' \ t.K. Un Thumb.<> ia.'t a colt, was
'M dll' ‘id t. Mrs. John CI. I)a\vc learn that the play has been enthough
> 11
p pei 1 idol!. Delta'-, to New \ orj.; that wa< ;
a
m
tire i\ revised and rewritten for this season,
d as a gent leman. l<•<»k ri rst,
printed invitation. Tic Grand officers
r--markabV for 'i/c. The co.t :.' t w<• cars
11cw elmraetefs
introduced, and Messrs. will arrive in Belfast Tuesdav morning
Mrs. Margaret Frost, who Pad
and eight month' old and
weighed IT to j
from Watervil !e
Gritiin N Wilson, its managers. ha\e engag-■ i.i b-man's
part, reeci\h:tn<i
pounds. The eoit is from Messenger ■Mock, j
ed the strongest company ever with this
a
and
line
animai.
He
is
gelding,
very
Thoiindike. A large number of people
j popular play. Among the new artists who
\ Ni:.v Stkff.i.
Mr. Jefferson F.
owned b\ Mr. D. L. Pitcher, of New York,
assembled at the F. 15. Church last Sunday
will appear should be mentioned Miss Car's
ijeiilating a petition to open a a id has gone t.lit*re to be sold.... Ignite a
to attend the Faster services.
The Sunday
from the continuation of Front number of Eimbrook cults have arrived this I rie Tutein, whose impersonation of Minnie school was called as
usual at 1 o'clock, after
the
Bad
is
(devviBoy’s girl,
extremely
iow Mathews Bros,
laetory. through season, and more are reported daily. The Clay,
which the following program was carried
first is owned by Nath’l Simmons at Door’s and her singing specialty is without doubt
ards of Carter A Co. and lb W.
out: Music by choir, Christ Arose: opening
the best on the stage to-day. Wallie Clark,
in
Mills
this
foaled
blood
the Boston steamer's wharf.
city,
April 10,
bay
A
j remarks by Rev. D. Brackett and Rev. Mr.
j
he same territory was petitioned
tiily with no marks. Dam by Thaekambau. who impersonates the “The Bad Boy,” is j
Towle; prayer bv Rev. Mr. Tasker: music
and
Miss
Alma
the
Named
Arlinebrook. If those having Elm- very funny,
Lewis,
chum,
wars ago. accepted, and laid out
by
Resurrection
by choir.
Morn; concert exerdoes some wonderful wing, jig and Spanish
It was not ordered I brook colts will report them at office of the
government.
cise by the Bible class; music by the choir,
Messrs. Barry and Bannon, who
dancing.
10 Main St., they will be recorded
mse oft lie excessive
syndicate
“We shall sleep but not forever;” concert
damages asked.j
take the part of Mr. and Mrs. Duffy, are a
w
street is particularly asked for by and duly noticed.... We have received the
exercises by young people's class, consisting
show in themselves. The company
whole
stock
book
of
Nelson, the horse king of
-Hints
and manufacturers doing bus- I
of concert recitation and placing of motto,
will, without doubt, do big business here. “Christ is
It contains 71 horses, including
below High street, and by truckmen | Waterville.
Risen,” upon an easel—each
Reserve
seats
at
&
Wilson's.
Kilgore
• My.
The new street will obviate ! the great Ne'son, 2.10.
scholar representing a letter, repeating a
Poor’s Mills. Geo. Hartshorn has gone verse
ag the sharp hill from the steamboat
beginning with the same, and placing
j (.’hat. John Stewart has a job to move a !
High street. Some men say they house ami barn at Stoekton.... Freeman M. j to work for the season on a milk farm in a letter upon the easai, until the motto was
;
and
Saida Woodbury restreet so badly that they would pay
Wood, Belfast, is putting a cellar under bis I Waldo-Mary
completed. A class of small scholars then
turned home last week. Glad to see them came forward
wards building it. It is believed the bouse and
Mr. A. A. Iiurd
repeating verses and placing
building an ell.
w eminent will
he favorably inclined ; last week killed a Brahma chicken that home again... .Geo. Patterson has got about wreaths of Mowers above the
motto; music
Ms t he project.
weighed ten pounds. ...Mr. T. B. Dinsmore again. While sick the boys one afternoon by the choir, “Faster Bells :” recitation, Miss
collected
around
his
wood
and
fitted
it
is making quite extensive repairs on his
pile
Gertie Gordon: recitation, Richard ami Lotmis and Boats,
(’apt. Fields lVmlle- i
for the stove-Mrs. S. A. Payson returned
house.
tie Higgins: reading, Mrs. Abide Small:
Engineer Shaw says that on Fri01 N
j
eslu.ro, lias a boat twenty-one feet
1
from
Portland
last
week, where she had recitation. Boss C. Higgins: music by choir: i
when the train passed I'liit;, he saw
all, with twelve feet keel, which day
been
on a short visit... .News came
five sea gulls sitting on the ire.
Sunday
j closing remarks by the pastor; benediction i
There
was
1 ms is a
flyer. He proposes to tackle
that Samuel Towle died quite suddenly in
a hop at the Crosby Inn last Friday
’! mg in Penobscot
evening
by Rev. Mr. Bradford. A vote of thanks !
bay. The boat was
Boston. He was a former resident of this
* with music hy Sanborn’s ur-h estr i.
Mr
1
was tendered to the friends who gave vainFugle Island. The same builder
Freenietta Shepherd is visiting relplace.
I>. P. Palmer made a tine window display
able aid in the choir; also to the ladies who
spring launch a thirty-five looter.
atives
and
friends
in
Boston
and
last week. One window was devoted to
vicinity.... generously contributed Mowers and plants ;
xpeeled to be a great racer....
A Christian Endeavor Society was formed
neck wear and the other to spring styles ol‘
n
for the occasion. Special mention should he
H. Webster and Frank Burkett
Sunday at the School house: Irving Jack- made of the recitation
'-mb in planking the steam yacht of j hats.. Mr. J. II. On ini by ;s to have a eranby Miss Gertie Gorson. President: Grace Jackson, Secretary:
1
Pierce. The yaelit. will be planked da built on the south sab* of his residence
don, a little child three years of age, who
Geo.
Patterson,
corresponding Secretary: went forward and recited a piece of consul- I
ther imMr. W. A. Kimball is getting on Cedar street and will make
Richard Woodbury. Mrs. Irving Jackson, !
provements-Mr. William Deerow. will
erable length and with such childlike inno- I
'"•tt.e reads to go int.■ commission
Mrs.
E.
W.
Shepherd, committee.... Nathan- j ceiice and
'•uild an ell t his luMiseon Bay View street.
•on have her afloat.... (Japt. Sewgrace as won the admiration of ail
j
iel Simmons was chosen superintendent of
■•
Large numbers, of veal carcasses are'
who heard it.... Bev. F. B. Towle, foimerly
'■son returned home Tuesday from
the Sunday school. Hosea Park, assistant j
to
Boston.
of this town, delivered an interesting lecture
a s- an-li of ;i
Monday eighty-two
fishing boat. He follow- shipped
j
Rev. IL McDougal preach- [
were taken away hy the steamer Katahdin. I superintendent.
at the Centre Church Sunday evening, subre along nearly to Portland, and
ed
at the school house all day Sunday.
...Mathews Bros, have received a carload !
its in
but
were valject: “The Holy Laud". ...Last Sun day evengent Iciueii.

71-2c.

nebunk. Deputy Grand Master, Judge Item*l
Pobinson, of Camden, Grand Warden, and
possibly the (irand Secretary and Treasurer,
will he present. William E. Plummer, of
Portland, (irand Patriarch, will represent tic

porary

the
haul-

Only

ney Disease.
St. Albans, Aug. 3,1891.

The arrangem *nts for the celebration in
Belfast. April libtli, of the 7«>d anniversary of
the order of Odd Fellows are nearly perfet ied and it will lie an interesting occasion.
Hon. Nicholas Fessenden, of Fort Fairfield.
Grand Master, George A. Gilpatrie of Ken-

eaten. Two

1 Case Children’s Print Wrappers Cheap.
2 Cases Fruit of the Loom Cotton,

The following testimonial from
A GENTLEMAN SO WIDELY
KNOWN, AND
BELOVED I!Y ALL. AND WHO HOLDS THE
position of Clmplnin in the Vt.
Senate, siigi ld be begarded astiie
most iKisitivc
proof ok the wonderful medicinal power of I>ANA-s
S AliSA PARI L LA.
And we
WOULD HERE STATE THAT HIS father
and brother both died of Kid-

ed members.

the vessel had a sheathing of t wo
over her bottom, but it did not
prove a success. The vessel is owned by
Mr. Bean and others, and there are eighteen
men from Camden at work upon her....Sell.
Flora Condon. Osborn, Hallowell for New
York, carried away jibbuon and foretopmast
nil West Chop April 1: th.
She made teminch

"!i

was

Items.

years ago

Mr.

Frisbcc

w.»rk

at

A Remarkable Case!
Re*. G. W. H. Clarke, Chaplain of the
Vermont Senate, cured of

In accordance with the requirements of
the standing resolutions of tin* Sovereign
(irand Lodge, I, Charles M. Busbee, Grand
Sire, do hereby request all Subordinate
lodges under the various jurisdictions of the
order that have suffered loss of membership by death, to assemble on the second
Tuesday of June next, being the ,4th day of
June 1KP1L (or on such other day as may be
more convenient,) and engage in proper and
suitable exercises in memory of their deceas-

Sell. Flora Rogers, of
Camden, now nil the marine railway, will
have a new coat of planking from her garhoard up to the load line.
The vessel's

Warren

ving

wh

yard,

the

in

w at mu

i--.

horses

Ship pi xr

railroad iron

wi;

innm-diateh

struggling in tD-

In the tirsi
ast

Esi

I

al 1

to his stud.
He has first class
.Clark & Sleeper and R. 11. Coombs
A Son, have changed their advertisements
and ask a reading of them....Mr. Francis
Jones, Belfast, oilers for sale a tine iot of
pigs and shouts. He has the largest and best
breed of swine in Waido oimt\.

of

stock...

<»f

(ieorg* Warn-n had a narrow escape from
ill-owning on Monday afternoon. He was
^ailing in a boat belonging to Mr William
D'-' iow
When opposite the shipyard of
M> Donald A Drow n a sipiali
apsi/.ed the

bekaks a: « »d i Fellow Hali last
well attended nid a gn at om,

mission

M

Party.

Card

\u

Hid

ore

"s

grows harder t-u

w.-n

Bff.kk
his!
B-

-‘timers

A

Commercial

■

ar-

of the

dumbShe divided with the bov, but has
retire from the rag business.
was

up to

Mr. K;«• 1

it

amount

the sidewalk. The horses turned down
to Union, over Union to Miller,
and up Milh r to High street where they
were slopped
The animals wen- cut somewhat and the hayrick damaged
worth.

Probate Court in

r

>

lie gross

dressmaker

The

to a hayrn-k, ran away on Main street,
Saturday afternoon. The horses turned at
Masonic corner and dashed down High
street.
Mrs. John lb'gers was driving lip
High street, but cleared the team by reining

be-

came

T

iit'- as t

.•i

horses In-longing
pair
to Levi Whitcomb. Head of the Tide, hiteh-

bv this tirm.
KS>

n

A Dinaway.

.uio ever

'''

t*

transaction.

t"

such work

Finally

k hut

u

how

over

revenue.

which Mears and Bitelie!-

Since
Boston

thought

Turner. of Palermo,

< 1

2 Cases Ladies’Spring Print Wrappers Chy.

CLARKE.

REV. Gr. W. H.

|

present.

was

The

Easter

erella‘.’
M

large and appreciative audience

!

Bargains

8c. Per Yard.

j

At eight o'clock
Sanborn’s orchestra,
eleven pieces, of Belfast, filed out upon the
Union Hall stage and took their places. A

■

List of New

—

Sanborn’s Orchestra. In its report of
the recent K. of I*, ball in that town the
Pittsfield Advertiser says :

an

•Aeutlmr

across

the bay <*n steamer Castine. In the afternoon there v il
1m* a game of ball, at Castine,
between a team from Belfast and the Normal school nine.

world.
<

An excursion will be made

lessjinjured.

Secret Societies,
Millinery Openings. The ladies of Belfast
The seven subordinate lodges, I. (>. O. F..
and vicinity are notified that J. W. Ferguof Portland have combined and will celeson & Co., will have an opening of trimmed
bonnets and hats, at their store on Main St., brates the 73d anniversary of the order at
City Hall on Monday the 25tli.
on Tuesday and Wednesday, the 26th and
There will be a special conclave of Pales27tli inst-Miss A. F. Southworth will have
her millinery opening at her room, No 11 tine Connnandery this (Thursday) evening
Main street, on Wednesday and Thursday |! at 7 o clock. The orders of the Temple and
J the 27th and 28tli. The display will be good. |! Malta will be worked. The Eminent ComDon’t forget the Demorest Silver Medal Con- ! mander will be assisted bv AY. H. Fogler, P.
E-ctest given by Mrs. E. P. Alexander, under
j
the auspices of the W. C. T. U., Apr. 25, at !
East Thursday evening Canton Pallas,
the Baptist church. The contestants are ! Patriarchs Militant, Belfast, elected the folsome of our brightest girls from the
high |I lowing officers: E. AAL Heath, Captain; IL
school,and every effort isbeingmade to make ; II. Howes, Lieut.; F. A'. Cottrell, Ensign:
AY. M. Thayer, Clerk: E. T. Shales, Acit one of the pleasantest occasions of the season.
Tiie young ladies are. doing themselves I countant; It. II. Howes, C. II. Sargent and :
great credit. There will be both instrumen- L. T. Shales, Trustees.
tal and vocal music interspersed.
Monday, April 25th, the Grand Officers !
will institute Dorcas Itebekah
Good Templars.
Lodge, I. O.
The Grand Lodge of
O. F., at AVaterville. The Belfast Itebekah
Good Templars of Maine meets at Bangor j
statt will not be present, as
previously statnext week
Wednesday and Thursday, j ed.
The next day the officers of the Grand
The program was published in the Journal
will come to Belfast to take part in
last week.
The following delegates from j Lodge
the celebration of the
anniversary of the orBelfast lodge, and from Waldo District
| der.
Lodge, have been elected from Belfast: W. I
F. Chase, J. W. Knowlton, Lillian Robbins,
j a Enterprise Lodge, of Belfast, has received
circular letter from Mr. A. G. Andrews, of
Mrs. E. P. Alexander, T. H. Fernald, W.
Knowlton, Mrs. E. L. Brackett. Half fare ; Augusta, Grand Supervisor of Maine of the
Ancient Order of I'nited AYorkmen, which
on railroads and steamers.
states that there wdl be a convocation of
Sc«cess of a Belfast Lady. Miss Cora
Master AYorkmen at the Bangor House Apr. ?
Eames, of Boston, formerly of Belfast, took
for all workmen east of AYaterville.
20th,
part in a testimonial concert at Beverly, The
object of the meeting is to plan and lay
Mass., recently. The Beverly Times says of I
out work for an active campaign in eastern
her :
Maine. The usual half fare rates will be
The other feature and one deserving of
niueh praise was the readings and recita- obtained.
tions by Miss Cora Eames of Boston.
Miss
The follow ing Sir Knights from Portland
Eames lias always been popular with a Beverly audience but has improved wonderfully visited Pah stine Commandery in Belfast
since she last appeared here. So far as her
last week: John H. Fogg, A. G. Sell 1 otterelocutionary efforts are concerned she ranks beck, B. B. Farnsworth. E. B. Winslow,
among the best before the public ami the
dramatic action shown in her selections are | James Pine, Arthur Sullivan, if. B. Benon a par with Louise Ray or any of the leadnett, Augustus S. Thayer, Samuel Lighting elocutionists and actors now before the ; body, Jesse Boardman, >L H. Doe, C. J.
Eames
Miss
was
public.
generously ap- Wiggin and JL A.
Clay. The visitors were ;
plauded and heartily encored.
very Complimentary to Belfast Masons, the
I». C. Dinsmore, Belfast, dealer in boots
Temple, and to our city, John If. Fogg,
and shoes, quotes prices that will interest Eminent Commander of
St. Albans Comthose who are about to purchase foot wear. ;
mandery. is chairman of the Maine Knights
...Francis Whitmore, Belfast, has again
excursion to Denver in August, ami while
taken charge of his stable near the Windsor ! here
excursion.
gave an outline of the
House, and invites all his old customers r.» Doubtless a number of Belfast Sir
Knights
call.
.M. E. Colcord, Stockton Springs, adwill accompany St. Albans.
vertises to lease the Cleaves House in that
Charles M. Busbee, of North Carolina,
town—good opportunity for the right men
(irand Sire of tile Sovereign Grand Lodge,
Martin Whitten. Montville, calls the atten1. 0. »>. F. has issued the following Memorition of those who want to raise a line stock

The Belfast. Dramatic Company will play
Pickles” at Castine on Fast Day

Yes."

GEORGE W. BURKETTS

The Churches. Services at the Universalist church Apr. 24: Topics, 10:45 a. in.
Fasting, Humiliation and Prayer. Isa. LVIII
6, 7, 8. Y. P. C. U. 0 p. m. The Resurrected Life. I John 3-14-By request a course
of six lectures will be given on “The Old
Bible and The New Science’’—First Lecture
—“God, or First Cause”—Gen. I. 1.

Mr. Francis Jones, of Belfast, claims to be
the champion raiser of swine in Waldo county. He has on hand seventy-five and will
carry a large number of breeding sows
through the season.

“Mixed

-hi--is.

iistoni

more or

ing

box of custom

ing
i• 11

The Woman’s Alliance will meet to-mor.
'ow, Friday, afternoon, with Mrs. E. HConant, Church street.

port Avenue, Saturday at 2 P. M.
Four section men on a hand car on the
Belfast railroad, ran over a dog Monday, in
Waldo. All the men were thrown off and

wharf at his quarry and will commence
work immediately. Business is just boomat the down river quarries.
The Mt.
Waldo (iranito Co. is now employing about
SO men and the Mosquito Mountain Co.,
about 100
[Bangor Commercial.

.11

w

,.

The next meeting of the W. C. T. U., will
be held with Mrs. Mary Limeburner, North-

PARLOR SOITS -~T FANCY ROCKERS.

& Thursd iy,

Wishing

to

close out

our

line of I)lt VPLRIE^ to make room for our NEW
Now is the time to buy before
we will sell at a discount.
all the best patterns are sold.

SIDEBOARDS,

27 & 28.

ALL ARE CORDIALLY INVITED.
Miss A. F. SOUTHWORTH.
11
Belfast,

MAIN

April 21,1802.

MR.

STREET.

having had

2wlf>

SWAN LAKE.
will lie in commission
ice will permit (probably this weeki.
JSTMR. ALERT
for trawl

as

soon as
an opportunity

giving

*

Address

fishing after

25th.

STMR. ALFR r, SWA sVILLE.
Winterport, April 18,1802.—3will

a

SPBTVCBR

long experience in the U\l)ERTA K.IXCr RUSTLESS,
We can and are selling
a specialty of this department.

we

make

-CASKETS, ROBES AND BURIAL GOODS,cheaper

than sold elsewhere.

The iji'AI.ity

is

thk

kk>t t<>

he had in the

SPENCER & WILSON,
JONES.)
(FORMERLY
SPENCER

&

city.

Pittypat
BY

True

Tippytoe.

and

KUC'.ENE FIELD.

ABNORMAL PHENOMENA REPORTED BYRE-

and go,

All day long they eoine
Pittypat and Tippytoe:
Footprints up and down the hall,
Playthings scattered on the floor,
Fingermarks along the wall,
Tell-tale streaks upon the door,
By these presents you shall know
Pittypat and Tippytoe.
How they riot at their play!
And, a dozen times a day,
In they troop, demanding bread,
Only buttered bread will do,
And the lmtter must be spread
Inches thick, with sugar too!
Never yet have 1 said. “No,
Pittypat and Tippytoe!’’

LIABLE

The stories below

thought

J

to me :

an-that childless be,"
Stealing To their little beds.

With
love 1 cannot speak.
T* mien
1 st n»ke their heads,
I'oudA kiss each velvet cheek,
<.
help tie-sc who do not know
I’utypat and Tippytoe!

SAVKI) r.V

■

ii.

W

vv

Mo«leI

;11•. I've

Cliureli.

found llie model elnireli,

there to-day :
think of good old times,
Bef. re my hair was gray.
Tie me. ting house was finer built
T an they were years ago.
I'm’ then I found when I went in,
It was m t bui It for show.
And

worshipp’d

made

It

The sexton did nor set me down
Away hark by tin door:
lie knew That I was old and deaf,
And saw that I was poor
ii. must have been a Christian man.
Ile led nn boldly through
The long aisle of that crowded church
To Ii 1 id a pleasant pew.
1 wish v eil'd heard the singing, wife,
It had the old Time ring:
The preacher said, w ith trumpet voice
Let all 1 he people sing
"Old Conciliation" was tin tune,
The music upward roll'd
Till I thought I heard The angel choir
strike .ill theii harps of gold

i

set

med

to

melt away.

My spirit, caught the tire :
joined my l'eehle, trembling voice

W1111 J hat melodious elmir
And sang as in my youthful davs.
"la atigh-s pr<>st rate fall
Bring f<«rth t In- roya • diadem
A nd r. -wii 11 ini Lord of all."
I tri 1 v on. wile. it did me good
To sing that hymn oin-e more
te 1 t like some wrecked mariner,
Who gets ;i glimpse ol shore.
1 .hmost vv ant to lay aside
i

This weather-beaten form,
And anchor in the blessed port
Forever from the storm.

T'was i: a a li.-weiy scrim u. wife.
But s! Ml pie. gospel truth
F
ted hum llie men like me
It suited hopeful youth
To win immortal souls to Christ.
Tin earnest preacher t r:ed :
1
talked not of himself .r reed.
But Jesus erileitied.

coming

win*, the t«>i! will soon "hi* o'er.
The vietor.N Soon be Will
ria shining land is just ahead

< >ui* race is nearlv
run :
We're nearing Canaan’s happv shore.
< >ur home so
bright and fair :
Thank Cod. we'll never sin again :
"There'll be no sorrow there :
In heaven above where all is love.
Theiv'11 be no sorrow theie."

the

Tin- Mountain*

*

<>| <

Sea

of

Life.

iorliam. N. 11.. It. S.

Sidelingcr editor, publishes in the issue of
April Stli Tin* following lines 1»y '1'. H. Sideling* r. Belfast:
M\ mother taught me in my youth,
These lines I now repeat :
"Be kind my hoy. and speak the truth
T>• e\ «*ry .tin* you nn*«*t.

“Be h«»n**st in your business life,
No while your time away
I n censuring another's strife,

Through

all tin*

A VISION

IN WHITE.

April 18 for New York.
Jacob E Ridgeway, F (1 Watson,

eutta March 9

Anjier Feh 14.
Baphael, Harkncss. arrived

about

o’clock

on a

bright

(.rosvenor

live-long day.

And when is rent Tin- tie that, binds
I s iu this busy world—
\ our fortune's sail to angry winds
May then have been unfurled.
"While I to higher realms of joy,
Ha\* passed beyond your ken ;
For mother s sake, he true, my hoy.
T> < *od and fellowmon."
Ami as J now review tin* past,
Tin* bright success I've 1***1
I attribute from first t<> last.
To words niv mother said.

apparition
It

as

purely subjective:

many years ago, lie said, when I
was younger, and when the temptations
Literary News and Notes.
of youth had not become memories of the
Horace L. Traubel, one of Hie literary past.
1 w as alone in a country hotel, and
executors of Walt
Whitman, lias found one night I bait decided to carry out a
among the poet’s manuscripts a poem on project which 1 still remember with
the landing of Columbus, which is said shame.
At 10 o'clock 1 retired to my
t*> possess much
literary value. It will he room to wait till the hotel was quiet, in
ottered to the managers of the World’s order to carry out my design and enter an
Fair.
adjoining room chamber. I lay in my bed
watching the moonlight w hich Hooded the
( ave-1 >widlings of Men is the
of
subject
room, counting the moments till all was
a
illustrated
article
Mr.
W.
copiously
by
still. After 1 had lain there for some time
H. Larrabee in the May Popular Science
I was conscious of a presence in the room,
Monthly. It relates not only to the an- and looking toward the
window l saw the
cient cave-dwellings of America and the
familiar form of tin* woman whose death
old World, but describes also the way in
three years before had darkened my exwhich modern troglodytes are living in
1 had loved her with my w hole
istence.
several parts of Kurope to-day.
soul, as 1 had never loved any one before.
Hawthorne's “Scarlet Letter" and Long- She was my ideal of womanhood, my
fellow’s “Kvangeline," profusely and fine- whole life had been entwined with Inns,
ly illustrated, hnlh for only HI cents, post- and her death was the crudest blow ever
paid, printed from largo (brevier) type, on dealt me by Fate.
In the three years that had elapsed since
tine super calendered book paper, and
specimen pages ./Fee to any one. is the her death I had striven to escape from tin*
latest announcement of .John P». Alden, gnawing agony of the memory of my loss
Publisher, .*>7 Pose St.. New York. One in scenes where she would least have*
would suppose they would sell l»v the sought me.
Time, travel, dissipation had
million, each work being a famous au- so dulled my pain that of late I had never
of
thor's most famous production.
thought
her, nor was 1 thinking of her
when, suddenly. I saw her standing by tin*
More welcome than a volume of spring window.
Her face was in the shadow,
j
poems is the hook of proved and tested I but there was no mistaking that queenly
ooking receipts, compiled and published ; figure, those stately shoulders and the faunder the personal supervision of the **C. i miliar dress.
She wore no hat or bonnet,
<
('.
a young ladies'
cooking club but was as she had been in her own drawof Skowhegan. Me. The book is from ! ing room, thousands of miles away.
She
the press of .1. (). Smith, Skowhegan, : was standing in the moonlight, looking at
and with its glossy, flexible covers and | me.
Then she slowly moved toward me
handsome typography makes a handsome and approached the bedside, fixing her
j
setting for the good things within. Origi- gaze full on my flee. Then, without saynality is not claimed for all the receipts, ! ing a word, she vanished.
but all have been thoroughly tested and
I had lain, as it were, paralyzed until
the dishes cooked from the formulas giv- i she vanished, and I was once more alone.
en have been passed
judgment upon at the The passion of remorse obliterated in a
semi-monthly suppers of the club during moment the formerly imperious temp tar
the ten years of its existence. Copies of tion. 1 no more thought of my design. It
this book will be mailed to any address, was as if the very thought of evil had been
postpaid, upon receipt of price, 50 cents. absolutely wiped out. I was overwhelmIt is well worth the money.
ed with the thought of her, and abased.
Remembering at what moment she had rePatient—“Then, Doctor, you do not feel visited me I wept like a child, bitter, pasan anxiety regarding my case?”
“Not at sionate tears of repentance, until from
all! If I did I would ask you to settle the sheer exhaustion I fell asleep.
I had no
hill at once.”
more doubt of the reality, than the object1

was

sum-

room

It

was a

Thursday
hy

some

As

early

eral

Fisliing

great day

and excellent

success

in tin* morning

the pool.

as

lishing

.’>

their combined

o’clock
six

salmon

by .M r. F. XV. Ayer
weight being sixty pounds,

by Mr. Thomas F. Alien, weighing
twenty-two and twenty pounds respeeti vely, and one by Mr. Charles Birstow,
weighing twenty-four pounds, and a beauty. Lynch’s market took Mr. Ayer's lish

two

and Alfred Jones’ Sons branch store those
of Mr Allen.
Three salmon which were caught by Mr.
J. Lynch
Ayer have been sent hy Mr. <
to Mr. Frank F. Harriman, of Hotel HolNew
York
The
land,
City.
guests at that
hotel will he very fortunate in being favored with Penobscot river salmon.
It is safe to say that there will he no
lack of fishermen at the salmon pool from
this time until the close of the salmon
fishing season to he prepared to take
charge of any reckless fish which feels inclined to forsake its natural element with
results fatal to itself, and large catches
are expected.
[Bangor Whig April 15.
the. time to take a good tonic mediHood’s Sarsaparilla possesses the
greatest merit, .and is a popular favorite.
Now is

cine.

|

But

|64 SudburviSt., Boston, Mass

sewing machint
wrin-

e

time.

Try Cottoi EXE now.
At leading grocers
1

y

N.K. FAIR BANK & CO.
CHICAGO, and
5 Central Wharf, Ecstcn.

YOUR

Bank Safes, Bank \ aults, Bank VaiiT*.

Doors,

Sulphur Bitters.
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Try Sulphur Bit-^*^*™*®**
ARE YOU

3
9

U'nyh

kinds

and fest-

her Sulphur
Bitters. Ladies in delicate health,
who are all run down, should use
Sulphur Bitters. None better.
tors TO-NICHT,
and you will sleep
well and feel better
for it.
Sulphur Bitters
will make your blood
pure, rich and strong
and your flesh hard,
Get a bottle now.

of all

Work

Sn/> in the

H< st

wIhto

FACE

ugly sores,

Deposit

and

.1/ tritt/fi pyrscyrr thr,y

ering Pimples, give

nervous and
or in

fretty,

in tlu* ftyi

|

in all til*’ ^1‘rat tiii

h><;>.h

nt

•

nt

,s7•_>

shirr

Sriid

<dn

l"i
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DELICATE
health? SulBitters
will make -a
new person
of you.

\\ nnic.l.

phur

Send ,*J 2-rent stamps to A. P. Ordway&
Boston, Mass., for best medical work publish^

THE BELFAST

1 vr42

the

Announce To

to

REAL BLOOD PURIFIER,
that hag been
and
tried,

one

proved

hat is claimed for it. Warcontain more medicinal
than any other Invigorutor

ranted t

»

properties
Sarsaparilla. It is a specific for Dyspepsia, Deranged Liver, and Constipation, and you who are suffering from

of these ills, will make no mistake in
I.. !•'.
.Atwood's Hitters.
Trade
mark
L. F.'* Beware of imitations.

using

Take

only

*'

I

F."

No. Watp.rr >i:o, April
1801.
< 11 > li.K.M km
h gives me pleasure to teshave deiivcd from the
tify i>- the heue ir tha
i.. K
use
atvvood s Hitters for Siek HeadHell
caused 1»\ d-rangemenc of my stomach
ami iv a ami 1 cheerfully recommend them
to a I w
are -ulleriiii 1 r«»m
Headache, Jaun"r
Dvspeprie eomplait-fs. Tie y never
«)■'/■•
tail to heneiit; <ml tor obstinate constipation,
th y are a remedy that is invaluab e.
N. W I' KI*ENTER.
Standisii, pril 1.;. 18i»1.
In \it Sms
Have used a number of kinds
“l Hitters in t!ie la-t ten venrs, and lind
I. F.”
At. ..
Hitters to he the best.
V urs.
.1. f. Rand
If your ile-iler do.-s not- sell th-in, send da
'is to us ami reoen e a hotthexpress paid.

H. H. HAY &. SON,
1j

in

1

->_

GEO. T. READ,

Circular Saw Mills.

Mill
Gearing, Quarry Derricks,
Hoisting Winches,Quarry Cars. &c
Patent Iron Sheaves, Stone Jacks,
Hussey Plows.
Dealers in
«*

Unity

CIRCULAR SAWS A BE! TING

GI VE

U S

A

AGENT

CALL

Belfast, Me.. Fch. 2n, 1SB2.

Call

and.

See

HIS

NEW

—

-(Over Boston

5 and

10

tent

Store.-

THE

PLACE.

pails ami

PURE

10

lb. tubs; also

Brooks.

package.

1

READ,
v

fas i

Women of Maine!
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1 Sen j Fallens, B
1» Condon, arrived at
New York April »i from (luantanamo.
Carrit A Lane, 1 >yer, sailed from Portland
April h> for M a tan/.as.
Clara F. Coleord, Coleord, sailed from (i;.lvestoii April 7 for Pensaeola.
leared from
Edward Johnson, Warren,
Philadelphia Mareh 2o for Cienfuegos.
W
B
cleared
from
(JiIkev,
(leorgia
(Jilkey,
Philadelphia March 24 for Cardenas.
I
(ieorge Tvvohy, Farrow, sailed from New
York Mareh 20 for Poi nt-a-Pit re.
Hattie Met; Buck. II F Sprowl, at Laguna
March 21 for New York.
lleiir.v Clausen. Jr, Applehy. sailed from
Mobile Mareh 20 for Boston.
Horace (i Morse. Harriman. sailed from
Booth hay April ti for Charleston.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
York April J from Ca/.oues, Mi x.
Jos W Foster, S S lleagan, cleared from
Philadelphia March 24 for Hav ana.
Lester A Lewis. Burgess, arrived at Brunswick April 1 from New York.
I.inali C Kaminski, S F Woodbury, arrived at (leurgetown. S (’. April 12 from New
York.
Lizzie Lane, A (i Clusson, al Searsport.
Lucia Porter, (Irindle. arrived at Cieufuefrom Pensaeola.
gos April
Mary A Hall, M. Vea/ie, from Darien
York
for Elizabethport, arrived at New
April 'J.
M B Milieu, Dyer, sailed from Charleston,
S C, Mareh JO for Kingston, Ja.
Mary L. Peters, Williams, arrived at
Brunswick, (Ja, Mareh 20 from Havana.
B F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Port
Spain March S for New York.
Sally I'On, W. H. West, arrived at Cardenas March 14 from Mobile.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Cienfuegos
March 14 from Pensaeola.
Warren Adams, Coleord, a rived at Bio
Janeiro March 18 from Norfolk, Va.
William Frederick, Cottrell, arrived at
Fernandina March 28 from New York.
Willie L. Newton, Coombs, cleared from
New York April 12 for Fernandina.
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What A Pity
that so many otherwise attractive, polite
and particular people afflict friends by the
foul and disagreeable odor of their breath;
it is mainly caused by disordered digestion,
and can be corrected by removing the cause,
by using that pure medicine, Sulphur Bitters.—Health Magazine.

Is your Urine thick,
ropy, cloudy,orhiglicolored? Don’twait!
Your KIDNEYS are
being ruined. Use
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One bottle of Suiphur Bitters will do
you._ you more good than
the Latin prescriptions of drugs and mineral poisons which will remain in your
system, destroy your bones, and make
a
and
broken down
you
poor, weak,
invalid. Xn person can remain long
sick who uses Sulphur Bitters. If

David Bugbee, Stowers, sailed from MaApril 7 for Delaware Breakwater.
Hussey. Hodgdon. sailed from Bath
April Id for Charleston, S C.
H C Sibley, (i \V Hieliborn, arrived at
Havana April 4 from Philadelphia.
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Penobscot, McCaulder, arrived at New
York March 25 from Singapore.
St Lucie. J T Erskine, arrived at Wellington, N Z, Feb <S from New York : in port
March 22.
Willard Mudgett, Crocker, cleared from

Flic boat was turned over and Douglas
and Cleary were tiling into the sea. They
swam
for a little time and then went
down.
It was just three months after he
bad dreamed of it before leaving Adelaide.

e

long-felt ache. '1 laonly thing against C'otto-
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mast.

lvaltli in. d

new

Melbourne

\V Spies. A I> Field, sailed from
Singapore March 24 for Boston.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
Boston April 2 for Bridgwater, X S
Beatrice Havener, Hiehborn, sailed from
Cienfuegos March 24 for New York.
Belmont, Heagan, sailed from Boston Feb
10 for Rosario.
Carrie E Long, .1 I’ Stowers, sailed from
New York April
for Havana.
Carrie lleekle, Coleord, sailed from New
York Jan 2d for Champerieo.
Carrie L Tyler, Pattingall, sailed from
Cienfuegos April 1 for Delaware Breakwater.
Clara E Mb I il very, Phillip (iilkey. arriv ed
at Xeuvetas March 24 from Antigua.
C P Dixon, N F (iilkey, arrived at Valparaiso March 2‘J from New York.
Edward Cushing, C A Whittier, armed
at Cienfuegos March d from Philadelphia.
Edward Kidder, Melvin Park, arrived at
Valparaiso Keh N from New York.
Edward May, C C McClure, it llonolula
Eeh 2d from Post.>n.
Emma T Crowell, A S Pemlleton, arrived
at New York March hi from Hong Kong.
Escort, R (i Whitehoiise, from Singapore
for Shanghae, at. Manila Fel> 2d repg.
Evanell. W 11 Blanebard. cleared from
New York Eel» (i lor Brisbane.
E\ii- Peed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York March JO for Cuayaquil.
Harvard, Coleord, sailed from New York
A pri! 10 for A ujier.
Hav ana, Rice, arrived at N< w York March
d() from J lavana.
Herbert Black, Albert Blanebard, sailed
from La Libertad. C A., Eeb 2b for Panama.
Hudson, F A Curtis, arrived at Marseilles
A pri 1 11 from Manila.
Henry Norwell, Frank Perry, arrived at.
New Yol k Feb 0 from Zaza.
John .1 .Marsh, H B Whittier, cleared
from Philadelphia April 12 for Cardenas.
James (i Pendleton, Lancaster, arrived ;it
Valparaiso March 17 from New York.
J W Dre.-Nser, Parker, at Buenos Ayres
Feb 12 for Delaware Breakwater.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived at
Buenos Ayres Feb 10 from Boston.
Matanzas. B F Rice, arrived at New York
April id from Philadelphia.
Mary E. Russell, W S Nichols, cleared
from New York March 2d for Dunedin.
Mary S Ames, Crocker, sailed from New
York Jan 10 for Honolulu: spoken Feb 21,
lat 2 N, long 20 W.

l’lien the chief. Douglas, took the pen
to sign his name.
Cleary suddenly looked at him and exclaimed, “I will go to my
for
now
1 know the other man in my
duty,
dream."
IE* told Douglas, as they were
oil deck, of his dream.
|
They got into the
| boat, and when they were all making tight
! a heavy sea struck the vessel with such
force that the erew would have been washed overboard bad they not clung to the
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Wm 11 Alaev, Aineshury, arrived at Havre
Mar<di 27 from San Francisco via (Queenstown.
AYm 11 Conner, Frank J Pendleton, at
Shanghae Alareli 4 for Alanila, t" load for
New York.

Boston Jan 2N fnr Buenos A
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pains, back ache, weak kidneys,
rheumatism, and chest pains relieved
in on© minute by the C«ti©nra
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'-’hick-heads, red,rough, chapped,and
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cured by < .'uticuua Soap.
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KNOW THYSELF. A

Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A new and on !r
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
PHYSICAL
ERRORS of
DEBILITY,
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED V ITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASE ?
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 300 pages, doth.
126 invaluable prescriptions.
Only $1.00
y mail, double sealed. Lescriptive Prospectus with endorsements miwwi QrW'k
of the Press and voluma-y
I
testimonials of the cured. ■ HUL
NUW,
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert trep-ment. INVIOLABLE SECKEC'*7 aid CERi'-. v\ r
TAIN fuuF. Ad.'P rker. or
The Peabody Me&cal Institute, No. 4 Bulliuch til.,
Boston, Ma-s.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many imiHarm /.
tators, but no equal.
The Science of I.ife, or be If Preservation, is a
t—asure more v dual l«* than gold. Ken i it now.
even WE \ K an I N ERYOT'S man. j"id learn
be STRONG.— Medical Review. (Copyrighted.)

dyspeptic sustains

ference between food cook-

everywhere. Price, Cuticura, aOc.; Soap,
Resolvent, $1.
Prepared by the Potter
1 >i;i <; \.\i> Chemical Corporation, Boston.
lluw to Cure Skin IHseases/' 04
Ho >eml for
pages, .'»() illustrations, and 100 testimonials.
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(Queenstown.
Thomas Dana, C N Aleyers, arrived at
Tacoma Alareli 2D from Seattle.
Tillie E Starhuck, Eden Curtis, arrived
at Portland, O, Feb 20 from New York.
Wandering Jew. I> C Nichols, sailed from
New York Dee I for llong Kong.

road, (»ainshorough, England.
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at

matter of

The healthfulness of food

Sold
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not eat at
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eat from

mostly on the
templation of what he

The new Blood and Skin Purifier and greatest of
Humor Remedies, internally (to cleanse the blood
>! all impurities and poisonous elements, and thus
remove the cause), and Cuticura, the great Skin
ure, and Cuticura Soap, an exquisite Skin Be.mtilier, externally (to clear the skin and scalp, an-i
restore the hair), speedily and permanently nrevery species of itching, burning, scaly, crusted, i
pimply, scrofulous, and hereditary diseases and In; !
m u>>, from infancy to age, from pimples to scroti* a.
j
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so
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Alareli 18 from New York.
Robert L Belknap, Staples, sailed from
New York Alareli 80 for Yokohama.
S 1* Hitchcock, Gates, sailed from Liverpool April 14 for New A’ork.
San Joaquin. 1 bank water, arrived at New
York Alareli 10 from San Francisco.
St Nicholas, (' F Carver, sailed from San
Francisco Jan 5 for New A’ork.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, arrived at
Havre Alareli 28 from San Francisco via

room.
was

at

no

the poor

fital

Hong Kong

by

as one

eczema or salt rheum. I must now tell you what
Cuticura Remedies have again done for me. On
the 'llu of last (September, 1 had
the misfortune to bruise my leg,
and I put a piec e of sticking plaster on it. Inside of a week 1 had
a terrible leg.
My wife became
frightened and advised me to go
to a surgeon. I went, and doctored for two months, but no
good was done me, besides costing me big money. My leg had
by this time formed into an ulcer,
and got worse every day.
I
could not stand it any longer, and
made up my mind to go to a hosand see if I could be helped,
went to several here in the c ity.
"
in turn, but none could do me
any good. I had a terrible leg, with a hole in it as
big as a dollar, and pain that almost set me crazv.
I got scared about it, and determined to try ( t:cura Remedies. I obtained a set, and inside of
five weeks my leg was healed up as well as it ever
was, except the terrible scar it left for a reminder of
what was once a terrible sore leg. These Remedies are worth their weight in gold.
JOHN THIEL, 243 E. 93d Street, New Y ul.

March 9 f<>r New York.
Llewellyn ,J. Morse, Savory, eleared from
San Francisco April 18 for Taltai.
Liley A Nickels. (I M Nichols, at Hong
Kong March 9 Jbr Singapore and New York
or Boston.
Luzon, A L Carver, arrived at New York
March 21 from llong Kong.
Manuel
Llaguno, Edw Smalley, sailed
from Sail Francisco Feb 8 for New York.
L
Alary
Stone, C C Park, arrived at New
York Aland 28 from Alanila.
Nancy Pendleton, .J N Pendleton, arrived
at New Y'ork Alareli 28 from Hong Kong.
It D ltiee, A I> Colson, arrival at San
Francisco Feb 29 from Liverpool.
B It Thomas, 1* 15 Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong Felt 1 for New York: passed

I was engaged to a young lady whom l
very much loved, writes one of the contributors to this series of mystical experiences.
During the early part of this engagement 1 visited the hall in tin* village,
not far from the vicarage,
where the
young lady resided. 1 was in the habit of
from
to
spending
Sunday
Monday at the
()n one of these mornings of my dehall.
parture 1 found myself standing between
the two closed windows in the lady’s bed-

morning. Her

at

is

eight years ago I wrote you from Wilkes'
barre, Pa., describing how your wonderful remedies completely cured me of a terrible case of

for New York.

.Josephus, Thomas Bogers,

Strength!

for Pleasure

About

Havre

DISEMBODIED.

li

E&tipg

Ulcers Form. Hospitals and Doctors
useless. Crazed with Pain. Cured
by Cuticura Remedies.

Abner Coburn, G A Nieliols, arrived at
New York March 80 from Liverpool.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco March 15 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Coleord. sailed from New
York Feb 10 for San Francisco.
Alameda, Chapman, from Philadelphia for
San Francisco, sailed from Delaware Breakwater Jan 8.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from New
York March 8 for Hong Kong; spoken Mar.
9, lat 27 N, Ion 44 W.
C C Chapman, arrived at New York Nov
10 from London.
Centennial, B F Coleord. sailed from Manila Feb 18 for New York.
Charger, D S Goodell. cleared from New
Y'ork April 1 for Hong Kong.
Daniel Barnes, J S Stover, sailed from
Port Blakeley April 8 for Philadelphia.
Frank Pendleton, W G Nichols, at Calcutta March 9, unc.
Frederick Billings, Sherman, arrived at
San Francisco March 14 from New York.
Gov Robie, Amos Nichols, at Hong Kong
March 9 for New York.
Great Admiral, Rowell, arrived at Boston
March 21 lrom Melbourne.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed from New York Jan 9 for San Francisco;
spoken Feb 2, lat 8 S. Ion 29 AY.
Henrietta, A. M. Boss, sailed from Melbourne Jan 19 for Boston.
Iceberg, F. W. Treat, arrived at Hong
Kong April 11 from New York.
Iroquois, E 1) P Nickels, sailed from

Iii one paper submitted to the Pyscliical
Research Society, there is an account of a
remarkable series of dreams which occurred to Mr. J. W. Skelton, a railroad engineer, which were first published in ChiSix times his locomotive
cago in 188b.
has been upset at high speed, and each
time lie had dreamed of it two nights before, and each time lie bad seen exactly
the place and the side on which the engine turned over. The odd tiling in his
reminiscences is that on one occasion lie
dreamed that after he had been thrown off
the line a person in white came down from
the sky with a span of white horses and a
black chariot, wlio picked him off the engine and drove him up to the sky in a
southeasterly direction. In telling the
story he says that every point was fulfilled excepting that—and he seems to regard
it as a grievance—the chariot of his vision
never
arrived.
One occasion only his
dream was not fulfilled, and in that* case
he believes the accident was averted solely through the extra precaution that he
used in consequence of Ids vision.

mer

A BURNING SORE LEG

SHIPS.

He swears to the authenticity of the facts.
The detailed story is full of tin* tragic fascination which attaches to the struggle of a
hrave man, repeatedly warned of his coining death, struggling in vain to avert the
event which was to prove fatal and ultim
ately perishing within the sight of those
to whom he had revealed the vision.
The story in brief is as follows: Mr.
Fleet was third mate on the sailing ship
Persian Empire, which left Adelaide for
London in 1NUS.
One of the erew, Cleary
by name, dreamed before starting that on
Christmas morning, as the Persian Empire
was
passing Cape Horn in a heavy gale,
In* was ordered with the rest of his watch
to secure a boat hanging in davits over the
side.
He and another got into the boat
when a fearful sea broke over the ship
washing them both out of the boat into
the sea, where they were both drowned.
'Flie dream made such an impression upon
him that lie was most reluctant to join the
ship, but he overcame bis scruples and
sailed.
On Christmas eve, when they were nearing Cape Horn, Cleary had a repetition of
his dream, exact in all particulars.
He
1.0VK s \\.\I1.\1.\I,,
uttered a terrible cry, and kept muttering,
On ChristA short lime ago, writes Mr. Stead, a *‘l know it will come true."
mas day, exactly as he bad
foreseen, Cleary
journalistic friend of high standing and
and the rest of the watch was ordered to
reputation, whom 1 had met abroad, paid secure a
boat hanging in the davits. Cleary
me a visit.
When l asked him if lie had
ever seen a ghost be replied,
with un- flatly refused. He said he ref used because
lie
knew
lie would be drowned, that all
usual gravity, that a ghost bad one time
saved bis life and that lie never spoke the circumstances of his dream bad come
true
to
that moment, and if he went
ui>
lightly on the subject. His story, whic h
He was
be told me with evident emotion and in- into that boat he would die.
taken below to the Captain, and his retense conviction, was remarkable, even
if. as is probable, we should regard the fusal to discharge duty was entered in the

C.-ar

oil

DliKAM.

from IJoulay Fay. taking tea about 7
o'clock at Captain
-\s villa.
The party
broke up about 10 o’clock, and the weather being line and warm l walked to the
hanker who entertained me.
Naturally
my evening thoughts reverted to my
home, and after reading a few verses in
my Testament I walked about, the room
until nearly 11. thinking of my wife and
breathing the prayer. “Cod bless \ou.”
1 might not have recalled all the circumstances, save for the letter 1 received
by the next post from her, with the query
put in: “Tell me what you were doing
within a few minutes of 11 o'clock on
Friday evening? 1 will tell you in my
next why 1 ask; for something happened
to me."
In the middle of the week the
letter came, and these words in it:
“I
had just awoke from a slight repose,
when 1 saw von in your night dress bend
over me and utter the words, ‘Cod bless
you!’ 1 seemed also to feel your breath
as you kissed me.
1 felt no alarm, but
comforted went off into a gentle sleep,
and have been better ever since."
1 replied that this was an exact representation of my mind and words.

<

Adrift

A

!

Register of Deep Water Vessels.

ive reality of yourself or any one else
whom I may meet in the street.
This conviction was deepened when, on
the following day, I learned to my surprise that if 1 had carried out my design
and had entered the next room I should
have been knifed on the spot. In the chamber 1 intended to enter was a reckless
young bravo, who would have certainly
had no more compunction in planting his
stiletto in the heart of any unarmed intruder than you would of killing a rat.
Between me, therefore, that night and a
bloody and shameful death, there was but
an unlocked door and the watchful love
of one who in this simple but supernatural
way intervened to save me from myself
and the doom that otherwise would have
overtaken me.”

looked eastward,
mine directly west, and the church stood
between the two houses, which were about
night.
.‘>00 yards apart.
I have no impression
About;! o'clock in the morning the gen.whatever how 1 became transplanted from
tleman heard footsteps on the stairs,
the house.
The lady was in a camp bedcame out and met the servant carrying a
stead. directly opposite to me, looking at
quantity of coals. Being questioned as to and reaching out her arms toward me,
where he was going, he answered confuswhen my disembodied spirit
disedly that be was going to mend the mis- appeared to join the materialinstantly
laxly which
tress’ lire, which at :{o’clock in the mornit had left in some mysterious way.
ing in the middle of summer was evidentAs 1 returned and was fitting it in to my
ly impossible. On further investigation
body on my left side, when half united 1
a strong knife was found bidden in the
could see within me the ununited spiritual
coals.
The lady escaped, but the man
part glow like an electric light, while the
was subsequently hanged for murder, and
other united half was hidden in total darkbefore his execution he confessed that he
ness. looking black as
though a thunder
intended to have assassinated Mrs. Ruthcloud, when, like the shutting of a drawer
erford.
the whole body became united and I awoke
Till-: <;HO> I OK T11 K
I.IVIXO.
in great alarm with a belief that if any
Another very remarkable story, ami one one had entered my room and inov**d m>
in which a “double’’ appeared, is that of body from the position in which it lay on
Dr. K. IF Fees, a well known English its hack the returning spirit could not
have joined its material case, and that
On comtemperance controversialist.
municating with the doctor, the follow- death, as it is vulgarly called, would have
been inevitable.
ing is his reply:
In the morning at the breakfast table the
The little story or incident of which
you have heard occurred above thirty young lady said she had a strange experiShe saw M. I). in her bedroom,
years ago, and may he related in very few ence.
words.
Whether it was coincidence, or looking at her as she sat up in bed, and
transference of vivid thought, 1 leave to that he disappeared after a short stay; but
how begot there she could not say, as she
the judgment of others.
1 had left Feeds for tin- Isle of .Jersey was positive she had locked her bedroom
(though my dear wife was only just recov- door. So one experience corroborated the
ering from a nervous fever) to fulfill ail other.
important engagement. On a Cood Fri!>]•:.\TII
FOKKSFF.X.
day myself and a party of friends in sev\ painfully interesting story is given on
eral carriages drove round a large portion
K. Fleet of No. gr>
of the island,
hack to St. Ilcliers the authority of (

me

M\ deafness

a

An instance in which a dream was useful in preventing an impending catastrophe is recorded of a daughter of Mrs.
Rutherford at Kderton, the granddaughter of >ii AY alter Scott. This lady dreamed more than once that her mother had
heen murdered by a black servant.
She
was so much upset by this that
she returned home, and, to her great astonishment, and not a little to her dismay, she
met on entering the house the very black
servant she had met in her dreams.
He
had been engaged in her absence.
She
prevailed upon a gentleman to watch in
an adjoining room
during the following

la- floor, along the hall,
Buddy traced upon the wall,
There are proofs in every kind
( M rl,e have they have wrought.
\ini upon it iv heart you'd find
sueh
ade marks, if you sought.
>h. 11< *w glad 1 am t is so.
Pittypat ami Tippytoe;
[Chicago I >ai!y New s.
«»n !

I lie

selections from

FROM DEATH TO DANCING.

And when day is at an end.
Tlieiv ar»- litti«* dials To mend
Little frocks ar«- strangely torn,
Little shoes gn at holes reveal,
Liltlr hose but >me day worn.
Buddy awn at t«>< or lied
Wh
but you could work such woe,
Pitt\ pat ami Tippytoe
This

are

Here is one of the most remarkable of
the collated stories.
A ghost appears in
a ball room and is seen by four persons at
one time.
The lady was expecting her
partner at the ball was waiting, indeed, for
his coming.
Presently, as she was standing and talking to three of those gentlemen, Mr. D.
A.. Mr. R. P. and another, they all saw
Mr. W. come into the room, look calmly
and steadily at her and pass into the dining room. She thought it strange that he
did not come to speak to her, and alluded
to it to the other gentlemen, saying she
thought Mr. \V. was really the rudest man
she ever saw, and laughing, followed him
into the dining room.
There, however,
lie was not.
The other gentlemen had
1 believe,
seen him as well as she, and.
her mother also.
The time was 10. lo.
The whole affair piqued and vexed her a
good deal.
The next morning her father came
hastily into the room, and asked her if
she had not seen Mr. W. the night before,
she said “Yes." and that he had acted
very oddly in only just appearing for a
moment and not even speaking to her.
Her father then told her that on that very
morning his body had been found in the
Ilis watch had stopped at 10.15,
river.
w hich was the hour at which he had been
seen in the ball room.
The rose Miss H.
gave him was still in his buttonhole.

Fie. oh, tie! to quarrel so,
Pittypat and Tippytoe!
Oh. the thousand worrying tilings.
EY.-vy day recurrent brings!
Hands io scrub and hair to brush,
Search for playthings gone amiss.
Many a murmuring to hush,
Many a little bump To kiss:
Lib 's indeed a fleeting show.
Pittypat and Tippytoe!

(-fines

OBSERVERS.

compilation of abnormal phenomena made
by the psychical research societies and
supplemented by investigations made by
W. T. Stead, editor of the Review of Reviews.
Every story in this compilation is
vouched for by the investigators.

Sometimes there are griefs to soothe,
Sometimes ruffled brows to smooth;
For, I much regret to say.
Tippytoe and Pittypat
Sometimes interrupt their play
*
With an internecine spat:

But when
“Someth

Stories.

Ghost

HAND THE

HEST iJI'A I. [TV

AT THE LOWEST PKH'ES.

dlllO

yr‘24

SAWMILLS
,

BUOYAKCY OF BODY

bo r ilizcrt wnen The now*
intends tney
kels do not art in nature
'should. Instead, there is headache,
weight in the stomaeh afte r eating,
low
) aridity and belching up of wind,
spirits, loss of energy, unsociability
and forebodings of evil. An unhappy
(condition, but

TUTTS
Tiny Liver PiSSs

► will relieve it and give health and
happiness. They are wortli a trial.

\rrrpi

ENGINES,

can never

FARQUHAR CO.,
PA.

|

Makes
bread.

I maker of tents, awnings, carpets, etc.., at the
building on Swan & Sihlev (Jo.’s wharf, formerly
occupied by Capt. Geo. T. Osborn.
An

Iyr30

SATISFACTION GCARANTEED.

DEXTTISTRT,

NO

whitest,

ELYS

N. S. LORD,
Maker,

most,

CREAMBALM
Cleanses the
Nasal Passages,

Allays Pain and

tin

RIVAL.
sweete>i

and

!h

Mm»‘>

H. B. GOODWIN & CO

YORK,

Sail

This latent
substitute.
modern milling
HAS

Improved Variable Friction Feed.
81118

no

Boston.

CatarrH
■$?FAM B^l

l^®YH[ALi

Inflammation.
Heals the Sores,
Restores the
Senses of Taste
and Smell.

PniKthHic and Operative.

Dr. ISAAC HILLS.
Hills
85c., 50c., and

$1.00.

Auburn, Me.

Building, High St., opposite Court House
Belfast, Maine.

March 14, lbOl.—till

TRY THE (JURE.

HAY-FEVER

particle is applied into each nostril an
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists, by n
registered, »>o cents.
Iyr8s
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren St., New
A

'1

\KM, garden and household.

I-

The

I

Needle.

Salt Lake City.

[Correspondence of Christian Register.]
The city election of last week has been

the Pittsfield
j that
investors in this town,

man

did,
and
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says the Maine
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together

are

num-
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is
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number, and that, in joining hands with

IS THE KIND TO BUY.

HUSSEY “HARD METAL” PLOW.

Send at once
for Catalogue.
s
Steamers will leave Belfast for Canulen, Rockland and Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at <about' 2.BO i\ >1.
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport Hampden and Bangor, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays
and Saturdays at iabout) O.Bo \. m., or upon ar-

FOUR IMPLEMENTS IN ONE.

“NEW MODEL

Horse Hoe.

Cultivator.

CENTENNIAL.”
STEEL FRAME.
PARALLEL

rival of

from Boston.

steamer

RETURNING TO BELFAST:

>

SIDESy^

Furrowing

From Boston, Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays at o.Oo r. >r.
From Rockland, touching at Camden, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at (about)
0.00 a. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Bos

Coverer.

Plow.

j
1

ton.

From Bangor. Mondaxs, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 11 a. m., touching at all
landings.
FRED W. POTE, Agent.Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN. Agent.Boston.
WILLIAM II. HILL, Gen 1 Manager.Boston.

Mr. Hogan (after hammering on the door
j
for live minutes)—“Is it dead or alive ye j
are?" Mr. Grogan (within)—“Nayther, I’m )

wanted $30,000, held on, and is still holdThe above Cuts represent FOLK different ways of arranging ONE implement, so the farmer
it. one needs must touch some hands that
who buys the NEW MODEL CENTENNIAL, as shown in the large cut at the left, has
on: but the property now is almost
are not clean.
This gives the Saints an ing
really four implements, which are easily aud quickly adjusted.
not
salable.
worthless,
being
shlapin.”
are
slow
not
to use.
advantage which they
FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, ADDRESS
All the W estern speculation, however,
blot
of
for
the
Except
polygamy, they are, has not been in vain. Mr. 1. C. Libby of
Ladies often compare notes on health, and
as a people, above the average for straightdiffer on many points, they
Burnham, Mr. Merrill of Newport, and while they may
reliable
and
forward,
honesty
morality;and Mr. Elias Milliken of this city purchased always agree that ..ydia E. 3’inkham’s Vegeyet we cannot help feeling that they must a big sheep ranch in Montana, 27 miles table Compound is the standard female medicine.
not possess the city and the State, for the
long by 17 wide. They now have 3000
The inability of George Washington to tell
great majority of them are narrow and sheep more than
commenced with bethey
a lie left a
ignorant and trained like privates in an sides additional horses and
gap in our national system that
and his
cattle,
>i
fellow-countrymen have used every exarmy to act in unquestioning obedience to have cleared $40,000.
range.
Mr. Libby owns a ertion
FERNALD
to
till.
rei
And so
Fuller, whose brilliant mind the mandates of church officers.
large share in a Montana bank which pays
Brick Annex at North End of Shoe Factory,
\.•uderful intellectual powers are as it is that the conscientious and public- 0
Marshall Hall’s.
Belfast, Me.
cent
interest
its
on
besides
a
per
capital
mailed by any of her sisterhood in spirited citizen cannot feel unmixed joy handsome
method in drowning, as to what to do
surplus. Mr. Libby's sons are ready
We would respectfully inform all In want of MARBLE OR GRANITE WORK that we
in either ticket,—not altogether a new
an literature, was an efficient and
and how to do it, v ill be found in Dr. Kaufare prepared to furnish at short notice
experts in buying cattle and they can tell mann’s Medical
1 y helper with the famil; sewing,
Work: fine colored plates
,i
situation, unfortunately. Truly, when it at a
glance what a steer or hog is worth. from lilt*. Send three cent stamps, to
u
ik was alwavs done beautifully. comes to politics, one needs to be a great
pay
|
They have been employed by the Swifts of postage, to A. P. Ordway & Co., Boston,
or
.'lighted: nor, because her mind deal wiser than the serpent before one can Chicago at different times at a
2wH>
salary of Mass., and re» eive a copy free.
|
loader and deeper than the minds be as harmless as the dove. And yet there $10 a
t'» select cattle and hogs on the
day
And
everything in the Cemetery Line.
must be some higher and broader sense in
women who could only sew, did
Rector—“Are you denying yourself anyhoof for them.
Alsu Wash Bowl Tops and Shelves.
Mrs. Lakeside—“InLent?”
disdain her household task.
We which the voice of the people is the voice
thing
during
!
Two Augusta gentlemen bought a large
deed I am. I'm putting off getting a di\s
Penelope and her artful ruse to of God, for, in spite of murmurings and tract of land in Dennison,
VVeJiave
the
best
STEAM POLISHING MILL hi the State. Also FOUR PNEUMATIC
paying $2000 vorce until after Easter.”
ilit* suitors at hay, and smile with rebellious and wanderings in the wilder- for it.
TOOLS for cutting and lettering marble or granite; the only ones in Maine. Either tool will do
have since sold half of it for
They
the
work
of
from
two to three men. We can furnish work, either marble or granite. CHEAPER,
A Cold of unusual severity developed into
ml; superiority at the stupidity of ness, we are bound for the land of Canaan; $20,000 and have the remainder left.
than any other firm in the State, and do as nice work. We carry the largest stock and do
a difficulty decidedly catarrhal in all
the trend of the nation's pathway is sureits
vers who were so wofully ignorant
the most business of any local firm in Maine.
Hon. M. V. B. Chase of Augusta is one
threatening a return of my
capabilities of tin* needle. The ly onward and upward.
of the shrewdest operators who has j characteristics,
old chronic malady, catarrh. One bottle of PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
We are having an exceptional winter.
;s tapestry wrought by the queen of
-VO TROUBLE TO SHOW WORK.
|
handled real estate in the West.
He re- Ely’s Cream Balm
completely eradicated
PLEASE GIVE US A UALL BEFORE PURCHASING.
the Conqueror is a faithful pic- A friend said to me lately that she had turned last
visited points in ! every symptom of that painful and prevailnight,
having
gallery and invaluable to the liistor- lived here six years, and every year had the South, California and Oregon, where ing disorder.—E. W. Warner, Rochester,
J. F. FERNALD.
A. L. MUDGETT.
uther women in the same exalted been exceptional. The particular idiosyn- he has investments.
N. V.
Belfast, Feb. 1,1892.-^ino
have left less valuable yet inter- crasy of this year is snow. Whereas 1 had
When I began using Ely’s Cream Balm
pieces of needle-work, and one is been promised that Indian summer should
my catarrh was so bad I bad headache the
Hon. T. B. Reed in Vermont.
e
whole time and discharged a large amount
very near to the hearts of these continue till Christinas, snow began to fall
who stitched
adies
of liIthy matter.
That has almost entirely
many sad the middle of December, and fresh supand disappointed hopes and baf- plies coming down every few days kept HIS A DDK ESS BEFORE THE KEIM IJI.ICA X
disappeared and I have not had headache
ST AT E COX V E NT IOX.
since.—J.
H.
the
hills
and
the
broad
all
the time
Sommers, Stephney, Conn.
.unions inti' the* rich fabrics, as did
valley
As re- clean and white and beautiful for ten
ml, hapless Mai; Stuart.
The theatrical manager may indulge in
At the Republican State convention in
-OFIndeed, one can hardly see why
of the work expected of every weeks.
anguage occasionally, hut we
Yt., April 13th. Hon. Thomas exclamatory
do not remember of hearing him say “Thank
_Tl in the days of our grandmoth- this succession of snow-storms should not Montpelier,
Pieir grandmothers, ale the eher- go on indefinitely; for there is not motion B. Reed, of Maine, was introduced and ! my stars!"
mpiers, with their alphabets, enough in the air to bring a cloud or to greeted with wild applause. Mr. Reed I
BucklenN Arnica Salve.
-WE CARRY THE LARGEST LINE OPsmall, and numbers and quaint carry one away. The windlessness of this said:
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
I
i:e names of the little seam- climate is a constant delight.
Finished
ITALIAN A AMERICAN MARBLE
Salt
Possibly,
Fever
Bruises,
Smvs,
deers,
Rheum,
*•1 have not come as a duty, but as a
being appended with a line dis- this, too, is one of the caprices of this
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
To select from to be found in the city, ami our prices art* as low as can be found in the State.
It
me
to
stand
•i ; lit* principles governing tin* digives
great joy
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positiveexceptional season; hut during the four pleasure.
We have some NEW and ELEGANT DESIGN’S in PLAIN and CARVED WORK,
which we invite your attention to. If you are in need of anything in our line call on us and
Aords.
Every stitch of the can- lm>nths of my acquaintance the trees stand in the presence of those who have always ly cures Riles, or no pay required. It is
to give perfect satisfaction or
we will save you money.
We also handle the RED SWEDE and SCOTCH GRANITES, and in
guaranteed
after
and
week
and
the
crowded
after
week
as
if
iiiii/ed,
tiny
poctr;
day
been righteous and to feel surrounded by
fact
we keep everything usually found in a first-class marble shop.
ftjg^Cal! and u;et our
money refunded. I’rice 1*5 cents per box.
ontinuous line, in deliance of painted against the sky, and the columns
prices before buying,
For
sale
R.
H.
a century of good deeds and
by
Moody.
enjoy even
Some of the silken threads of smoke go straight up into the air till
,'ag<*.
MARK WOOD & SON, Phoenix Row, near Phenix House.
State prison eonviets. my son, are made to
.bored, not by time alone, hut hv they topple to one side or the other by the one sin Vermont committed long ago
wear uniforms in order that they may be
«»t the small damsel who found their own weight. We have days of thaw; when she elected a Democratic governor
from
the
thieves
who
are
still
distinguished
iirirate letter or quaint bird l»c- hut the nights are cold, and so the snow for one
But for that, you might at large.
year.
is preserved. The sleighing has been conpower to cop;
have
been
translated.
In
this
where
place,
Lane’s Family Medicine Moves the Bowels
n.provements >1 maehinery have 1 tinuous for two months, and much enjoy,i\
with the necessity of theseam ed by the young people. ! say youny peo- there are no Democrats, we can express Each day. Most people need to use it.
i>
indispensable for a sheet in the p/e,— not that 1 have closely observed the what we think of the Democratic party.
Mrs. Gay.
“Flow do you like your new
ion linen was woven in narrower
occupants of the sleighs whose hells go A Democrat is that
way because lie can’t home? Fine landscape, 1 suppose?" Mrs.
THE UNDERSIGNED HAS COME TO TOWN AND WILL ENGAGE IN
J»ut the “long white seam” was jingling up and down Bridgham street all
Glum. "No; hut There are two tire ’scapes."
e
task given to young girls, and the evening and far into the night, hut to help it. He was born that way or wouldn't
toughing Leads to Consumption.
v\.-rc often
the day dreams sewed my mind the ability t<> enjoy sleighing bv he so. It’s a matter not for reproach, but ,
Kemp's Balsam w ill stop the cough at
I'liestoek of household linen had moonlight is as reliable a test of youth as for sadness.
The Democratic party is re- once.
he made ready against the time Dr. Holmes's historic bun.
markable for its power of vociferation. It
The cause of rnitarianisin prospers and can
tin should leave her early home
Maud (gazing at the painting)—" What a
produce more cry and less wool per beautiful
marine!"
w one ot her own. and every piece
Kate (looking out of!
moves forward: the interest in the Sunday
than any dock in Vermont or Aussheep
the
window)—“La! that isn’t a marine; it's ^•Harness
and
ample out lit had dainty initials services is steady and regular, the audi- tralia. In the past thirty-two years what
a policeman.’’
only
d in
lie !im cross stitch of her ences varying little from week to week,
or assertion of facts have they
argument
:• days.
even during the season of stormy Sundays
For Over Fifty Fears.
done with neatness and despatch. HARNESSES of all
made which is to-day alive or believed in?
grades in stock- Remember
rn in ention lias done vastly more
and bad colds.
Of course, things are not 1 don't ask
An Oli* and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. !
I make to order Harnesses from 817 to 860.
you to recall what they have
We have our difficulties
Jen t lie breadths «»f linen or cot ten,
all rose-colored.
done, for they have done nothing. This Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been used for !
nthat line.
sewing-machines has superseded to surmount, our knotty problems to un- curious world, after a great event, is apt over fifty years by millions of mothers for j A GOOD HARNESS FOR $11. | WHIPS, HALTERS and every thin
their children while teething, with perfect
the Uses of the “small steel in- | tangle, our anxious discussions of ways tu want a vacation.
The people of the success. It soothes the
F*.
child, softens the
•in.” hut it is as yet indispensable. ami means.
United .States want a breathing spoil. For
gums, allays all pain, cures w ind colic, ami !
Herr, as elsewhere, it is a season of hard |
hope that it always will he There I
37 Main Street, Belfast.
this, they usually put the Democrats in is the best remedy for Diarrluca. It is pleas- ! At the Wadlin Store,
-oiiality. almost, in one's needle, time* in the business world, and we could j power, for the Republicans are absolutely ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
.mnot embroider in»r darn nor do I Iifid uses for more money than we have:
certain that nothing will happen during part of the w orld. Twenty-ti ve cents a bot!-.f mending without its aid. and but we are lending our own, and earning that time.
The Democrats are incapable tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
pins play an important part in our living, and feel that we have come to >f carrying out even the wrong things ask for Mrs. Winslow \s Southing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
tlu*
needle
must
for
Ourlirst
annual
count
ly r49
|
yet
stay.
report, published they promise to do.
They are three to !
Opposite l'robate Otliee, Cliureh Street, Belfast,
in the linishing touches to a
in .January, though we wvrethen not quite
•!_
Professor—“Please give an example of a<
one in the Douse, hut cannot do anything,
MANCFAnTHEK AM. DKALKttS IN ALI. KINDS ill
hat. and grandma's dainty cap! a year old. is one of which we do not feel because of their
louder
than
words." Adlet !
make up. In the tions speaking
strange
!»■
"blowu togeilie!
without | ashamed ; it show s a list of one hundred and ; Iasi half dozen
—"When a man calls for soda water and ac- 1 Maflik; & Granite Moininieiits, Tahletss & Grave Marks.
years the democracy all
stitches.
llazar.
I eighty >ii_inatures to our eonstituiion and over the
companies his order with a wink, sir."
Ilarpei
Any one in want id Cemetery work, please rail and examine mv iarye stn.-k of FINE FINISHED
country, except in the New Kng- j
< Mir Ladies' SoMARBLE. I warrant my work and stork, to tie as ..I as an be f.niu.l in the si ate an I lmv
a man! financial iv< .id
Miles* Nerve A Liver mils.
land atmosphere, has been promising the ,
prices. Alsu MARBLE SHELVES "II hand.
"mly
eiety. starting in September with thirteen free coinage of silver to help the laboring
Act on a new principle—regulating the j
He Kxtravaganec of >Iud.
members, has now a list of lift.y. and lias, man
stomach and bowels thr<>ntjh the nerves.
off
his
at
liver,
cents
debts
on
pay
seventy
Dr. Miles' Pills speedily
new discovery.
'< >mm« ‘ii hoads.'' I >v 1 -aa<- just voted itself into the National AlliMir
dollar.
They have the power in the A
! a
cure
It works harmoniously and zealousance.
biliousness, had taste, torpid liver,;
t u :. in
lit* Api il < flit m
House hut are unable to carry out a posij
and
and
an
constipation.
I’liequalcd for men,
piles,
ly
siieeessfally.
play.*
importManufacturers, Jobbers and Retailers of
<• h; fhc l.'nited States
something ant part in the new organization. We have tive measure. They have not the mental women, children. Smallest, mildest, surforce to carry out what they promise. est! 50 doses, *J5 cts. Samples Free, at R.
""ii.noo of horses and mules above J reading classes on Monday ami WednesWhen this country is in health and sound 11. Moody’s Drug Store.
1
\v«» years upon our farms, and
day evenings. Drowning and Kmerson ; ii is Republican to the backbone. Why.
H<—“I understood all along the old gen-'
classes, we call them, though the Kmer- the Democrats even
nccrate estimate ot 'J~> cents as
speak respectfully of tlemau was going to furnish the house."
BLOCKS, COKDAUK, 'FAINTS AND NAVAL STORKS.
Kail.".
|
son class proves to he of a roving disposi- 1
the lirst Congress.
What has become of She—“So he will. Pa'll furnish the house,
f“ed and care of each of these tioii. It makes excursions
Send for Catulof/ue.
vMiT Federal sst.. Ilostou, Nlsis**.
intoShaksperc, j all the stories they told about the McKin- hut you’ll have to furnish the furniture."
1
■<
see at a glance tiiat the agdips into ••Faust,” and shows a general ] ley hill? Dead as Julius ( ;esar. The
Lu (irlppe Again.
aversion to being fenced in.
These readof
the
Lord
has
to
he
vpeiise of maintaining them i>
gospel
preached,
ings, however, must not be classed as hut the gospel of the devil seems to
During the epidemic of La Grippe 'last sea- i
i.nno.OOO per day. If, h\ a simi'■hiiyrh work.
have each an attendson Dr. King's New Discovery for ConsumpThey
Thank
Heaven
itself.
the
preach
Repub-derate estimate, we say that ance of twenty to
tion,
Coughs and Colds, proved to be the
thirty members, among lican party is tremendously recuperative,
Property belonging to estate of
best remedy.
Reports from the many who
kept in the stables in a eon whom we gladly welcome many not other- because it is on the Lord’s side. I don't used
it confirm this statement.
-B E X J A 311X C A RV E R.They were
They come with believe the Republican party needs fear not only
enforced idleness by the deep wise identified with us.
quickly relieved, but the disease
a keen and genuine appetite, and the disFine farm, 140 acres, known as the Cotton farm,
spring and fall for a period cussions are free, social, and intelligent. defeat at the next election. The country left no bad results. We ask you to give this 1 1-2 miles from village on shore road, 100 rods
is becoming every day more prosperous remedy a trial and we guarantee that you
frontage on Penobscot Bay; woodland, pasturing,
m: twenty days in each year, we Such classes are a novelty in this commuand prosperity can only be made sure by will be satisfied with results, or the purchase and mowing fields, underdrained cutting about
▼
Perfectly Well.
t'ily compute that the loss, in nity, and evidently supply a real want.
It is price will be refunded. It has no equal in 100 tons best hay : large barn, 40 by 80 feet, with
adherence to the Republican party.
Fillmore, Dubuque Co., Ia., Sept., 1889.
La Grippe, or any Throat, Chest or Lung house, smaller barns and implements.
1 he recent discovery of natural gas m
amount
to
and
takes
no
will
•-pert alone,
%>S0,- the immediate
progressive, conservative,
Miss K. Finuigan writes: My mother and
Trial bottles free at R. H. Moody’s
Exceptionally tine spring water. Location very
neighborhood of .Salt Lake step forward without knowing what it Trouble.
"
elevated and commanding an extended outlook.
Store. Large bottles, 50c. and 81.00.
sister used Pastor Koenig’s Nerve Tonic for
]"-r year, a sum sufficient to build
Also point X. E. of the village, known as Mack’s
City is occasioning considerable excite- means. The Republican party believes in Drug
neuralgia. They are both perfectly well now
miles of excellent highway.
Of ment, and causing the faces of property
Miss Passe (to young Mrs, Benedict)— Point, 90 acres, finely timbered woodland, mixed
the average sense of the people of the
and never tired of praising the tonic.
Apply to
"iisidering the great variety of owners to beam with joy. A few eve- United States, the grand old common “Mrs. Benedict, just let me give you a wrin- growth.
5tf
Off
AS.
F.
GORDON,
It Was Indeed a Miracle.
kle." “Mrs. Benedict (mentally)—“I don't
!i>. and the consequent number of nings ago we, in company with about a
Care National Bank, Seaxsport, Maine.
sense, the sense of the Republican
know anybody who could spare one better."
'" be
384 First St., Brooklyn, N, Y., Aug. 3, ’90.
regarded, it is impossible by thousand, others, took a half-hour trip Don’t talk of Andrew Jackson andparty.
dead j
1
•
to state what a wonderful benefit Paswish
d formula to compute the loss northward on the Union Pacific road to
Happy Boosters.
but of the living possibilities for
Farm for Sale.
tor Koenig's Nerve IJpnic has been to my brothii
Two patriots,
any community by the contin- witness the lighting of a new well
who
has
suffered from rheumatism since
iarm
©am
consists
oi
mj
acres
er,
the glorious future.”
Win. Timmons, Postmaster of Idaville,
itioii of these dirt roads in their brilliant pillars of lire were already burn1885 and has not been able to do work of any
of land, situated \\ miles from
Ind., writes: “Electric Hitters lias done
kind since .hat time. Ho has tried all kinds of
Belfast. It contains an orchard
•ndition; hut the error in the re- ing when we arrived: and presently the
Dearborn Disappears.
more for me than ail other medicines comof 20o apple trees in good hearing
patent medicines and different doctors of skill,
m\ computation is more likely to
gas of a third well was set free, and shot
but all without benefit, until he took the Tonic.
hined, for that had feeling arising from Kidcondition, and 25 plum and pei
j
*ns sniallei than
He has continually improved since, and 1 will
into
the
air
with
a
roar
which
drowned
John
farmand
Liver
trouble.**
exists,
GIIT
hi:
has
of
actually
IT IS TIIOI
killed himself.
Leslie,
trees, also a large piece
ney
blackberry*’ami raspa lever
say. and hundreds besides me who have seen him
er and stockman, of the same place, says:
berry bushes ami strawberry vines. Here is an
way the matter he regard- the voices of the multitude and every
rhe Boston papers state that the affairs j
his sickuess, that it was indeed a mirduring
excellent
chance
to
raise
earlv
1
sha
1
vegetables.
itain that with the imposed other sound.
It was then lighted by
| “Find Electric Hitters to 1m* the best Kidney also sell
acle to see him restored to health.
my egg business, with a capacity of Induoi llenry F. Dearborn, the North Woburn
and Liver medicine, made me feel like a new
\lia help and extra draft-animeans of Homan candles, and a shout of
W. D. GRAHAM.
r»0 thousand dozens of eggs. The buildings
ing
man.** .J. W. < lardner, hardware merchant,
"i time, wear ami tear of waggood condition, with a cistern in house and
irrepressible excitement broke from the overalls manufacturer, who mysteriously I same town, says: Electric Hitters is just are in and
a
well
of
that
water
never
barn,
—A
Valuable
Book
on Nervous
good
goes
lianiess. the drawing of light crowd, as the tower of a flame a hundred
disappeared March 15, arc being investi- the thing for a man who is all rundown and dry. Owing to a change of business 1 shall sell
Diseases sent free to any ad tress,
'*
the depreciated value of farm- and twenty feet in height flashed suddenand poor patients can also obtain
\V. E. MARSH.
don't care whether he lives or dies: he found cheat*.
j
his
relatives.
Dearborn's
disap- new
this medicine free of charge.
are pursuing a
Belfast, Aug. 4, 1891.—32tf
short-sighted ! ly into sight, lighting the landscape and gated by
I
strength, good appetite and felt just
This remedy has been prepared by the Rev. rend
lias made considerable of a stir like he had a new lease on life.
■•■I mil ting the present system to
Only olio, a
| the upturned faces of the spectators. It. pearance
I
Pastor Koenig, of Fort Wavne. lud., since lSSti. and
is now prepared under his direction by the
bottle, at K. H. Moody's Drug Store.
besides the actual loss, w hich | was a sight to be remembered. If the sup- in Woburn and vicinity, and many conretleetion will serve to show, j ply proves permanent, as there now seems
Her Dramatic Mission. “Don't you think
jectures are advanced by those who are
KOENIC MED. CO.. Chicago, III.
lining nothingaml saving nothing ! no reason to doubt, this gas will become a
woman can do a great deal towards elevating
acquainted with him as to where he is j the stage ?" He—“Yes,
:»*:«T department of agricultural
Sold by Druggists at J$1 per Bottle. 6 for
At
Maine,
factor
in
the
She
Point,
can lower her
Belfast,
very
Oity
important
development
j
'■> which the condition of the dirt
of our natural sources of wealth; for the keeping himself out of reach of Boston I hat."
Large Size, !$1.75. 6 Bottles for $9.
store, store houses and wharves, formerly
i' ll marked importance.
storehouses of the hills are packed full of creditors. Dearborn was well known in
lyrn.*
occupied by SAMl’EL OTIS & CO. The loca
The Greatest .strike.
! tion is suitable for a country store, for shipment of
in in cities the actual condij law material in large quantities and of Chelsea, where he was in business, and in
Among the great strikes that of Dr. Miles produce by rail or water, and for a manufacturing
it- -<•
the
wet
roails
while
fuel
has
been
the
one
during
<»untr>
j many kinds,
his New Heart Cure has prov- business. The works of the Granite Company advarious cities in Maine. At Camden, in in discovering
join the premises. Also a dwelling house at City
areeiy know n: while with farm- | thing lacking. Now that Nature so genen itself to 1m* one of the most important.
Point, with about ■2.'* acres of laud. Excellent
•m all loads are dirt roads, and
Pine
Tree
he
four
the
for
it has become astonishing.
volunteers
meet
endemand
to
this
The
State,
years
ago
; erously
need,
spring water piped to the house. Inquire on the
never seen nor know n of a highterprising hands will make haste to unlock married Miss Jennie McNamara, who left Already the treatment of heart disease is premises, or of
and
The re-organized concern of (Jregg A Co. have
many unexpected
than that whieli they have used and throw open the storehouse doors; and his roof in North Woburn on Christmas being revolutionized,
A. B. OTIS, Upper Bridge
entered into a new life, inspired by the confidence
cures effected. It soon relieves short breath,
""«!. the dirt road is an aerept- the manufacture of glass and iron and
of its friends, and propose to keep on the right
day, taking with her one of the two child- fluttering, pains in side, arm, shoulder, weak
w hich
-I the line and in the front rank.
long habit and use have other industries will soon be in full oper- ren, while Dearborn retained the other, a and hungry spells, oppression, swelling of
Meadow King has always been in advance
;i
What so three-year-old
upon them as a natural and nee- ation. and there will be »/ hnom.
j of The
girl, who recently found a ankles, smothering and heart dropsy. Dr.
all competitors and the machine we oiler this
1 •linnet
t«« farm life.
In dear and comforting to the heart of the home with her mother at the
paternal res- Miles' hook on Heart and Nervous Diseases, rpiIE real estate on Bridge street, in Belfast year is a marked advance from the old lines. The
mig of ls(.»1
in the State American man of business as a boom!
free. The unequaled New Heart Cure is
idence down East.
It is asserted, and
I known as the WILLIAM O. ALDEN proj>erty improvements we have adopted in our mower are
result of costly and thorough experiments and
't "i k tin* country newspapers were
IvEnixa a 1*. I’tteij.
with some apparent reason, that Dearborn sold and guaranteed by IL H. Moody; also consisting of the large two story house, with el the defv
competition.
his Restorative Nervine for headache, tits, and barn, with good orchard and garden grounds we
long editorial complaints of the
has killed himself.
Isaac Dearborn, of
All the prominent features of tin* old machine
This
is
well
and
in
condi
located
nervous
property
good
hot
Mashes,
chills, opium tion for a
Maine Capital
Abroad.
*ndition of the rural highways,
retained, but greatly improved to meet the de1D4 Walnut street, Chelsea, is quoted as sprees,etc.
boarding house, and will be sold at a are
|
habit,
reasonable figure. If desired, one-lialf the pur- mands of the present time; in fact, we have al"iisequent paralysis of country
sa ving that his nephew lias probably combeen ahead of the times and unscrupulous
>vliiU* commercial reports were pub- I SOME OE IIIE JM IUILEs AND SOME WISE mitted suicide while
Demonstrated. MeQuerrv—“Do yam be- chase money can remain on mortgage a reasonable ways
imitators have tried to profit by our experience.
despondent, and Mrs. lieve
time. For terms, apply to
in
INVESTMENTS.
week tt» week in which busisympathetic suffering*.’'* Henry
Isaac Dearborn is also said to incline to
ROBERT E. or WM. O. ALDEN. Portland, We think we can say without, egotism that we
Peek—“Do I ? You ought to see how I sufhave the best mower in the world.
or at Belfast S.wir.ds Bank.
mharrassments and failures were
Aii Augusta despatch to the Bangor the suicide theory.
When the missing fer when
my wife is out of sorts."
Applications for agency should be addressed to
I
Belfast, June If., 1891. -25tf
to the impassable contli- Commercial says:
Since the collapse of man started in business in Chelsea he apdirectly
1
Will. Be Given Away.
tin* country roads.
Half-loaded the Western speculation bubble Maine men
peared to his acquaintances at times to
FRED
'ms were stalled in deep mud alOur enterprising druggist, R. H. Moody,
have been holding fast to their dollars, act in a peculiar manner.
A sickness
For Sale.
who carries the finest stock of drugs, per!; 'lit* shadow of the
Wlnternort, Maine,
I.^Circulars
but
few
over
the
line
and
lie
magnificent
State
seemed to aggravate his nerves
having passed
\ fien'l Agent for N. F.. and Canada.
free
subscriber offers for sale a butcher’s or »ietoilet articles, brushes, sponges,
-million dollar ('apitol at Albany,
rpifE
into real estate enterprises.
was often not himself..
While operating fumeries,
v
hml2
X
ami in first-cltss
a large number of trial
new,
is
!l
livery
wagon,
nearly
etc.r
away
giving
1S it t>>
show to wliat ridiculous ends
The suit which was opened by a well a shirt factory in Emery's block, Broad- bottles of Dr. Miles’ celebrated Restorative condition. The wagon was obtained by the purof my new business, and is not needed.
Wrversity of the human mind will known Boston banking firm against a way, Chelsea. Dearborn became acquaint- Nervine. He guarantees it to cure head- chase
Call at mv bakery and obtain terms.
s
lead us. the good farmers of Pittsfield gentleman, to recover on a note ed with Miss Jennie
Duvey, of Sudbury, ache, dizziness, nervous ofprostration, sleeje
E. L. FRENCH
1
spirits, tobacco,
minty were actually sending tel- which he gave for land purchased in one ami it lias been intimated that this young lessness, the ill effects
Belfast, March 22, 1892.—12tf
"
have just returned from Boston with all tinto the
legislature, asking for the of the Southern boom towns, has been lady was the cause of the separation be- coffee, etc. Druggists say it is the greatest
and is universally
leading styles of HATS and BONNETS, also
umin‘ut (>f a committee hearing, beand entered neither party, the tween Dearborn and his wife,, and that seller they ever knew,
TO
LET.
all kinds of FANCY LACKS and BRAIDS. Old
dropped
IM
Ik* roads of Albany County were reason
They also guarantee I)r. Miles’ a corner office in Masonic
so it is said, that the responthree weeks ago she left North Woburn as satisfactory.
being,
Temple, formerly oc- work done in the best possible manner. NEW
eases of nervous or
all
New
Heart
in
Cure
1,1
HATS and BONNETS made to order. You will
cupied bv Dr. A. L. Parsons. Apply to
permit them to get to town in dent showed tight and the plaintiff did not partner in an elopement with the overalls organic heart disease, palpitation, pain in
t.,.,.,
'1
find all kinds of SEWINO MACHINE NEEDLES
to
JOS. WILLIAMSON, Jr.,
oppose a bill which promised to care to bring the case to trial. A party manufacturer. Miss Duvey denies this, side, smothering, etc. Fine book on “Nervat mv place.
S. D. HROWM,
Over American Express Office.
Kfc
'lk*m better!
1-tf
ohis and Heart Disease*’" free.
who bought property in the same town however.
High St., over Hervey’s Jewelry Store
Belfast, March 24, 1892.—12tf

T. B.

HUSSEY,

NO. BERWICK, ME.

Belfast & Deer Isle.

BELFAST MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS,

Steamer CASTiNE

& MUDCETT, Proprietors,

Marble

TIME-TABLE.

Brooks.7.49
Knox.8.03

P.M.

Portland
Boston 'K

P.M.

7 15
7.20

4-32
12.45
5.05
5.27
5.38

f5.44

+9.37
9.53

5.58

0 06
Waldo...f9.02
r«.ll
+6.24
City Point. *9.15 +lu 19
Belfast, arrive.hi.*25
6.30
Flag station. The 12-30 i*. M trio with Flying

Yankee for Portland and Boston.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.0©
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest
via all routes, for sal** bv F K. Crowley, Agent.
Belfast.
PAY SON Tick KR,
Vice Pres and tien’l Manager.
F. K. BOOTH BY, tien’i Pass, ami Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 2«», 1891.

1892. Stallions 1892.
OWM.l)

WM. G.

AM) 15KKI) ISV

MARSHALL,

BELFAST,
vvheic

ton

j

sun vice.

\ El.SON Ml.
Trial 1 4 mile 24-.. ! -* mile ! •
Briu-ijt 1 »a\, in hand-, wm-hs !. 11»<» ll>s.. Ioalcd
.) nut' 1 4. 1 SS'.i. i\ .•!
i. 2.!1»: data M iv W it tiers.
dam of W11...it. 2.24 1 2. in Pm. Withers, by
Alimm!: 2d dam < »ncet>. da:.: ’Ltrold-o:: 2.22
1- 2 ; 2d dam Morgan.

Terms, $,“>() to insure.

j

WILKESMONT
2- year-old

ord 2 1"
.• ..t*i
d2.24 1-2
Id. 2 1 2 hand-. ! "7-" lit-., foaled ill
l.SSn. |.> kaiser. 2.2*
2. -uv of Mi-- W ilkes.
2.2'd 12. *• x Le-.me Wilke-. 2.22. -m d IfamMemian 1": dam. W.
Withe!-, -ister -u Prince
W r.lier- ami •iam
>t Ncl-one:
2d dam. tjueeii
record. 2 42 2u dale. A!• j.:11
k ii-er
I•!«*• I -T:t 1!i*-ii.
-.tied in ken>a 1
tueky in 1**2. Ili- «!.:>. wa- Fair l.a iy <lam of
I.Lmp-reiir. 2.27.. kai-er. 2.2* 1 2. .V-blcsse, 4
i>\ Idetator
2d dan.. In
>ear.-, 2.21
\!m->iit; 2d
dam I iy Zenith, --"ii -d Amerieai: belipse: 4th to
lUl.li dams, tli- a
liinvii.
W ilkesinoiit lias four -tiaiiis d' llambletoniau
blood and three t Mambriiio Chiei
ihe -aim* as
Axtell slOo.Oun siallioii also t\v-- -1 FMot.Jr..
one of < la\ ; one <u
star and one -d Morgan—all
trotting blood based on tli>>r*u*;hbred. lie won
1 -t premium in his class at Bangor ami Lewiston
State Fairs three \ear> in succe.-- i--n ; also the 2
year-ohl stallion eup in 2.40 ami the 4-year-old
State colt stake.

CO.,

Seal

r-

iv.

w a,

..

o

For Sale in Searsport

._

■

Terms, $.'50

to insure.

HAKOLDSON.
:5-year-ohl ..id. 2.5b 1-2: time in

rare.

5-years,

i

Bright hay. 15

j
!

hands, 1 ooo lbs., by l*reseott,
son of Harold, sire of Maud S., 2.os 5-4; dam,
ijueeu, record 2.42 time in race, 2.5S; bv sol of
Black Diamond isire of Clara J.. 2.2S, etc.,) imp.
French Canadian; 2d dam Morgan.
Prescott's dam is the great brood mare Primrose,
dam of 4 performers in 2.do and of <1 sons sires of
5t> performers; b\ Alexander's Abdallah isire of
( ioldsmith Maid. 2.14
Haroldson as a 5-yoar-oid won the State cob
stake and four other race-., and also the stallion
4->ear-oid ite won State
••op ;»» State Fair. Acolt stake and other race-! As a 5 .ear-old lie
trotted 5d beat in a race in 2.2b
He has been
awarded 1st premium at State fair- at Bangor
and Lewiston, -.coring on indi\iduai ipialities 1M»
points out of a possible I on.
His colts a re speed and S500 t<. s;*,5i nave Ikmmi
0 lie red for yearling-nut 2 year-old-, ami refused.
5-4

•.

Terms, $20

!

to insure.

PRIM P

1

WITHERS.

•,5-year-old record 5.02 -ire of Sea Breeze, 2 years.
1 .25, halt mile 4-years. 2.44 5-4
Bright bay. lit hands. 1 2on lbs., by Den. Withers public trial. 2.50 1-4 ; sire of C. 1
1... 2.24,
Aluiont Maiil. 2.2b. by Almoiit, sire of Harbinger
and 5b other sons, sires of 2.50 performers.

Prince Wither- Da very handsome horse of line
form, style and carriage ; h:i> heavy main and tail
and extraordinary bone and muscle, and shows
great natural speed without training. His colts
are large ami promise speed.
If breeders wish to
breed for size, styb heaut>. loft> carriage and
handsome color as well as speed, they can’t make
am mistake in selecting Prince Withers.

NEW MEADOW KING.

Terms, $10

to insure.

HLIKISliOOl).
Maliogan> bay. 15 12 hands, weight 1050 lbs.,
foaled in LSS5 by Judge Advocate, sire of Romulus. 2.24 1-4.
Hortense, 2.2S 14, b\ Messenger Dm roe. S>\ Hanibletonian 10.
Dam. Kathleen,
by Hanibletonian ( hief. sire of (ieorge (> 2.24
1 4. P.imbrook. 2.20 1-4, by Middletown, b\ Hanibletonian.
Blueblooii i- an inbred Hanibletonian, uniting
the Hanibletonian and Cla\ blood the blood of
(ieorge Wilkes and FJectioneer in hi- sire with
tile Hanibletonian uni Star blood .the blood of
Dexter. Dictator and Ja> Kye See in hi-ilam.

1

■

1

Terms, $1<)

insure.
p<*»-ST0N ;d stable near
1’lnenix House, or to proprietor,
WM. C. MARSH ALL.
Appl>

ATWOOD,

to

to

w. G.

Belfast, March

S.

Ixb2. -vowlO

rhlehOAtcr’s Enslifrh Dlnmom) Brand.

Pennyroyal pills

City Bleachery.

drltfMiui ami Only Henulne.
a!*nvs reliable,
ladies, ask
ltru-juNt b>r f’hirhester a Knglish Diamond Brand it Red ami Gold metallic
sealed
boxes,
with blue ribbon. Take
no other. Refuse dangerous substitutions and imitations At Druggists. or send 4c.
in stamps tor particulars, testimonials and
**
Relief for Ladle*,” in letter, by return
Mall. 10,000 Testimonials. Same Darner.
/ Gh1ohe«ter Chemical €o.|MadUon 8qnan.
all Local Drugfiiu.
Phllada.
safe,

I

|

1.15

A.M.

9.00
9.20
9 30

Thorndike. s.12
Knox.
8.25
Brooks. 8 5o

THE

I

0.C0
8J30

Bangor..
Burnham, depart.7.in
Unity.7.5o

1

\

A.M.

A.M.
6.05

Waterville.

—

i

1.40
6.20

Portland..11.3o-

Carriage Trimmings

LET,

AM.

5.35
9.30

P.M.

Yacht, Canoe and Boat Builders' Hardware,

BE

—

P.M.

.12 3o
,).4.45

P.M

ROBBINS,

TO

4.15

*4.22
M.3H
4.55
+5.15
5.33
5.50
6.15
7.05

K" D
7 00
\V „..

Boston
oo-ston,

c

|

P.M.

TO BELFAST.

MATTRESS WORK A SPECIALTY.

&

P.M.

12.30
f 12.35
M2 46
12.59
11 -13
1.22
1.32
1 55
2 25
6 30

Thorndike.8.12
Unity. 8.22
Burnham, arrive. M.i
Waterville.
9.18
Bangor.11 45

| COVERINGS S

FERDINAND

A.M.

Belfast, depart.7 20
t7.25
City Point.
Waldo .t7.38

A New Business for Belfast.

W.

M.,

On and after No?, 29, 1S9I, trains connecting at
Burnham with through trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run as
follows:
FROM BELFAST.

-i

L.

Saturdayf

Maine Central R. R.

MARK WOOD <£ SON.

W. T. HOWARD. MARBLE WORKS,

EVERY

For Blake’s Point. Buek’s Harbor. No. Doer Isio,
Sedgwick. Brooklin. Oeeanville and Green's Landin*:.
KETFTXING.
From Green's Landing M*»ni>\y> and Tiii ksdayh
at 8 a. >i., for above landings, arriving in Bel fas;
about l.tto i*. m.
S. H. B.VRBOFK. Manager

MARBLE WORKS

Repairing

and

10 o'clock A.

at

Granite Monuments and Tablets, Headstones, Curbings,

UPHOLSTERING

BELFAST

LEAVES

Wednesday

....

■

Week to Boston.

a

“Hard Metal”

native

cold—but it is not so serious an affair if you
have Adamson’s Cough Balsam in the house.

''

Arrangomeut.

Four Trips

HUSSEY’S

Higher temperature, followed by cold
The cold wave catches you with light [
on, and you catch something—a bad j

clothing

Spring

NEWPLOW?

wave.

1

He

Boston & Bangor S. S. Cl

DON’T YOU NEED A

ranged to run refrigerator cars through to
Chicago in 40 hours. In these cars will be
packed the clams in seaweed and ice, thus
nothing will be lacking to exhibit the east-

*

comfort denied t<» those be- \
an only find tranquilit; or difrom wearing thought in a pipe i
and "lie has the satisfaction of'
that her employment amounts to
mg. and will not vanish in a cloud
>ke.
Bright fancies and poetic
t> arc often woven while the hands
'ii\ employed with needle-work,
\. n
homely mending and stockingare
no
barriers to
thought's

Enterprise.

cago. The committee on ways and means
have granted the exclusive right, and a
valuable tract of land near the Naval exhibit on the shore of Lake Michigan for. this
enterprise. This unusual concession was
made on account of the novelty and attraction so unique a feature will have for thousands of westerners who have never seen or j
tasted that succulent bivalve prepared as
their eastern brethren delight to enjoy it.
The company is composed of men with large
business experience and has a strong backing. They have, with great enterprise, ar-

>

if

Yankee

The New England Clam Bake Company is
an organization lately formed in Maine for
the purpose of conducting a veritable New
England clam bake within the grounds of
the World’s Columbian Exposition at Chi-

and bring
erous, propose to band
named banka suit against the above
essentially feminine implement the the occasion of no small stir and excite- ing concern to recover their money on the
,]]<• is much more than the dictionary ment; the political situation is one of ah- ground that it was obtained under false
“a small instrument of steel,
pretences, they claiming that the promise
it
sorbing interest. We are making history ; to erect factories and manufactories, open
at
one
with
an
end,
,,,]\ pointed
eye in these years; and
every man, woman, iron mines, etc., which influenced them
other to receive a thread; used in and child seems to be alive to this fact. It to purchase was never carried out.
from Dennison, Texas, are that
Such a bald, prosaic statement is
only two years since the cjfy govern- theReports
cotton factory there is up but lias no
the real help and comfort of the I ment
from the hands of “the
passed
j machinery. Several of the leading capiIt is not only what it produces, |
Saints" into those of “Gentiles" ; and the talists of Augusta are interested in it.
j
ireful or ornamental work which in i
city has gained thereby increased popula- One wealthy Augusta gentleman subscribed to $5000 worth of the stock, paid 5 per
lingers it brings to perfection, but ! tion,
a
forimproved streets,
long step
cent, and then allowed it to lapse without
i.ility to soothe the spirit, to solace ward in public school management, and
paying the remainder.
t stricken, and its power to turn added stimulus to the
of
the
development
The election of \V. 1*. Rice to the
general resources of the Territory. It dency of the Fort Payne Coal and Ironpresiu-ss energy into a channel of usefulCo.,
all
in
seems,
very
naturally,
important
Many a woman has reason to be the minds of Gentiles that the reins should has occasioned no little interest among
Maine speculators in southern property.
■ill for the needle which keeps her
continue in their hands, and so, doubtless,
It is related that the annual meeting which
busy in hours of sadness or per- it is; but alas for the complications that was to occur in February was adjourned
Incredible though it may seem to until a
often guides her arise!
and which
day in March when Mr. Rice apyou, Mr. Editor, it lias been said that the
“haven
where
jit' to the
they conduct of the liberal party lias not been peared with a majority of the stock and
controlled the selection of officers.
In ." a peaceful, holy haven, so
entirely above reproach, that its ways and
A Thomaston gentleman is grieving over
!<• those who are
methods have not at all times been pure, his
misfortunes in Fort Payne. He invest- i
tiling o’er life's solemn main."
honest, and upright, keeping steadily in ed his all and had an opportunity to sell
.•man who can use her needle has a
view the highest good of the greatest
out at a clean profit of $*20,000.
Rut he
1

Novel

!
1

i

1

_

%>M by

lvr5

Stockton Springs. The Easter Service 2-3 of its width which brings it almost in
passed off very finely last Sunday. The hall line with the stable. It makes a great
Troy. Teachers for the following school
j was filled to its utmost capacity, there being improvement in the looks of the street_
PORT OF BELFAST.
hardly standing room for those who were Mr. Fred B. Clifford left last Monday for
districts have been hired: Dist. No. 1, Miss
ARRIVED.
late. The committee, consisting of Mrs. G. New York. He is soon to sail from that port
Mabel Stone: No. 10, Miss Helen Batehehler;
April 15, sell, dameeock,-, Portland. A.
Stevens, Miss Frances Cleaves and Miss “around the Horn” to Portland. Oregon_
No. 2, Miss Minnie Hillman : No.
Miss LilApril 17, sell. James Holmes, Ryan, BosJ. E. Lambert presented the following pro- Our neighbor Mr. J. B. Frye is out again and
lie Heald ; No. 5, Miss EvaGarcelon : No. 14, ton.
April l‘J, sell. Paul Seavey, Kimball, New gramme which was responded to in a very is getting on quite a healthy tan. Glad to
Miss Leila Parsons ; No. 7, Miss Lutie Hunt,
York.
fine manner: 1st. Greeting, by Master Ed- see him looking so well_Miss. J. E. Lamof Unity. Miss Cora J. Monroe is to teach in
SAILED.
ward Libby: 2. Song, “Just as I am” by the bert arrived home last week.... PL F. Staples
Burnham,also Miss Alida Heald ;Miss Georg- j
sells.
BosCondon,
Farrow,
14,
Mary
April
Choir; 3. Recitation by Ethel Coleord, Georg- arrived liom? last week from a business trip
ia Tyler in Plymouth, and Miss Alma Carle- ton; Ellen Marriner, Rolerson, Boston.
PL M. Lancaster is re-silling and repairie Fletcher, Edith Fletcher, Harry Shute,
April 15, sell. Pirine, Reed, Bootlibay.
toil in Wilton. Troy can hoast of more lady
Ida Davis and Arthur Coleord : 4. Song by ing the stable of Capt. Horace Staples on
AMERICAN PORTS.
teachers than any other town in Waldo
Leda Shute, Lula Stowell, Susie Cousens, Main St... .Mr. Luther A. George is at work
New York, April 12. Cleared, sell Meyer &
county of the same number of inhabitants
15, arrived Edith Griffin, Annie Moulton, Harry Shute in Frankfort-We were very much pleasJacksonville;
Muller,
Patterson,
and the majority of them are first'class, too. sells Flora
Condon, Osborn, Hallowed ; Sarah and Arthur Coleord. 5. Recitation
by Edith ed to see Mrs. Alta Berry at meeting last
....Miss Mae 1). Estes, only daughter of O. P.
L. Davis, Belfast; Abraham Richardson,
Leonessa, Pendle- Fletcher; fi. Recitation by Clara Mudgett; Sunday. This is the first time she has been
Estes, of the Center, was united in marriage Pattersliall, Rockland;
ton, Portland; Wm. Flint, do: cleared, bark 7. Song, “Resurrection” by Choir. The hall out this winter. We hope as the spring and
April 17th to Mr. E. E. McCauslin, the pop- Henry Xorwell, Cushman, Port Spain : sell.
summer conies she will improve in health
was very finely decorated with evergreen,
ular trader and postmaster of West Troy.
John C. Smith, Kueeland, Mobile; 17, arriv.Mr. Frank II. Cleaves, wife and
and
flowers
the
PortMark
sells.
potted
plants-If
Pendleton,
Rishop
Pendleton,
They are both well known teachers in Troy. ed,
land: Kit Carson, Smith, Oreen Island: makes a change of pastorship in Searsport daughter of North Searsport are in town this
Their friends wish them much happiness in
Id, arrived sell. Edward H. Blake, Smith, next year Mr. LaMarsh will deliver his fare- week... .S. C. & L. B. Griffin are putting an
their future life. Rev. Mr. Dunnock, of Feruandina.
well sermon in Col cord’s Hall the 1st Sun- ell on I.H. Griffin's house... .Mr. and Mrs.
Arrived, sens. Sadie
Boston, April 12.
I >ixmont, officiated at their nuptials... .Rev.
James Crocker are in town for a short visit.
Corey. Lowe, Winterport: Brunette, Knox, day in May, which will be one week from
Lizzie PL Kendell is at home. Hersehoo 1
David Brackett, of Jackson, will preach at
Searsport: 1J, arrived, sell. Yale, Handy, next Sunday. We are in hopes, however, that 'dosed last P'riday.. Capt. Nathan Johnson
the Union church at Troy, April 24th... .The
Baltimore; brig Eugene Hale, Harding, Saarrived home last week fora short visit....
the change will not be made and tha
w e
sebs. Winslow Morse,
A Mr. Morse was in town last week with one
raising of 31 r. Smart’s barn was well attended rinam : 14, arrived,
and Odell, "Wade, Bangor: E.
may have him with us next year as in the of Edisoifs
last Monday afternoon... .31rs. Adell Heavy McDonough,
phonographs. He had it on exL. Warren, Colson, Belfast.
H.
S.
Stowell
has
the
past.
bought
building hibition at .1. M A nies & Son's store. ...Mr.
returned to Auburn last Wednesday... .We
Baltimore. April 12. Sailed, sell, .Tames A.
Id
1
i’.
i
Kendell
was taken suddenly ill last
on School street occupied by him as a wheel(Tarfieid, Merebant, Nassau, N. !’.: Id, cleararc glad to learn that Mrs. Rosie Hillman is
week but is now able to he out again.... Mrs.
and will move it upon Main
ed. sell. Young Brothers, Snow, Bath.
wright
shop
M. J. Colcord has had her hedge trimmed ami
regaining her health.3Irs. Nathaniel
Philadelphia, April 12. Cleared, hark R. street on the brick bloek lot.Captain it looks very pretty.... Mr. L. J. Snell has a
Harding, who has been siek is not expected A. C. Smith, Hooper, St. Jago.
moved the
M. K. Coleord has
carriage line new line of wall pa pc rand borders. Give
Portland, April lb.
ailed, hark Henr\
to recover.... Mrs. Solomon Harding is very
him a rail if in need of the same.... See nohouse used
A. Litchliehl, Dow, Buenos Ayres.
by Mr. brown south nbout tice of Cleaves House foi lease.
Her
poorly.
daughter, 31rs. James Libby,
San Francisco, April 14.
Cleared, ship A.
of Unity, lias been with her lately... 31 rs. S.
(I. Ropes, Rivers, New York.
E. Uook and George Uook attended the ItinBangor, April 10. Cleared, seh. Charlotte
Buck, Pendleton, New York.
era! uf Mrs. Adelina F!etch< r ol Unity, last
Wilmington, April 12. Arrived sell. Anna
Wednesday... .The farmers are busy getting M. Dickenson, Hart. New York: Id, cleared
for
'i
sell.
E. II. Ilcrriman, Wood. .lacnicl.
roads
he
are
ready
farming,
becoming
-BYBath, April 1J. Sailed sell. .Tames A. Larquite dry and traveling is much improved.
sons. Howe, New York.
COUNTY

Searsport Locals.
Hamilton is in Boston buying horses.

C.

Sch. M.W. Griftin is in with coal for Lane.
W. F. Bunnells has

situation

a

teach in

to

Winterport.
Schooners Lizzie Lane ami Hopkins

are

awaiting charters.
of

Sehr. Brunette has just discharged
corn for Nickerson.

a

cargo

Mrs. J>. S. Beals has returned from Boswith her spring millinery.

ton

on

W.

F.

Mr. Bacon, of Bridgeport, Conn., father of
Mrs. C. A. Colcord, is making her a \ isit.
Fast day service will be held this, Thursday, evening in The Congl. conference room.
"Waldo County Congl. Ministerial AssociaHarhutt Tuesday.
Winnie Davis, who has spent the
inter at Pert la ml, arrived home Saturdav.
Miss

Miteln 11. who has

A.

the soldiers home

at

short

st

his

T<>

position

Togus Me., is home

Tor

a

|

1

parents.

Marks has begun operations in his new ;
yard, which is -aid to he among the!

Mr.
brick
i"

isit

\

tine

a

locations

;..r

the 1 usiness

li

a

pric-s
\t

b

ne

a

■

that

I'

hors<

s

w

astonish

li

<-n

Friday

W. K. (Irium II arrived

hay.

e

from Boston

Inch he is <Tiering

buyers.

See

adv

T Merrill A Son onh awuii their saw
start the mw mill.
After they get in operation \\ e shall \ isit them and write up the
i

31 rs. Ardria U. Neal of this vil-

Liberty.

Breakwater:

Luke XXIV 5th verse last
ye the living among tin-

sermon

from

“Why seek

will he
and

Last Mondas evening the official hoard of
the M. F. church met at the close of Confer-

his horses

colts....

not in the

probably
sibly not

1

SEAKSPOKT

long.
kers
tin*

An

individual
measured

was

barber,

three

ITEMS.

hair

by

Irom his

and it measured

inches.

They

('.

A.

seven

wliis-

Crockett,

11. 11. Smart ami Foss

Young house,

planting.

gun

Miss Nellie .1, Seribner
Bn'<>ks lasl

M

Mas at

eek.

()ak Hill at
Mr.

a

in Saco
M as

in town

Stephenson ol Belfast
visiting relatives.

Mas

in

town

iasi week

Henry

m as

unable to go to

Boston.

Towle is in the employ of Her-

F.

Black, whitewashing and painting.

bert

Mrs. Frank (’leaves and daughter Kudavilla, are visiting relatives at Stockton

Springs.

It

Mr. and Mrs. John Smart of Frankfort
Merc iii town last
week visiting the family
•■'1 d

know

of—it

is

Tuesday, April

an

move

sic

M

M

ill he

ill be

w

ill take

possession in

in

the home of her

quite
of

to

a

success

1

i

WM.
AN

happiest man we
eight pound hoy. horn

12th.
a

furnished.

Oeo. W. Chase of this town has an arithwhich is over tMo hundred years old
ami a Bible printed in 1712.

j

j

At-

In Hope.
daughter.

1*>

PROBATE NOTICES

OO-

It will

s.dd elsewhere for

78 Main St„ Belfast, Me.

$1.00
Will

buy

a

pair of

£1

AA

JKi line or

buy

w|ll

9I.UU

of MEN’S LACE

or

BUCKLE BROGANS.
Calf & Crain Goods :i'^SieSSi,Kl“s

Heavy

Market.

Produce

Htoim d

Boston, April 18,1802. The following are today's quotations of provisions, produce, etc.:
Butter—New York and Vermont dairy, good to
choice, 18m20c; Eastern creamery,good to choice
The above quotations are receivers’
at 20m22.
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese Northern choice full creams and twins,
II 3-4m 12 l-4c; lair to good. Bm 11 1-2c sage at

BRACKETT
Is a tine, dark bay colt, foaled in 188S, stands
15 1 -2 hands, sire Harbinger, by Almont, by Abdallah. by liainbletonian Harbinger, dam by Ham
bletonian, second dam by Amerii an Star, Almont's
dam by Mambrino Chief, dam of Brackett by Kai
ser, by Geo. Wilkes, second dam by Henry Clay,
third dam by Warwick,by liainbletonian. Kaiser's
dam by Dictator. second dam by Almont.
ThisColt is live times to liainbletonian, through
his best sons, two Clay crosses through Henry and
Harry Clay. Also two star crosses. In him is combined the blood of the most noted trotting family, Hambletoii Clay, American Star. Mambrino
He lias a tine turn of speed,
Chief and Pilot, dr
He will
as would be expected from his breeding.
make a short, season at *20 to warrant, after
which he will be worked for speed.

12m 13 c.

1-2

extras, 14

Eggs—Eastern

m

15c:

Vermont

Hampshire extras. 14 1-2 m 15c.
Poultry- Northern fresh-killed choice chickens
at 22 m 2*5 ; fowls, 10 a 18c.
Beans—New York hand-picked pea si ;>0; mar-

and New

row pea at si 80: choice screen pea, 1 00m 1 70:
at si 75m1 80; choice yellow eyes si 80m 1 85.
Seed—Timothy si 50m1 70; Western red top,
si 50.m.S2: clover, 12 m 13c Hungarian, SO.mBOc.
Hay—Choice, s 18 a 819; some fancy higher; fair
to good. 810m817 1-2 Eastern fine.812m 14: poor
to ordinary, :>i 3 a 815.
Potatoes Choice natives and Maine stock at si
m 1 25 1b bbl;
11 out ton Hebrons. 50c ; Aroostook
Hehrons, 42 a 55c.
No
1
Baldwins at 82m2 50; Creenings,
Apples

hand-picked medium

MALTA
bay horse, foaled in 1884. 15 :;-4 bauds,
weighs llob lbs. Sire Constellation by Almont,
dam by Harry Clay, of New York, second dam by
Warwick by’ liainbletonian Warwick, dam by

Is

Belfast

Price

i'OliKIXH ! I» WKKKl.V

2»o«dO
4 ad
It*.
dried,
2 on a 2 2 d
Pea ns. i >ea,
a
1
7d
2 00
medium,
yellow eyes 1 do« 1 7d
1 S a 20
Putter, |> It'.
d (/ 7
Peef. p tt».
d.dm d< >
Parley. |r> bush,
I On 12
Cheese, p lh.
14m Id.
Chicken, |» II..
< 'all' Skins,
7*0m 70
Id.m IS
Duck, d lh.
i:i
do/..
i:^s.
14m Id,
Fowl, |> lh.
10m 18
(leese, |> lh.

Apples, |4 Im,
*•

*•

Ui'biii /•,

;<

<

Peel, corned. 1> lh.
PuttersaIt,box,

7mS
IS

(> hush,

00
do
(’racked corn | > hu.
do
<'orn Meal, p hu,
14m Id
Cheese. |) lh.
( otton Seed. | > < wt. 1 4<
('odlish, dr\. [' lh. S m 1 <
Corn.

Current.

l<>U

J I I F. ,JOI UN A1..

/*riee t’niil /‘rotlaerr*.

1'fOihu v Market.

('rauherries. (> <|t, da 12
(‘lover Seed, j» lh, 14m Is
Flour. J' hhl. 4 dli« d. 7d
11.0 .Seed. hu. 1 7d m 1 St
Mm 12
Lard. l> lh,

11 a \. |:> ton. 1J
Hides. p It,. 2
Lamb. p lt».
Lamb Skins.
Mutton, p It,.
Oats, p Ini. 22
Potatoes,
Round I log. p
Straw,

p

ton.

Clay.

a

dark

i American Star. The dam of lids horse was raised
in Pennsylvania, the home of the Clays. She trot00 a. 12 OO
1-27/4 1-2 ted trials in 2.BO before coming to Maine, and her
she never found on the road.
0//O
| equal
Here is one of the best sons of Constellation in
75//1 25;
Maine,
<S //10
pure gaited, with a good turn of speed, line
It,. 40//42 disposition and the only lmrse in Maine from a
Will make a short season at
mare.
Clay
20// 25
Harry
tt,.0 a 0, 1 2 810 1,1 warrant. No business done on Sunday
7 00//.S oo
MYRTIN WHITTEN.
Its.//20
IB
Montville P. o. Freedom
7//8

Turkev. p tt>.
Veal. pit,.
21 //22
Wool, washed.
Wool, unwashed. 2*2//22
Wood. hard. 4 OO/Hl OO
2 00//2 50
Wood. soft.

Hi fit if Mark ft.
Lime, p hl,l. 1 OO//1 05
4 //5
Oat Meal, p II,.
4 // 0
(tnions, l> lit.
«)il,kerosene, |> gal,8 // 1 4
5//5 1 2
Pollock, p ll.
D//lo
P„rk. p It,.
Plaster.p bid. 1 nn« 1 or,
4
Rye Meal. P lb.
1.2o
Shorts pewt..
4 1-2//5
Sugar, p lb.
Salt. 1.1.. p bu.
4,»
4 n
Sweet Potatoes.
2 12-// 4
Wheat Meal.

NO DIRT.

|

:

Only the

best

Sleeper’s Eye
Cigars.

|

Made in our u\vn lar
jury and sold in even
riiiar store. 1 o reins.

; P,i>T

«*r vi.i..

NOTICE

1

TKADE MAKK.
8. 8.

SLEEPER & CO.,

Factory, Boston.

lsi»2,

| Insolvency for said County of Waldo, against the
i estate of WARREN C. JA< l\S( >N. adjudged to be
of said Debtor.
j an Insolvent Debtor, on onpetition
the lath day of April.
which petition was tiled
A.

D. 1KH2,

to

which date interest

on

claims is

j
;

|
;
I
j

afternoon.
<liven under

I take this opportunity to inform ni\ friends
that I have recovered from my illness, and am
1 want m\ friends to
call, and guarantee them tine treatment. The best
of hay and grain will be furnished horses. Come
and see for yourselves. The best of attention will
be given all, especially to ladies. A nice hotel only
twenty five feet from nn place of business. Horse
stalls, if wanted, for si per month. The ten cent
svstem which was started ten vears ago will 1m*
FRANCIS WHITMORE.
kept up.
Belfast, April 18, 1892.- 1<»

again running my stable.

hand the date first above written.
ANSEL WADSWORTH, SheritV,
As Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said
2wl<>
County of Waldo.
mv

held

at
on

Belfast, within anthe second Tne-.l

PA KTRI1M ; K. named Kxeeutor in a
instrument purporting to he the last will
ANCKUNK K. 1.1 BB\ late of >•
in said County id Waldo, deee
having presentetl said will for Prohate.
Ordered, That the said Partridge jiive noth'
all persons interested hy causing a copy ..t tinder to he published three weeks successively ii
Kepuhliean Journal, printed at Belfast. that
i'<
may appear at a Prohate < ourt. to he held
fast, within and for said County, on the sc.
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have
the same should not he proved, approved aim
lowed.
OK<». K. JOHNSON. Jud.
A true copy Attest: Bt-ii.w P. KiKi.i*. Be-i-h
I

M.

Jj,

testament of
ton Springs,

-.

'■

At a Prohate < ourt held
the Countv ot Waldo,
April. \. 1>. IStfj.

at
on

Belfast, within at
the second Tue-d..

A \ instrument purporting to he the last wn
testament of MAI!\ J. KOSTKB. late ol Mville, in said County ot Waldo, deceased, i>.•
been presented for Probate.
Ordered, That notice he "iveii to all personteresfed hy causing a copy of this order t>> he
lished three weeks successively in tin Uepuh
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appat
Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, wi:
and for -aid County, on the -croud Tuestla1.
May next, at ten of the (dock before noon
show cans.', it any they ha\e.wliy the same-|
not he proved, approved and allowed.
CKO. K JOHNSON. .In-...
\ true copy
Attest:
Boll A v P. Kit I >. lie i-'

A

..

\t a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ai
the Count of Waldo, oil the second Tuc-- a
April. A i* ISHLC
instrument purport iuc t> he the last u
I SAMCK1
V Tll.ToN.
testament
Thorndike, in -aid County of Waldo, dereahaving been presented for Probate with rethat JOHN N TIl.TttN may l.e appointed
i st rat or with the will aunt \ed.
Ordered. That notice h« ^iveutoall o
tere ted hy •■aitsilie a copy <•) hi- order to
li-lied tlll'ee Weeks -ueees>i v ely in the Bep’nl
Journal, prillu-d at Bellas!. Mat tliev nta\
a
Belt i-'t
Pro ha t. ( ourt. to he held
and fot -aid
oimiy. -ii the second Tm-.

VN

bn
■>!

■

AMl'KI, < 1. .NORTON. \ dm inis; i.i >i >: lie es
rate ol JACOB N. CANE, bite of Palermo in
said County ot Waldo, deceased, be n,g j•
nt*• d
! a petition I'm a license to -ell at pul>!i< of >>r: ate
I sale all tbe real estate of said de. <-a-ed. a- a -ale
I of a part would depreciate the x .. : In •. 1.111.
e m
Ordered. Tha I tin .-a id Sa muel >.
n e t
i all persons interest! >1 bx
au-i
a
t rln- a
X ill lilt
lift t
I'S-I
pul 11 shed 11 ice XXi-ik
Republican Journal, printe.i at Be, ta-t. tint Tiex
max appeal at a 1’:
lU’Coit
to In liel l it Bt
1 < ounix. .m tie.
nil
I fast, within and I'm -ai
Tuesdax of Max III’X:. a ten
I 1 ’:
,T,,,,, ,»e|',,iv
i\
iHioii. mill -lioxx cause, ii
t hex baxe. w lix the
>u Id m>i In
granted
prax i-r ol -aid | et it ion
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
R< *n
I
P. IT ru>. Re-i-bw.
Atrueeopx. \>(e-t
■

■

!.
ten .. t tin
k before no.
n hy the same
I any
he; ha v
d
a p pro v cd
aim
allowed, an
Ideal he aopoiute.i admini-t rat-

Mi'
next,
!mw e m-e.

■

l.e

Hot

i'

-a-

prov

John N.
t lie will annexed.

I

«.

A

true

eoj.y

\*

e-

l.o. K. Joll \sON. J
lh"; W P. I'll ! n. lh

»0 S>.
'! I'm I ate he|
Ill
"Ill'l
e
: la- '«■< an I IK m
la
■! A ;
VTM ini). \ in 11'
oil tla- .-stale o|
I.rwr
KIH *1 »A ST! KKAt a Probate (Onrt held at Belfast. wit bin
mi tor
W inrei pol l. in sai.l i'mmt> .i.-ee: 'ee 'i.i
t lie County ol Waldo, a; : lie second Tue.-.|a\ "1
sfiP.-il hi- sci 'Mill ami tinal aeccimt
! i>P’
to| all..Wail'
i
t 1 |; of '.ltd
April, A. 1 >. 1 SUL*.
• »i'lcicu.
lie _i
hoi ice
t la-i't-i >t
T!:.!
r
I
IP IW’KU.. (ina rdian ol NKI.i IP \| \B! \
I
weeks sm-eessix el> in the lfe|
Pi.
HOW PI.I.. an insane person. "I \uu
a. in
that i.'
the County id' Kennebee, ha\inu presented a peri
pi i.i1 ,Itel ta-t. in sai.l oiiiu
at
a
Fcr.
attend
Proi.atc
.interested
tion for license to sell certain real estate .u -aid
ina>
1
held at I'.elta-t. on tin- second Tnc-e.■;
ward, situate in Tit miaston. Knox ( ounty i.mmu
Ii.im "
tiext. and show cause, it aiix tin
W M. I SI NO PH. for tile sum of .me iiu11«;!•-.! and
iid aec<Mint should not Pc allowed.
titty dollars.
1.1:< > f. Johnson. J:
( Male red. That the said P. S. Bowel I u
e not ie* to
\t t.-si
p,, pi x p in t ie i;.
A t rue -up)
all persons interested by causing a opy (.f this older to be published three weeks -ueeessj ve|> in the
<
In
I
ourt of Probata
Bepuhliean Journal, printed at Bellas!. That they \TT VI DO SS
i..
Tim'd;:
M
fast of tlie
ApMmay appear ;it*a Probate onrt, t«* be held at Bei<
»U
H
»K
siir\
i’.
<
1.1
IN
IH
tl.lilb
ii:
on
within
ami
for
said
the second
pa rt in-1
last,
ounty
Tuesday of .Way next,at ten ol the clock before late firm ot II* d P.I.M >< »K A I A N I', late of Itin said <
,ut\. having preset.u-.i hi' see..--noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
tinal aeeount ot itdminist ration of said
p raver of said petit ion should not bee-ranted'.
(i PI >. P. JOHNSON. Judu-e.
allowance.
Ordered. Mint notice ther--o| l.e eiven
B«>u ax P. Pii i.i>. Beuistet
A true copy, \ttest
Ill
the llepuhli- all •1
week' siieeessiv elx
I tel fast, in said < ouni \. t hat all pAt a Probate Court held at Belfast within and for printed in
a
unit
Probate
the Coiintx of W aldo, on the sceoml Tuesda-. of interested max attend at
held <t l.e I fast, oil the second lllesda.x
April, A. i>. 1 SOL*.
next, and -him eanse.il an\ they haxe x\
instrument purporting to be the last w ill and said account should not lie allowed.
testament uf JOHN (. H CNT. lute of Thorn
Johnson
(.i;o,
lt< m x P. l'l it l». id
dike, in said County of Wablo. deceased, haxinu
A true eopx. Attest:
been presented for Probate.
Ordered, That notice be uixen to all persons in
lITAl.DoSs
ho ourt ••( Probate, held
lerested by causing a copy of this ordei to be pubW fast, on the seeond Tuesd.n o| April.
lished tliree xveeks successively in the Bepuhliean
-ullit
M A K \ J I: W PIT. Vdiuinist rat n
Journal, printed at Belfast. that they may appear
Belfast.
JPKF.MIAH JP.WFTT late
at a Probate ( <mrt. to be held at Belfast. w it bin
.deceased, ha\ inn presented her see.
"tint)
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
final account ot administration of said.-'t.Way next, at ten of the clock before noon, and alloxvance
show cause, if any they have. why the same should
Ordered. That notice thereof In- _pxei
not l»e proved, approved and allowed.
in ill.
weeks sitecessixelx
Kepuhlieati ••
(,PO. P JOHNSON, .lud-e
I printed m I’el fast. in said
ount \. that all ;
A t rue copy
Attest
lien x x P. Pi i.i *. Be^ister !
< "in’
a
at
Prohate
interested max attend
I m id at lb* I fast. on the second Tues.la)
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, xvitnin and for next, and show
anse.
it an\ tln x have.
the Coiintx of Waldo. ..ii the m-i-hihI Tue-dax of
.id account should tint In- allowed.
April. A. I). 1SPL'
GIJ >. F JOHNSON
ii
\ true eopx
lb.il \X I* I 11 1
instrnmen: purporting to he tlit last will and
Mt.-'t
testament id BOBKBT P. PPIBi P. late
d
In
Belfast, in said County ol Waldo, deceased. Iiax
oiirt -•! Plot i.i i.- 11.
IITAIJM) S>
iiiL been presented foi Probate.
oml I iies.lax ot V pi:
ta si on tlie a
VY
Ordered, That notice be ^ixen '<• ail .tsohs in- SAMI !•: 1 klNi.Sp.I ■; S
I
.tot
terested by causing a copy ■.( this ordi to be pub- of l.\ 1M A P < III >Ss. p,t. ,,t \| .n il I ill'll
lished three weeks sueee»i\elx in the Bepuhliean ty. deceased, hax nu pies.-nted hi'
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear i final a.-eoitiiT ..I
dniiuistiation ot slid
at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast. x\ ithin
allowance.
i and for said < ounty, on the second Tuesday of I Ordered. Thai notice tlieicd be ^m-i
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 'weeks sueees'i x elx in 1 lie Keptdd I. an
I show cause, if
any they have, why the same should printed in lieltast. m >;u I -mntx that
I not be pfoxed. approved and allowed.
interested max at !• ml at a Probate •
Opo P. JOHNSON. .Indue,
held at P.elPi't. on the '.-eotid I'u.-sdax
Boii a
P. Pi i:i.!>. lb uistet. next, and show -a use it »m th.-x lie.
A true copy, \ttest
said account should not he allowed.
Ala I’robate Court held at Belta si. within and f.liF< l.l JOHNniN.
the County of Waldo, mi the-ennui Tiif-d.n .d
\
A11 C't
lb >11 ,\
P Pi II i.. Ii
na- eopx
|
April. A i >. 1 S'dli.
'I III'. -tii' riIti hereby ^i\e> |>uli!ir not
md
instrument purporting to in* tin i.ist ui
I rniinTlinl. !li;ll she lias been duly a
testament m UK HARD M. l.o\ LIT. late
ami taken upon lmr-elt the tru-i <-t I '■
>! Wahl •. dm*,mrd.
I .ineolny ilh*. iti -aid County
t
In* estate ..|
been
tm
ITobate
hay iny
presented
a I
Ordered, That not ice lie u: ven
pu> i- mJOHN KI».MI M»S .ate I I melt
v> h- 1
terested by eaiisiiu: a < opy <>| this
pub
t
.-l W aid-., de. eased, by m
lished three weeks •unvessiyeh in the Rej uhii.-an in the .unity
e< pi. -;
-lie t Imrefoi e
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FOR SALE.
'The subscriber lias for sale a large number of
pigs and shoats, ranging from four weeks to six
months old. Also a number of young breeding
sows.
Large and handsome stock. They can be
seen at mv place on North port avenue.
FRANCIS JONES.
Belfast, April 20, 1802. -10
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TIMOTHY MrMANN.late of

j

Prospect,

in the < 'ounty of AA’aldo, deceased. b\ ”i\ in<i bond
as the law directs: she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased
estate to
make immediate payment. and ihose wlu> have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
ORILEA M< MANN.

To Lease—Cleaves’ House.

Absolutely Pure*

St.,

Court

j

to

computed; that the payment of any debt to or
by’said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of
aiiy property by him are forbidden by law; that a
meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor t,<» prove
their debts and choose one or more assignees of
his estate, will he held at a Court of insolvency to
be holden at the Probate Office in said Belfast, on
the 11th day of May, A. I>. 18i>2, at 2 o’clock in the

I be

N. Y.

1‘collate

>

1
M l- H 'K III I'll 1. Sll I'.K I II or W A I IM » ( < >1 VIA
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April
is hereby given that on the l->th day of
a Warrant in Insolvency was
April. A. I).
issued by (Jen. E. Johnson. Judge of the Court of

1

baking
Highleavening strength.— Latest

a

the County of Waldo,
April. A. i>. 1 S',l*J.

1

[

United States Government Food Report.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 100 Wail
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Powder.
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NO SCRAPS.

No cheap labor. No inferior stock.
of e\ery tiling in

<
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Boston
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'TapSoleLaceSlioes

pair

a

purportin':

a
Probate Court, to he held at Bel fast. v.
ami for said County, on the second Tuesdi'.
.May next, at ten of the chick hefore noon,
show cause, if any they have, uhy the same si.
not he proved, approved and allowed.
CKO. I! .It HINSON. .Inn,
A true copy
Attest: B«>ii n I’. I rite lh

n

>

instrument
"I

at

■

FRANCIS’ SHOE STORE, Belfast, Me.

59 vears.
MOODY. In East Knox, March 27, at the residence of .1. H. .Jackson, Woodbury Franklin, son
of the late .lames II. and Margaret M. Moody, formerly of Belfast, aged 31 years, 3 months and 24
davs.
Miss Mattie
MURRAY. In Burnham, April
.1. Murray, aged 27 years.
In Searsmont, April 16, William S.
MASON.
Mason, aged 85 years, 8 months and 8 days.
NEAL. In Liberty, Apri' 12, Ardria (’., widow
of the late Isaiah ('. Neal, aged 75 years.
NICKERSON. In Melrose, Mass., April 8. Mrs.
Nahum Nickerson, formerly >t East Belfast.
ROBERTS. In Brooks, April 13, Charles .).
Roberts, aged 50 years and 2 months.
Mrs. Joseph
In Saco, April
ROBINSON.
Robinson, aged 84 years.
In
8.
SWEARS.
Yinalhaven, April Annie.daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ( has. Swears, aged 6 years.
THOMPSON. In Frankfort. Mrs. (ieo. Thompson, aged 74 years.
TOWLE. In Boston, April 16, Samuel S. Towle,
formerly of Belfast, aged 46 years. 10 months and
1 o davs.
WALKER. In Camden. April 12. Mrs. Sarah
(’. Walker, aged 81 years, 3 months and 21 days.

est of all

|

Belfast. within aim
the -e< olid Tllt'-t!

County of Waldo, deceased, havnm
presented for IT< ate.
Ordered, That not ice he "iven to all persons
leresled hy causing a ropy ot this order to hr
lished three weeks successively in the UrpiJ.
Journal, printed at Belfast, tlial they may a.

■

Wien’s Heavy

Mr. and Mrs. Albion Allen,

of tartar

a
Probate Court held at Bel last. within aim
tlie (’ountx ol Waldo, on tin-second Tue-dav
April, A. 1). ISiPJ.

Court held at
Coil lit v ..I \\ aid... on
A. I). l.s.rj

testament

>

In Belfast, April 19, Amos It.
BOYNTON.
Bovnton, aged 75 vears ami 7 months.
In
BOULTER.
Unity, April 11, Mrs. Caroline
M. Boulter, aged 78 years.
In Brockton, Mass., William E.
BOWDEN.
Bowden, a native of Castine, aged 39 years.
BEAN. In Camden, April 13, Emma, wife of
( apt. 11. M. Bean, aged about 50 years.
BARTON. In Yinalhaven, April 5, Isaiah Barton, aged 59 years, 1 month and 26 days.
In Yinalhaven, April 7, Lydia ('.,
CLARK.
widow of Samuel Clark, aged 63 years, 11 months
and 29 days.
(JREELY. In Swanville. April 16, Edwin (Jreels aged 60 vears and 16 days.
HAMLIN. In Brooks, April 17. Emma M. Hamlin, aged nearly 4 years.
In Pittsfield, April 9, Reuben
HACKETT.
Hackett, aged 82 years.
MAYO. At Fort l’aytie, Aal., April 11. (ieorge
Mayo, formerly of Belfast, aged 52 years.
In Lynn. March 29, Mrs. Abide
MURPHY.
Bird Murphy, a native of Northport. aged about

cream

\N

At a Probate Court held at Belfast. within and for
the County ol Waldo, Oil the second Tuesdax .>1
April, A. 1). lS'Jli.
EM NICE BARREN ami ANN |>. ROCERS, aunts
Xj and next ot kin ol MARY R BANKS, late of
Belfast, in said County ol Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that .MASON 1. STKY
KNS. of Nonhport, may be appointed administra
tor on said deceased's estate.
Ordered. That the said Petitioners give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three xveeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that thex
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
praver of said petition should not be granted".
CEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Bon an P. Fiki.h, Register.

At

Probate

a

lie

in said

■

these

j

Mr.

April.

l». B» >SS. creditor of I.I.W IS l>i: \N. .1. late
"t I iiK-olnx ill**, in said Count’ o| Waldo,
xh
deceased. Tax ing preseuteil a petition that some
suitable person may be appointed administrator
oil said ...
estate.
Ordered, That the said Boss gj\,- notice to
all persons interested bx causing a copy id'
this order to he published three weeks successive! in the Kepiiblieau Journal, printed at Belfast, that they max appear at a Probate < ourt, to
be held at Belfast, xvitbin and for said County, on
the second I'uesuax «d
Max next, a; ten ot the
clock before noon, and show causi
it am thex
have, why the prayer of said |ctition should mit
be granted.
CKo. E. JOHNSON. Judge
A true copy. Attest
Bohan P. ITi.i i>. Register.

$2.00.

heard Mon-

DIED.

A

At
t

V

j

MARRIED.

I

Woodfords,

Ai a I‘rol•:11<• Court held at Belfast, within and lot
the Count', ol W aldo, on Tlie second 'flies.lax ot
April. A l>. l.sti-j.

for
and boys, all st\ les ami qualities,
from a 35c. soft crush Hat ami a 9<>c.
Please examine them.

E. P. FROST & CO.,

AMES-Bl RRILL. In Fittstield, April ti, Clias.
R. Ames and Miss Lillie E. But rill.
EERO l SON-ROBIN SON. In Flymouth, April
10. William T. Ferguson, of Troy, and Mrs. Man
E. Robinson, of Flymouth.
McCACSLIN--ESTES. In Troy, April 17, E. E.
Mel ansi in and Miss Mae D. Estes._

about to

Conference at Rockland on MonMr. ami Mrs. F. W. Smart went- to Brooks j day's boat. This closes Mr. Norton's third
of faithful, earnest, pastoral work with
attend
year
to
the
funeral
of
her
cousin,
Monday,
this charge, and he carries with him. not only
The four years old daughter of her uncle Otis 1
the good will of all the people but a unaniJ iamlin.
mous expression of their desire for his return
another year... .Mrs. Grace Blackwell, May
Our fishermen have been quite lucky of
Belle Atwood and Marion Rich gave a fancy
late fishing for trout on Swan Lake. Henry i dress
party at Shaw's Hall Friday evening.
Harriman hooked four beauties one day last It was a novel and pretty affair. The hall
was elaborately decorated with evergreens
Meek.
Herbert Feed and Wilson N. Dow,
! and Mags, and the costumes of the young ladof this place, have been the luckiest of our
| ies and little misses were ver\ beautiful,
Where all looked so nice it would be difficult
fishermen.
It is a cold day when our North
Some do or more were
to discriminate.
Searsport boys get left while fishing.
I present and games and dam es were enjoyed
! until a late hour. Ice cream, cake and other
East Skaijsmont.
George Donnell is I refreshments were served. Miss AdaJJttlepainting his house.... Etta Eawry is tpiile j field came from Bangor to attend the party
.The house and farm buildings of Augustus
11.
Willie Wellman is also very sirk \n ith j
were totally destroyed bytireWcdJ M. Clarkforenoon.
ie\
er.
Mrs.
.1.
I’..
left
Arnold
The tire took in the cliamtyphoid
April ; nesday
1 ••tli for Franklin, Mass ...Mr. L. Brewster hers from a defective chimney.
Mr. Clark
i
"1 Boekville, Me., was in town Thursday, was absent, having just gone to tin* village
on business.
Mrs. Clark was sick in bed
the guest of Leslie Marriner.... Alice Hunt and there was
only Edward and a neighbor,
j
returned home from her uncle's the 17th, , whom he had just brought, to take rare of
his
there
when the tire broke out.
mother,
where she lias been the past seven weeks
! There are not many near neighbors and as
school...
a
from
.RMiite
attending
delegation
there was a brisk wind blowing nearly
vthis part of the town attended the drama at ery thing was destroyed before efficient help
secured.
could
be
Even
the
little
that
they
Mystic Grange Hall, Belmont.
succeeded in getting out of the house was
Skaksmont. Mr. Win. S. Mason, one of mostly burned on the ground before it could
our oldest and most respected
citizens, died be removed to a place of safety. They manto save their cattle, hut lost MO tons of
Saturday. He had been sick for some time. aged
hay, -0 cords of wood, several barrels of
The funeral services were Monday.... Bev. Hour, and in fact every thing, even to the
M. F. Bridgham ami wife are attending the ready money which they had in the house.
I t is a very hard ease for Mr. Clark as lie was
annual session of the East Maine Conf., at
insured for only SloOO, which will go but, a
Rockland-Simmons ami Paine have leas- little way toward replacing his
buildings,
ed the store occupied by the late E. E. Bean saying nothing of his other heavy losses.
have
the
of
their
They
sympathy
many
and are moving in this week_The old
friends in all parts of the town. Mr. Clark
school-house was sold to G. B. Dyer last Sat- and family will remain for the
present at the
urday. The contract for building the cellar home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jones, and
for the new house will he sold to the lowest will rebuild as soon as
Anpossible_Mrs.
bidder next Saturday, April 2J5, at 2 p. in_ nie Deane and two
cliileren, of East Boston,
At the republican caucus Saturday the fol- are
friends in town-Miss Carrie
visiting
lowing town committee was elected: O. 1). Roberts, of Hampden, is visiting her aunt,
Wilson, J. W. Farrar, E. W. Wiley, E. P Mrs. H. D, Simpson-Mr. A. H. Hanscome
Mahoney, G. H. Clark, L. E. Cross. Dele- left for Boston on Tuesday_A calico ball
gates to the Bangor convention : J. W. Far- was given at Union Hall Monday night, at
rar, E. S. Cushman, G. N. Cooper: to the which a large number were present,. Miss
Waterville convention, V. A. Simmons, G. Mattie Downs took the
prize for having the
H. Clark, F. E. Toothaker.
prettiest, dress.
wife left for

was

A

[

and

steam mill

the besT in the market.

to

OF
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CURRIER,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesdax of
April. A. i>. 181)2.
NECKWEAR. We have as fine a line as can be found in Belfast: latest styles in Puff,
E. HOFPSES. sister ot
ANN
AI.PHKCS A
Tech Scarfs and Four-in-Hands, and Fancy Windsors for boys and girls. All
A K NIC H I late of I Jii^olm. ille, in said Conn
prices and qualities.
ty of Waldo, deceased, liaxTng presented a petition
SHIRTS of all kinds and prices from a 35c. Fancy Outing Shirt for men and bo, s, up ; that J. B. NOYES, of said I.ineolnx ille. may be
to $2.00.
Look at our 35c. and 45c. Outing Shirt for the boys.
appointed administrator on said deceased's estate.
I Ordered. That the said Ann E. gixe notice t<>
I all persons interested bx causing a eopx of this
1 NDERWEAR. HOSIERY and everything else
kept in a first-class clothing store at | order to lie published three weeks successively in
prices lower than ever sold before.
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they max appear at a Probate Court. to be held at
and for said < ountx, mi tlie second
Selling at retail in connection with our large wholesale business, we can afford to sell Belfast. within
of May next, at ten oi the clock lie
cheaper than the cheapest, for we buy in such large quantities that no other retailer can Tuesday
fore noon, and show cause, it am they baxe. xxlix
with
us.
the
we
a
of
in
made
the wholesale business:
have
Rk^^Hn
compete
past
specialty
the praver of said petition should n<>' be granted
the future we intend to pay more attention to the retail. Thanking the public and our
ci:o. p Johnson. Judge.
friends for their kind patronage, we hope to give them better trades than ever.
14
A true copy. Attest: Bmt x N P. IT u>. Register.

BICKFORD. hi Fittstield, April 4, t" Mr. and
Mis. Edward liiekford, a son.
CALDWELL. In Fittstield. April in. T«» Mr. and
Mrs. E. M. Caldwell, n son.
In Brooks, April 1 7. t<* Mr. and Mrs.
(it HDX>N.
Harry E. < lordon, a son.
to Mr. and
NORTON. In Castine. .March
Mrs. .1. H. Norton, a daughter.
WHITNEY. At Big Timber. Montana. April 14.
to Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Whitney, a son.
YOl NO. In Yinalhaven, April 4. t*• Mr. ami
Mrs. Jason o Young, a son.
WARD. In North Searsport, April 12, to Mr.
and Mrs. El bridge Ward, a son.

have sold their
Downs.... Mrs. Alvin

over Sunday, leaving for Bockland on
Monday's boat....Bev. H. W. Norton and

Capt.

*T*

E.

HONORED AND RESPECTED CITIZEN
OP
KENNEBUNK,
MAINE,
CURED

lo

time.... Mr. Alfred Ycazie,
Oidtowu, has been visiting friends
n.
.The ice left Swan Lake .Monday.

ALLEN.

Cambridge. They

town

metic

TT

poisonous drugs; Is pleasant to
take; Is gentle in its action, and is
guaranteed to cure diseases of the
Blood, Stomach. Kidneys and Lit er
Sold everywhere.
THE ALLEN SARSAPARILLA CO..

Severe Stomach Trouble

BOYS' SHIRT YYA ISTS, BLOUSES and OVERALLS.

Derby upwards,

a

no

MEN'S DRESS HANTS from $2.00 to $5.00.
BOYS’ ODD HANTS, 4 to 14 years, 25c. to $1.00.

Arrived hark MeYork—a good pas-

Alert.

to

or

Allen's Sarsaparilla is the best medicine in the market, being a concentrated extract of roots and herbs; contains

to Cure.

-1

$5.50, all kinds and oualities: also
styles and lag bargains.
up

IStll._

.1 r.. a

financially_The
are

being painted

4.50 suit is

BORN.

daughter, Mrs.

Mr. Fred Maddox

low

the

the

house to Mrs. Eph.
Simmons'has been in town a few days disposing of her property here. She sold her
house to Leslie Mayo.
She returned to
Matinicus Monday. Mr. and Mrs. Simmons
were good citizens and we
regret that they
have decided to leave us permanently...
Bev. and Mrs. J. H. Bowlesland were in

is the

grand ball at Marden hall,
Monday evening, May 2d. The best of muThere

at

was

family

S. Nickerson.

Klbridge Ward

CENTS.

50

It is Guaranteed

Overcoats

and

nf West

her mother Mrs. Crowley arrived from Boston on Tuesday's boat... Caj>t. E. F. Littlefield and family arrived from Florida Saturday, accompanied from Boston by Mrs. J. IS.
Kilburn. Their many friends are well pleased to welcome them home after their winter’s
absence-The members of Sunrise Grange
gave a very pleasing Dramatic Entertainment at l nioft Hall, Wednesday
evening.

Oilman Smart ami wife have moved into
the house owned by F. M. Kastman.
Miss Untie B. Mathews M as taken ill last
week and

and

is

ningham's new
day for the first

Merrill, at the advanced age of «S4 years.
Her remains were brought here on Tuesday
for burial. Mr. ami Mrs. Merrill accompanied them.... Mrs. Margaret Atwood with

recently visiting
Fat.

worn

Wjntkkpoht.
Mrs. Joseph Bobinson, for
many years a well known and highly respected resident of this place, died last week

position

quarrying.

Frank Field, of Belfast,
a friend.

are

fall... Bert Merservey is going into trade at
Geteheir.s Corner, Vassal boro.

home from

Walter L. MatheMs has secured

FOR

MEN'S ODD COATS and Y'ESTS at half price.
MEN'S YYORKINO RANTS from $1.00

put in order for
t he season's work.
She is a trim little craft
and,as last year, uiay be chartered Ha* fishing
or excursion parties... .The whist le ot Cun-

wood,

dfe

hail, and which can't lie briu in Wald" Comity in ipuditt and price.
Raj .vat to examine mil- si n t before ytai spend a dollar elsew here.

SI I IS, 4 to II years, from $1.00
BOY S' THREE R1ELE SUITS, latest

PORTS.

12.
New

Steamer

Swanvii.i.e.

feet and

evening which was fully attended.... M rs.
•Julie Gilman has bargained for the S. T.

lam* begun shearing their slu e}*.
Hamilton have be-

l-'arimts

AS

i'ivcil tin- largest and most complete stork of

riT

HOYS

—.

tied up in a
Havener lot.
sui t <»f a queue, and one would never mist rust
their great length, hut when let, down
The hall Tuesday evening at Fnion Hall
they
trail on the ground, and all tin- way he can
as well attended and a
pronounced sm
walk
with
is
them
to wind them around his
s>, and is a
flattering testimonial of the
hjlity of the committee in charge. A large armor body. The\ are of good color, tine
number of spectators were present io lisp-ii i and glossy, and are the growth of about
and eiiji'V the concert given by Sanborn's twelve years. This ••captain with his whiskers" is \\
!• lu stra, w ho furuished music for the oeB. Mardcil of this village.'...
usiou.
Miss Annie Twitched is in Boston buying
A turkev supper, was serv ed at in•'rmission.
Floor Director: A. M. Kane, goods for her new millinery establishment.
Miss Kittie Walker is at home from Augus-bids: E. E. Follett, C. E. Adams, X. C
The church was finely decorated with
Shute, F. C Dutch. C. ti. Carh-y. .1. F. Sar- ta
dowers mi Easter Sundu\ and the children
gent
of the Sunday school gave a concert in the
NoliTH

should be in poor health
when such a
Destroyer of Disease

you

Allen sSarsaparilla
can be had of any
druggist

Kennebunk, Me., i
May io, ’91. |

five years 1 have suffersevere
stomach
trouble, consisting of weakness,
faint and all gone feeling at
pit of stomach, loss of appetite,
and a continual tired feeling.
I
doctored a great deal, but could get
no permanent benefit.
A few months
ago I began the use of Allen’s
Sarsaparilla, and had taken it
but a little while when I began to feel
better.
I have now taken two bottleand can say I am cured. My
appetite is splendid, and I feel
perfectly well for the first time in
five years.
Allen’s Sarsaparilla did it.
WM. E. CURRIER.

"T’Here is No Reason wny f

YOUTH'S SUITS, H to IS years', from $5.50 to $10.00. I.k at our Y( II Til'S NILE
YV ORSTE11 SL IT for $4.50, net er sold less than ST.no Lelore.

guntieook, Wallace,
sage of IS days.
Cardenas, April S. In port seh. Tlios. W.
Hyde, Sherman, ldg. for N. of H.
Calcutta, March Id. In port, ship Frank
Pendleton, Nichols, for San Francisco.
Cienfuegos. Arrived previous to April IT
sell. Edward Johnson, Warren, Philadelphia.
Sailed seh. Carrie E.
Matanzas. April 1“>.
Woodbury, Bryant, New York.
seh. Ta'.ofa,
March
Sailed
Trapani.
Fletcher, Rockland.
Port Spain, April •». in port sell. Olive
Pecker, Hall, for C. S.

found el sewhere in the state :
United States, and posin the world.
We have a man that
stands live feet and seven inches in height
who has a beard six feet and three inches

The

year.

of

FOREIGN

just

-MEN'S STYLISH SLITS from .$4.50 ti. $15.00 ; onr
sd.OO: our sS.ihi suit is sold elsewhere for.S10.00.

bark Beatrice Havener, Hiehborn, Cienfiiegos, (and ordered to Boston): IS, arrived
seh. Cyrus Hall, Coombs, Mobile for New
York.
Sailed sell. John
New Bedford, April Id.
Lentlial, Carver, New York.

that cannot he

Treasurer, Mrs. D. F. Mitehil. reported all hills paid and each member
-I the board w as mort t ban gratified with the
prosperity vvhiuh has attended all lines of
hur« h work for ilu- year. The heartfelt
Thanks of file hoard Were extended to the
ul'lic spirited men of our village whoso
generously assisted ill tile pUlvllHSe of file
nee

some

we ever

Rawsoii. French. New York.

Demerara, April

luive

Stylish Spring Suits

Hi, sailed sell. Lizzie B. Wil-

Pensacola, April lb. Arrived sell. Clara
E. Con oid, Kavanagh, Oalveston.
Charleston, April IT. Sailed sell. Joel E.
Shepard, New York.
m.
Fernandina, April IT. Sailed sell.
Frederick, Cottrell, New York.
New Haven, April is. Sailed brig Fidelia, j
Jordan, Philadelphia.
Delaware Breakwater, April 17. Arrived

Liberty has many tilings to
boast of and many more things that, we do
not care to boast of.
We have one curiosity

dead."

*

here and exhibit

.J.

FROST

P.
*\

ley, Rivers, New York.
Pascagoula, April 14. Arrived sell. Charlotte T. Sibley, Bartlett, Velasco.
Apalachicola, April HI. Arrived selir.Noromhega, Armstrong, Oalveston.
Mobile, April Hi. Cleared sell. Savah D.

<

danse.

E.

Darien, April l.‘>. Arrived sell. Melissa A.
Willey, Willey, New York.
Brunswick, April 14. Sailed selir. .ary
L. Peters, Williams, Philadelphia; Lester
A. Lewis, Burgess, Norwich: lb, arrived
seh. Edward S.
Stearns, Heal, Delaware

lage, widow1 of the late Isaiah ('. Neal, died
12th, ;lged 75 years. Her death oceurThe Jolmson-Stevens Combination, which April
ed just live weeks to a day after that of her
w as advertised to
appear at Fnion Hall M<>nhusband. Under the new law of vital statisda\ < veiling, did not show, hut it is rumored
tics the name of ev ery deceased person must
'bey may appear here later.
be recorded at the office of the town clerk,
Notice is posted calling a Republican
anand as no death oeeured in Liberty between
us to elect delegates to State and District
that of Mr. and 31 rs. Neal their names apConventions, Searsport being entitled to
pear upon the register one directly under the
four delegates to each convention.
othes—a fitting sequence after living togethCeorgc Curtis and Elea/.or Nickerson lost er sixty-one years.... Building has begun
some valuable sheep recently, killed
by dogs. in the village. W. J. Km vvlton raised a
They succeeded in killing one of the dogs, large barn Saturday ami George Smith is
'lie other escaped and is at large.
building a stable. J. J. Walker has put: a
Crockett
Rev. N. La Marsh has completed a four cupola on the top of his stable.
years' pastorate w ith the people of the M.E. and Prescott will begin on their buildings
lmrcli here and it seems to he in the air that soon-Business is rushing at the tannery
he is coming back for another year. Helias at present.-At a meeting of the officers of
been untiring in Ids labors for the church and the West Waldo Agricultural Society last
is in a flourishing condition.
Saturday it was voted to have a horse trot
at the Georges River Trotting Park, June 18,
Faster Sunday was appropriately observbSP2, consisting of the following classes: 2.50,
d at the Congregational church. The pul2.40, and 2.JO, with purses of *50, *05,and H125
i'. t w as profusely decorated w ith flowers and
respectively. It was also voted to build a
plants. Mr. Harl.ntt preached a very able
grand stand. H. Nelson lias written that he
industry.

new
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NEWS.
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tion met with Bev. B. (1.

\\

SHIP

....

Mrs. Prudence Putnam left by boat .Monday for her home in Boston.

K. S. Cyphers has begun work
Nichols’ photograph building.

CORRESPONDENCE.

subscriber hereby jtives public not ice to all
that he has been dul\ appointed
upon himself the trust of Administraof the estate of

THE
concerned,
and taken
tor

[

EDWARD !'. HANSCOMR. of Erenlmu,
I in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
SPRINGS VILLAGE. as the law directs: he therefore requests all perj sons who are
indebted to said deceased's estate to
For terms or other information, apply to
make immediate payment, and those who have
E COLCO D, Stockton Springs.
demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for setany
> tlement to him.
THOMAS AY. N OSE.
April 21, 1802. 4wl6*
-SITUATED

STOCKTON

IN-

Searsport Savings Bank

the Searsport Sa\ i11_
meet at their Kaukiu.
requested
1
SalurUit), Ha) 14, ISW2. al 10 o’rlork
tor the ehoire of trustees for tlie ensiiiuand to act on other business that may Irua
before the meeting.
( HAS. K. (iOKDON. I"
Searsport. April is. 1892. Hi
K. eorporators of
rpiI
to
1 are

on

“Wanted.
TO HO HOI SKWOHK ina*ni.d

Ahum.
ly. Apply
Belfast.

to

April 11*, 1892.

W. E. HAMII
1 w 1 9*

I''

